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PREFACE

Preparation of polymers with finely controlled structure is one of the most important and interesting subjects in pure and applied polymer chemistry. For the studies of the controlled polymer synthesis, detailed analysis of polymer structures is essential, and NMR spectroscopy has played an important role in this field. Introduction of superconducting magnets together with developments of two-dimensional experiments and multinuclear measurements have brought new aspects in the characterization of polymers by NMR spectroscopy.

This dissertation deals with the anionic polymerizations of methacrylates through the detailed analysis of the resulting polymers and oligomers with the aid of high-field NMR. The structural analysis led us to the discovery of the stereoregular and living polymerization of methyl methacrylate. The dissertation also describes the on-line GPC/NMR method which has been developed as a novel technique for the characterization of polymers. These studies has been carried out under the direction of Professor Koichi Hatada in his laboratory at Osaka University from 1982 to 1990.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Properties of polymers depend not only on the chemical structure of monomeric units but also on the microstructures such as stereoregularity, comonomer composition, terminal groups, molecular weight and its distribution. It has been a challenging subject for polymer chemists to synthesize the polymers with well-defined or controlled structures. Living polymerization and stereoregular polymerization, which are the remarkable developments in modern polymer synthesis, are both promising techniques for the purpose.

The anionic polymerization of methyl methacrylate (MMA) is one of the most intensively studied polymerizations of polar vinyl monomers. MMA can be polymerized with a variety of lithium, magnesium and aluminum compounds to give polymers with a wide range of tacticities. Many papers including several review articles\textsuperscript{1-6} have been published on MMA polymerization since the first preparation of stereoregular PMMAs by Fox \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{7} and Miller \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{8} in 1958. However, the complexity of the factors affecting the polymerization reaction prevented a clear understanding of the polymerization. It has been difficult to control the molecular weight and its distribution of stereoregular PMMAs.

The polymerization of MMA with butyllithium, a typical example of anionic initiator, yields the polymer which has a broad molecular weight distribution (MWD). Initiator efficiency in the polymerization is low if each polymer molecule is assumed to contain one butyl group. Most of these features are ascribed to the side reactions between the initiator and monomer\textsuperscript{9-14}; an attack of the initiator on the monomer takes place on both olefinic and carbonyl double bonds [1,2].

Hatada and his coworkers polymerized totally deuterated MMA (MMA-\textit{d_s}) with undeuterated butyllithium in toluene and in THF and analyzed the structure of the resulting polymers and oligomers by \textit{1H NMR spectroscopy}\textsuperscript{15-17}. They showed that butyl isopropenyl ketone (BIPK) formed in the polymerization mixture adds to a growing anion [3] to form an anion ended with BIPK [4]. The
ketone-ended anions are much less reactive than MMA-ended anions and most of them remain unreacted during the polymerization reaction. The lithium methoxide formed concomitantly with BIPK coordinates with a growing anion and generate another species of different reactivity and stereoregularity. These cause the MWD of the resultant polymer to be broad.

Self-termination of the polymer anion to form a cyclic ketone structure [6] is also responsible for the broad MWD, particularly for the polymerization conducted at above -40°C. Goode et al.⁹ and Glusker et al.¹⁰ described that a pseudo-terminated growing center [5] did not lose its activity completely and sometimes acted as the "dormant" species in the polymerization system.
The course of the cyclizing selfcondensation were investigated extensively by Lochmann and his coworkers\textsuperscript{18,19} in terms of the character of solvent, effect of alkoxide, concentration of the reactants, and temperature, using esters of $\alpha$-metalallocarboxylic acids as initiator.

In the polymerization of MMA by Grignard reagents, Schlenk equilibrium [7] also makes the reaction complex.

$$2 \text{RMgX} \rightleftharpoons \text{R}_2\text{Mg} + \text{MgX}_2 \hspace{1cm} [7]$$

The exchange between "$\text{RMgBr}$" and "$\text{R}_2\text{Mg}$" is slow enough to react with monomer independently without perturbing the equilibrium\textsuperscript{20}, thus tacticity and MWD of the resulting polymer are dominated by the relative amount of these active species ('eneidic mechanism'). Ando et al.\textsuperscript{21} and Matsuzaki et al.\textsuperscript{22} suggested that in the polymerization of MMA by phenylmagnesium bromide active species for isotactic polymer were produced from "$\text{C}_6\text{H}_5\text{MgBr}$" and those for syndiotactic-rich polymer from "$(\text{C}_6\text{H}_5)_2\text{Mg}$", and that isotactic polymer was produced at relatively high temperature (> 0°C). The results are consistent with general observations that Schlenk equilibrium moves in favor of "$\text{RMgX}$" with increasing temperature and that "$\text{R}_2\text{Mg}$" does not yield isotactic PMMA.

Moreover, organomagnesium compounds are usually prepared in diethyl ether or THF, and therefore the influence of these polar molecules on the polymerization, particularly in the polymerization in a nonpolar solvent, is generally inevitable. Allen and his coworkers\textsuperscript{23,24} carried out the polymerization of MMA in toluene initiated by homogeneous "de-etherated" alkyl and arylmagnesium bromides prepared in THF. The stoichiometric compositions of the equilibrium mixture of the initiating species (mole ratio of Br/R) were dependent on the concentration of the residual THF. It would seem likely that the initiation species under these conditions was $t$-$\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \cdot 2\text{THF}$ which forms a chiral species if one THF is displaced by a coordinated monomer [8]. However, the associated forms [9,10] should also be taken into account where the ratio of Br/R exceeds unity or the ratio of THF/R is close to unity, because MgBr\textsubscript{2}, even solvated with THF, can not exist alone in toluene due to its low solubility (0.006 M).
In summary, the factors affecting the anionic polymerization of MMA can be described as follows:

1. Side reaction in the initiation step (formation of isopropenyl ketone and methoxide)
2. Self-termination (or pseudotermination) of the polymer anions to form a cyclic ketone structure
3. Schlenk equilibrium
4. Influence of polar molecules
5. Association of active species.

In contrast to the above complexities, the polymerization of MMA in THF by bulky alkyl lithium such as 1,1-diphenylhexyllithium (DPhLi) at low temperature proceeds in a living manner to give PMMA of a narrow MWD\textsuperscript{25,26}. A new method of polymerization known as group transfer polymerization (GTP) was developed by Webster and his coworkers in 1983\textsuperscript{27}; by this method methacrylates and acrylates can be polymerized using ketene silyl acetals in the presence of a nucleophilic (e.g. HF\textsuperscript{2-}, CN\textsuperscript{-}) or an electrophilic (e.g. ZnCl\textsubscript{2}, Et\textsubscript{2}AlCl) coinitiator. GTP proceeds through a living mechanism even at room temperature which allows the preparation of polymers with a narrow MWD. However, the stereoregularities of the PMMAs prepared by DPhLi in THF and by GTP are low similarly to those of the PMMAs prepared by radical polymerization.

In 1985, the present authors found that highly isotactic PMMA (\textit{mm} > 96 \%) with a narrow MWD is produced by the polymerization of MMA in toluene at low temperature with the \textit{t}-butylmagne-
sium bromide prepared in diethyl ether\textsuperscript{28}. This is the first example of the living and highly stereoregular polymerization of MMA. The polymerization proceeds without a side reaction, and the number average molecular weight (Mn) of the polymer can be easily controlled by the initial amounts of the monomer and initiator. Later, living and highly syndiotactic (rr > 90 \%) polymerization of methacrylates has been achieved by employing t-butyllithium-trialkylaluminum complex\textsuperscript{29} and organolanthanide complex\textsuperscript{30} as initiator. Now it has become possible to synthesize both highly isotactic and highly syndiotactic PMMAs with controlled molecular weight and MWD.

This dissertation deals with the studies on the mechanism of anionic polymerizations of methacrylates through detailed analyses of the resulting polymers and oligomers. The studies are described in the following four chapters.

Chapter 1 describes the studies on the anionic polymerization of MMA with the aid of deuterated monomer and initiator. When a totally deuterated monomer (MMA-\textit{ds}) is polymerized with an undeuterated initiator, the fragments of the initiator and the terminating reagent incorporated in the polymer chain can be easily detected by \textit{\textit{1}H} NMR spectroscopy without being disturbed by the strong signals due to monomeric units.

The polymer and oligomer of MMA-\textit{ds} obtained from the polymerization with butyllithium in toluene showed a singlet peak at 2.57 ppm and a triplet at 2.40 ppm\textsuperscript{17}. These peaks were assigned to the terminal methine proton and the methylene proton adjacent to the carbonyl group (the \textit{\textit{a}}-methylene protons) of BIPK units, respectively. The oligomers (\textit{DP = 3 - 5}) of undeuterated MMA separated by HPLC were found to have a BIPK unit at the terminating end of chain from the consideration of the fragmentation pattern in their mass spectra. The structure was represented as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{CH}_3 \\
\text{C}_4\text{H}_9 \cdots \text{CH}_2 \cdots \text{CH}_2 \cdots \text{CH}_2 \cdots \text{H} \\
\text{C} = \text{O} \\
\text{OCH}_3 \\
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{CH}_3 \\
\text{C} = \text{O} \\
\text{CH}_2 \cdots \\
\text{C}_3\text{H}_7 \\
\end{array}
\quad
2.57 \text{ ppm}
\quad
2.40 \text{ ppm}
\quad
\text{[11]}
\]
In the case of the polymer, it was difficult to obtain spectroscopic evidence specifying the location of a BIPK unit in the chain. The BIPK unit was believed to be located near the beginning of the polymer chain in view of the following observations: (i) a lower molecular weight polymer formed in the early stage of polymerization contained one BIPK unit as well as the higher molecular weight polymer formed later, (ii) BIPK monomer could be hardly detected in the reaction mixture even in the early stage of polymerization and thus was considered to be already incorporated in the polymer chain, (iii) the \( \alpha \)-methylene protons of BIPK units showed a relatively long spin-lattice relaxation time. Thus, the following structure of the polymer was postulated in the previous paper\(^1\)6:

\[
\text{CH}_3 \quad \text{CH}_3 \quad \text{CH}_3 \\
\text{C}_4\text{H}_9 - \text{CH}_2 - C \quad \text{CH}_2 - C \quad \text{CH}_2 - C \quad \text{H} \\
\text{C}=O \quad \text{C}=O \quad \text{C}=O \\
\text{OCH}_3 \quad \text{C}_4\text{H}_9 \quad \text{OCH}_3 \\
[12]
\]

The present authors\(^3\)3 extended the studies on the polymerization of MMA using deuterated monomer to the polymerization with Grignard reagent and found that the polymer and oligomer molecule of MMA-\( \text{d}_s \) prepared with butylmagnesium chloride in toluene at \(-78^\circ\text{C} \) contained BIPK units in a chain as well, although the content per chain was smaller than those prepared with butyllithium. It was also found that the polymer and oligomer molecules of MMA-\( \text{d}_s \) had only 0.3 - 0.4 terminal methine proton which showed the signal at 2.57 ppm. We tried to find a cyclic ketone structure at the chain end [6] using \( ^{13}\text{C} \) NMR and a model compound but could detect it at most 0.05 per chain. This prompted us to look for another type of terminal methine proton signal; from the \( ^1\text{H} \) NMR analyses of the poly(MMA-\( \text{d}_s \))s prepared with several anionic initiators such as DPHLi, sodium methoxide, and \( t \)-butylmagnesium bromide, it was confirmed that the NMR signal of the terminal methine proton attached to an MMA unit (MMA-\( \text{H} \), cf.[12]) does not resonate at 2.57 ppm but at 2.45 ppm\(^4\). The signal at 2.57 ppm is actually due to the methine proton attached to a BIPK unit (BIPK-\( \text{H} \)).

The location of the BIPK units in a polymer chain as well as
quantitative determination of the two types of terminal methine protons (MMA-H and BIPK-H) should provide information on the behavior of BIPK in the course of the polymerization reactions initiated with butyllithium and butylmagnesium chloride. However, the signals due to the α-methylene protons of BIPK units overlap with MMA-H signals to make the direct quantitative determination of both methine protons impossible. This problem was solved by adopting butyllithium-1,1-d₂ and butylmagnesium-1,1-d₂ bromide as initiators. The use of the partially deuterated initiators with the aid of a high-field NMR spectrometer (500 MHz) enabled us to determine not only MMA-H and BIPK-H but also the three kinds of initiator fragments viz. the butyl group at the α-end (initiating end, or 'left-end') of chain, the BIPK unit in the interior part of chain, and the BIPK unit at the ω-end (terminating end, or 'right-end') of chain. All the polymer molecules formed in THF with butyllithium-1,1-d₂ contained BIPK units at the ω-ends, while the polymer formed in toluene contained the BIPK or MMA terminal unit. Polymer molecules formed in the polymerization with butylmagnesium-1,1-d₂ chloride were either the pure PMMA or the PMMA having one BIPK unit at the ω-end of the chain. The results revealed that the difference of the results of polymerization is due to the difference of the behavior of BIPK in the course of the polymerization reaction.

The clear understanding of the reaction mechanism led us to a highly stereoregular and living polymerization of MMA by anionic mechanism, which is described in Chapter 2. Highly isotactic PMMAs with narrow MWD (Mw/Mn < 1.2) have been prepared by the polymerization of MMA in toluene at -78°C initiated with t-butylmagnesium bromide prepared in diethyl ether²⁸. The polymerization proceeded in a living manner; the initiation reaction was fast and quantitative, and the propagation was slow.

The ether solution of t-butylmagnesium bromide contains an excess amount of MgBr₂ which was formed through the side reaction between t-C₄H₉MgBr and t-C₄H₉Br during the preparation [13].

\[
t-C₄H₉MgBr + t-C₄H₉Br \rightarrow (t-C₄H₉)₂ + MgBr₂ \quad [13]
\]
The excess amount of MgBr₂ contributes to form the initiating species of homogeneous activity and stereospecificity because the Schlenk equilibrium [7] shifts to the side of "t-C₄H₉MgBr" which produces highly isotactic PMMA. Polymerizations of MMA by n-, iso- and s-C₄H₉MgBr were also investigated in toluene at -78°C. With an increase in the bulkiness of the alkyl group, the isotacticity of the polymer increased and the MWD became narrower. Addition of MgBr₂ to the polymerization mixture [14] also enhanced isotacticity of the resultant polymer.

\[
\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{Br} + \text{BrCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{Br} + 2\text{Mg} \rightarrow \text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} + \text{MgBr}_2 + \text{C}_2\text{H}_4 \quad [14]
\]

The propagating species in the highly isotactic and living polymerization should involve the associated form [15], considering the low solubility of MgBr₂. This was also suggested by the fact that the viscosity of the polymerization mixture decreased remarkably when a small amount of methanol was added to quench the living polymer anion.

\[
2\text{CH}_3\text{OH} \rightarrow 2\text{t-C}_4\text{H}_9\underbrace{\text{(MMA)}}_{\text{H}} + 2\text{CH}_3\text{OMgBr} + \text{MgBr}_2 \quad [15]
\]

The living polymerization was applied to the syntheses of the highly isotactic block copolymers of methacrylates³¹ and of the functional PMMAs containing a polymerizable terminal-group (macromonomers) [16]³²; an additive (e.g., DBU: 1,8-diazabicyclo-[5.4.0]undec-7-ene) which solves the association of polymer anions was required to proceed the end-functionalization [16].

\[
\text{t-C}_4\text{H}_9\underbrace{(-\text{CH}_2\text{CH}=	ext{CH}_2\text{Br})}_n - \text{MgBr} + \text{CH}_2=\text{CH}-\text{C}(\text{O})\text{OCH}_3 \quad [16]
\]
Detailed analysis of configurational sequences of oligomers or chain ends of polymers elucidates the steric course of propagation reaction. Stereostructure of the chain ends of the highly isotactic PMMA prepared with $t$-$C_4H_9MgBr$ in toluene was investigated extensively by 2D NMR technique\textsuperscript{35}. Configurational sequences of the oligomers isolated as reaction products from the early stage of the polymerization were also investigated by HPLC and 2D NMR spectroscopy\textsuperscript{36}. The configuration of the $\alpha$-end of the PMMA was found to be less isotactic ($m/r \approx 10$) than those of the interior monomeric sequences ($m/r > 50$). The relative amount of the four diastereomers in the trimer fraction $(mm:mmr)/(rr:mmr)$ was 19, also indicating that the addition of MMA to the unimer anion is less isotactic-specific than that to the higher propagating anion. These suggest that the penultimate monomeric unit of the living PMMA anion coordinates to the active sites and contributes the stereoregulation in the highly isotactic polymerization \cite{17}. On the other hand, the $m/r$ ratio at the $\omega$-end showed the addition of methanol (a protonating reagent) to the PMMA anion to be almost non-stereospecific.

\[ \text{[17]} \]

The stereoregular living polymerization offers an effective means of preparing the stereoregular oligomers. The purely-isotactic ($it$-) and the purely-syndiotactic ($st$-) oligomers are considered to be good model compounds of stereoregular polymers. Chapter 3 is focused on the structural analysis of the $it$- and the $st$-oligomers of MMA.

The mixtures of MMA oligomers were prepared in toluene with $t$-$C_4H_9MgBr$ and with $t$-$C_4H_9Li-(C_2H_5)_3Al$. The $it$- and $st$-oligomers which are composed exclusively of meso ($m$) sequences and
exclusively of racemo (r) sequences, respectively, were isolated from the oligomer mixtures by HPLC\textsuperscript{37,38}. Even the octamers, for which 128 diastereomers are theoretically possible, were isolated in the stereochemically pure form (it- and st-octamers). It should be noted that these polymerization systems give the polymers and oligomers carrying the same terminal groups \textsuperscript{[18,19]}. The assignments for all the \textsuperscript{1}H and \textsuperscript{13}C NMR signals of the oligomers were unambiguously made by 2D NMR. The chemical shifts of protons and carbons in the monomeric units of the third and farther positions from the \( \alpha \)- and \( \omega \)-ends were nearly the same as those in the corresponding stereosequences of high molecular weight PMMA.

A trimer of MMA was isolated from the oligomer mixture prepared in toluene with \( t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)MgBr, and the molecular structure was determined by single crystal X-ray analysis\textsuperscript{37}. The configuration of the trimer was proved to be meso-meso, and the conformation in the crystal was \textit{ttg\textsuperscript{t}tg\textsuperscript{t}} (as \( R,S,R \)-isomer) along the main chain skeletal sequence \( t\text{Bu-CCCCCCC} \)-H. However, both the \textit{it}- and \textit{st}-oligomers were found to take the extended \textit{all-trans} conformation in solution, from the observed patterns of the \( ^4J_{\text{HH}} \) long-range correlation peaks in the \textsuperscript{1}H COSY spectra.

Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) has been found suitable for the rapid and detailed analysis of the \textit{it}- and \textit{st}-oligomers of MMA, when the temperature gradient technique and the modifier were applied\textsuperscript{39}. Oligomer components from trimer to 20-mer separated completely and could be isolated by repeated fractionations. Separation by tacticity as well as by molecular weight was observed for a mixture of the \textit{it}- and \textit{st}-oligomers.
In 1978, Watanabe et al.\textsuperscript{40} reported the first experiment on direct coupling of liquid chromatography to \textsuperscript{1}H NMR using a stopped-flow technique. Recent progress in NMR spectroscopy on its sensitivity and resolution has made it possible to use the spectrometer as a real-time detector for HPLC\textsuperscript{41,42}. Chapter 4 describes the on-line GPC/NMR method which has been developed as a novel technique for the characterization of polymers. The usefulness of the on-line GPC/NMR in the studies of polymerization reactions was demonstrated.

Determination of molecular weight by gel-permeation chromatography (GPC) requires a calibration curve, and a set of standard polystyrenes of narrow MWD are usually employed for this purpose. However, preparations of other standard polymers are generally difficult. The $M_n$ of the polymer with well-defined structure can be simply determined by on-line GPC/NMR provided that the intensity ratio of the signals due to the monomeric units and the end-groups is measured with good accuracy. On-line GPC/NMR of the isotactic PMMA\textsubscript{8} prepared by the living polymerization initiated by $t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr has been performed on a GPC chromatograph linked to a 500 MHz NMR spectrometer\textsuperscript{43,44}. \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectra of good resolution and high S/N ratio were collected over the entire chromatographic peak. The $M_n$ of the solute PMMA could be directly determined from the intensities of the \textsuperscript{1}H NMR signals due to $t$-butyl and methoxy groups because the isotactic PMMAs contains exactly one $t$-butyl group per chain. The $\log(M_n)$ vs. elution time plots for the three PMMA samples ($M_n = 3160$, 5260, 12600) have fallen on a single straight line. The results demonstrate the feasibility of the on-line GPC/NMR as an absolute calibration method for GPC.

The anionic polymerization of MMA often involves multiple active species with different reactivities and stereospecificities. Consequently, the resulting polymer has a broad and/or multimodal MWD, and tacticity of the polymer varies with molecular weight. It is essential for the understanding of the nature of active species in these polymerizations to examine the molecular weight dependence of tacticities of PMMA. However, fractionation of polymer is usually laborious and requires considerable amount of the polymer sample. Using the on-line GPC/NMR,
the molecular weight dependence of tacticity of the PMMAs prepared by several anionic initiators such as \( t\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \), \( n\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgCl} \), DPHLi, \( t\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{Li} \) and \( t\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{Li}-(n\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9)\text{Al} \) complex could be elucidated for a short time (≤ 60 min per sample) with a small amount of the sample (≈ 1 mg). The plots of intensities of the \( \alpha \)-methyl proton resonances due to \( mm \)- and \( rr \)-triads against elution time clearly showed the variation of tacticity with molecular weight of the PMMA. On the basis of the results, the natures of active species in the polymerizations were discussed. The on-line GPC/NMR method was also useful for the structural analysis of block and random copolymers and of oligomers.
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CHAPTER 1

Studies on the Anionic Polymerizations of Methyl Methacrylate
Using Totally Deuterated Monomer and
Undeuterated or Partially Deuterated Initiator

1.1 Introduction

Many papers have been published on the polymerization of methacrylates by organomagnesium compounds since Goode\textsuperscript{1} and Nishioka\textsuperscript{2} reported the polymerization of MMA by Grignard reagents in 1960. In several review articles\textsuperscript{3-5}, the polymerizations of methacrylates by organomagnesium compounds have been compiled. However, there still exist some ambiguities regarding the polymerization, particularly in the structure of the polymer, efficiency of initiator, and mechanism of polymerization. The complexity of the factors affecting the polymerization has prevented a clear understanding of this polymerization reaction, and the molecular weight and its distribution of the polymer cannot be fully controlled.

Several studies dealt with the effects of temperature and amount of THF or MgX\textsubscript{2} on the stereoregularity and molecular weight of the resulting polymer\textsuperscript{6-8}. Allen and his coworkers\textsuperscript{9} studied the mechanism of polymerization of MMA with butylmagnesium compounds in toluene-THF mixtures mainly by kinetic methods.

Chemical analysis of the reaction products is another approach to the mechanism of polymerization. Goode and his coworkers\textsuperscript{10} studied the initiation and the termination processes in the polymerization of MMA by tritium-labeled phenylmagnesium bromide through a detailed analysis of the low molecular products of polymerization. Yasuda and his coworkers\textsuperscript{11} investigated the elementary steps of the polymerization reaction by butylmagnesium bromide. Bateup and Allen\textsuperscript{12} determined the amounts of the unreacted initiator and CH\textsubscript{3}OMg\textsuperscript{-} formed during the polymerization of MMA by butylmagnesium bromide in toluene-THF mixtures.

Hatada \textit{et al.} have developed a new method for understanding the mechanism of polymerization using totally deuterated mono-
mers$^{13-18}$. When a deuterated monomer is polymerized by an undeuterated initiator, the fragments of the initiator and/or the terminating reagent incorporated in the polymer or oligomer chain can be detected by $^1$H NMR spectroscopy without disturbance from the signals due to monomeric units in the chain. In this chapter, the present authors applied this method to the polymerizations of MMA by Grignard reagents to elucidate the structures of the polymerization products and the fate of the initiator during the polymerization. The studies on the polymerization of MMA with alkylthium were extended by adopting partially deuterated initiators and high-field NMR.

1.2 Structures of the PMMAs Prepared with Butylmagnesium Chloride and with Several Other Anionic Initiators$^{19}$

1.2.1 Structures of the MMA- and Ketone-Ended Polymer and Oligomer Molecules

Polymerizations of MMA and MMA-ds with $n$-C₄H₉MgCl were carried out in toluene at $-78^\circ$C for 72 h. The results are given in Table 1. The polymerizations of MMA-<i>ds</i> were terminated by quenching the reaction mixtures with CH₃OH (denoted as D/h) or with CD₃OD (D/d), respectively. The polymerization of MMA was quenched with CH₃OH (H/h). The results of these three polymerizations were similar in yield and in molecular weight of the products. In all the polymerizations, the reaction products contained about 70 % methanol-insoluble polymer and about 30 % methanol-soluble oligomer.

Figure 1 shows $^1$H NMR spectra of the polymer and oligomer of MMA-<i>ds</i> (Polymer-D/h and Oligomer-D/h in Table 1). The signals at 0.8 ppm and at 1.1 ppm were assigned to the methyl and methylene protons of butyl groups, respectively, which originally came from the initiator. The triplet at 2.40 ppm is attributed to the carbonyl methylene protons of butyl pentadeuteroisopropenyl ketone (BIPK-<i>ds</i>) units incorporated into the polymer or oligomer chain$^{15}$. BIPK-<i>ds</i> should be formed through attack of the initiator on the carbonyl group of the monomer.
Table 1. Polymerization of MMA and MMA-\(ds\) with C\(4\)H\(9\)MgCl in toluene at -78°C for 72 h\(a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Monomer</th>
<th>Terminating reagent</th>
<th>Polymer(^b) Yield (%)</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Oligomer(^c) Yield (%)</th>
<th>Mn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D/h</td>
<td>MMA-(ds) 5.39</td>
<td>CH(_3)OH</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D/d</td>
<td>MMA-(ds) 5.45</td>
<td>CD(_3)OD</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>13500</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H/h</td>
<td>MMA      5.02</td>
<td>CH(_3)OH</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>10200(^d)</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>940</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Toluene 5.0 ml, C\(4\)H\(9\)MgCl 0.518 mmol.
\(^b\) Methanol-insoluble part.
\(^c\) Methanol-soluble part.
\(^d\) Triad tacticity, mm/mr/rr = 31/18/51.

Figure 1. \(^1\)H NMR spectra of the polymer and oligomer of MMA-\(ds\) prepared with C\(4\)H\(9\)MgCl in toluene at -78°C. The signals labeled "X" are due to the remaining protons in the monomeric units. (Nitrobenzene-\(ds\), 110°C)
The presence of the ketone unit in the chain was also evidenced by the thermal decomposition of the polymer or oligomer followed by gas chromatographic analysis.

The singlets at 2.45 and 2.57 ppm were assigned to the methine protons introduced into the ω-ends (terminating ends) from the terminating reagent (CH₃OH). The former, though it overlaps with the triplet at 2.40 ppm, is assigned to the methine proton in the terminal MMA unit. The latter is attributed to the methine proton attached to the BIPK-­ds unit located at the ω-end. The abbreviations "MMA-H" and "BIPK-H" are used hereinafter to denote these terminal methine protons.

To confirm these assignments, ¹H NMR spectra of the poly(MMA-­ds)s obtained by several kinds of initiators were inspected as shown in Figure 2. The polymer obtained by CH₃ONa must contain no ketone unit even if carbonyl addition occurs, and all the terminal methine proton should be MMA-H (cf. Figure 2D). In the polymerization by 1,1-diphenylhexyllithium (cf. Figure 2B) or t-C₄H₉MgBr (cf. Figure 2C), the initiator hardly attacks the carbonyl group of MMA and the reaction is living. The poly(MMA-­ds)s obtained by these three initiators showed a rather
Figure 2. $^1$H NMR spectra of polymers prepared by $\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgCl}$ in toluene at $-78^\circ$C (A), 1,1-diphenylhexyl-lithium in THF at $-78^\circ$C (B), $\text{t-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr}$ in toluene at $-78^\circ$C (C), and $\text{CH}_3\text{ONa}$ in diethyl ether at 50$^\circ$C (D).

Figure 3. $^1$H NMR spectra of the polymer and oligomer of MMA-$d_8$ formed in the polymerization by $\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgCl}$ terminated with $\text{CH}_3\text{OH}$ (A), (B), or $\text{CD}_3\text{OD}$ (C), (D). X, signals due to the remaining protons in the monomer units.

Table 2. $^1$H NMR signal intensities for the polymer and oligomer of MMA-$d_8$ prepared with $\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgCl}$ in toluene at $-78^\circ$C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Amount (10$^{-3}$ g-hydrogen/g-sample)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CH$_3$ (-CH$_2$CO-) (BIPK) BIPK-H + MMA-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer-D/h</td>
<td>0.3214 0.0898 0.0214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer-D/d</td>
<td>0.2897 0.0491 0.0034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oligomer-D/h</td>
<td>4.949$^a$ 1.280 0.359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oligomer-D/d</td>
<td>4.814$^a$ 0.896 0.065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Ten percent of these values are due to the butyl group of dibutylisopropenyl-carbinol included in the oligomer.
broad signal at about 2.45 ppm, but not at 2.57 ppm (Figures 2B, 2C, and 2D). Thus, the signal at about 2.45 ppm should be
assigned to MMA-H, and the one at 2.57 ppm to BIPK-H.

The content of the two types of terminal methine protons and
the initiator fragments in the polymer and oligomer obtained by
\( n-C_4H_9MgCl \) was determined by the following procedure. Figure 3
shows the carbonyl methylene and terminal methine proton region
spectra of the polymers and the oligomers of MMA-\( ds \) obtained in
the \( CH_3OH- \) and \( CD_3OD- \)-terminated polymerizations by \( n-C_4H_9MgCl \)
(cf. Table 1). When the polymerization mixture was quenched by
\( CD_3OD \) instead of \( CH_3OH \), the signal at 2.57 ppm almost disapp-
peared, and the intensities of signals around 2.4 ppm decreased
to some extent (Figures 3C, and 3D), reflecting termination by
deuterium.

The signal at 2.40 ppm in the spectra of Polymer-D/d and
Oligomer-D/d is due only to the carbonyl methylene protons of
BIPK-\( ds \) units. Table 2 summarizes the \( ^1H \) NMR signal intensities
for methyl protons of butyl groups (0.8 ppm), carbonyl methylene
protons in BIPK-\( ds \) units combined with MMA-H (2.4 ppm), and
BIPK-H (2.57 ppm); the intensities are expressed in terms of the
hydrogen content per gram of a polymer or oligomer sample.
Then, the difference in the signal intensity at 2.45 ppm between
Polymer-D/h and Polymer-D/d or Oligomer-D/h and Oligomer-D/d
should correspond to the amount of MMA-H.

From the data in Tables 1 and 2, the numbers per chain of
BIPK-H, MMA-H, and BIPK-\( ds \) units, and \( C_4H_9- \) groups at the \( \alpha \)-end
(initiating end) was calculated. Both the polymer and oligomer
molecules contain one butyl group at the \( \alpha \)-end. The polymer
molecule has 0.3 BIPK-\( ds \) unit and the same amount of BIPK-H.
The oligomer has 0.4 BIPK-H unit and also the same amount of
BIPK-H. These values indicate that almost all the BIPK unit is
located at the \( \omega \)-end of the chain.

In order to obtain additional evidence for the location of
the ketone unit in the chain, the heptane-soluble fraction of
undeuterated MMA oligomer prepared under the same conditions were
fractionated by GPC (Figure 4), and fractions from the dimer to
heptamer were collected. It was found by NMR and mass spectros-
copies that all these fractions contained two types of oligomers,
Figure 4. GPC curve of the heptane-soluble fraction of the MMA oligomer prepared with C₄H₉MgCl in toluene at -78°C.

Figure 5. FD- and El-mass spectra of the trimes ended with a BIPK unit (A), (B) and with an MMA unit (C) prepared with C₄H₉MgCl in toluene at -78°C.
which contain one ketone unit at the $\omega$-end but none in the chain, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the FD- and the EI-mass spectra of the trimers. The FD-spectrum (Figure 5A) indicates that fraction 3a is the trimer containing one ketone unit in the chain, and the EI-spectrum (Figure 5B) indicates the presence of the ketone unit at the $\omega$-end. Peaks at ($M^*/Z$) = 384, 257, 227, 157 and 127 correspond to the fragments shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$M^*/Z$</th>
<th>Fragments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>$[C_4H_9-(MMA)-(MMA)-(BIPK)-H]^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>$[C_4H_9-(MMA)-(MMA)]^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>$[(MMA)-(BIPK)-H]^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>$[C_4H_9-(MMA)]^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>$[(BIPK)-H]^+$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No fragments which would come from the trimer $C_4H_9-(MMA)-(BIPK)-(MMA)-H$ or $C_4H_9-(BIPK)-(MMA)-(MMA)-H$ were observed in the spectrum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$M^*/Z$</th>
<th>Fragments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>283</td>
<td>$[C_4H_9-(MMA)-(BIPK)]^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>$[C_4H_9-(BIPK)]^+$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5C is the FD-mass spectrum of fraction 3b. The spectrum indicates that the fraction is the MMA trimer without a ketone unit in the chain. Similar results were obtained on the tetramer, pentamer, hexamer and heptamer. The results clearly indicate that there are two types of oligomers ending with MMA and BIPK units, respectively.

1.2.2 Cyclic Ketone and Other Structures at the Chain Ends

So long as we consider that the polymer and oligomer molecules have linear and non-branched chain structures, each molecule should have one $\alpha$-end and one $\omega$-end. However, the sum of
MMA-H and BIPK-H per polymer or oligomer molecule shown in Table 3 does not amount to unity, and this suggests the presence of other types of structure at the ω-end of the chain.

Goode et al.\textsuperscript{10} reported that the principal mode of termination in the polymerization of MMA by phenylmagnesium bromide in toluene at 0°C is intramolecular cyclization to yield a cyclic ketone at the chain end [6].

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{CH}_3 & \text{CH}_2 & \text{CH}_3 \\
C=O & C=O & C=O \\
\text{OCH}_3 & \text{OCH}_3 & \text{OCH}_3 \\
\end{array} \quad \text{MgBr}^+ \quad \text{CH}_3\text{OMg} \quad \begin{array}{cccc}
\text{CH}_3 & \text{C} & \text{C} & \text{C} \\
\text{H}_2 & \text{C} & \text{C} & \text{CO}_2\text{CH}_3 \\
\text{CH}_3 & \text{C} & \text{C} & \text{CO}_2\text{CH}_3 \\
\end{array}
\]

[6]

We carried out the cyclization reaction of a living PMMA anion, and studied the structure of the resulting cyclic ketone unit by \textsuperscript{13}C NMR spectroscopy (cf. Section 1.4). The cyclic ketone unit at the ω-end of PMMA exhibited characteristic \textsuperscript{13}C NMR signals at 173.3 - 173.9 ppm and 177.5 - 178.5 ppm for ester carbonyl carbons, and at 211 - 212 ppm for ketone carbonyl carbons. These signals were found to be sensitive to the stereostructure of the ketone ring. As shown in Figure 6, Oligomer-H/h shows the characteristic signals of ester carbonyl carbons of cyclic ketone terminal at 173.3 ppm and 173.6 ppm. Intensity measurements indicated that about 5% of the oligomer contained the cyclic ketone terminal at the chain end.

In order to find out other structures at the ω-ends, \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectra of the oligomers were examined in detail. In the \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectrum of Oligomer-H/h, three weak multiplets were observed at 4.87, 4.97 and 5.08 ppm (Figure 7A). It was expected that dibutylisopropenylcarbinol was formed by the reaction of BIPK and the initiator and contained in the oligomer [7].

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{CH}_3 \\
\text{CH}_2 = \text{C} \\
\text{C}=\text{O} \\
\text{C}_4\text{H}_9 \\
\end{array} + \begin{array}{c}
\text{H}^+ \\
\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgCl} \\
\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgCl} \\
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{CH}_3 \\
\text{CH}_2 = \text{C} \\
\text{C}=\text{O} \\
\text{C}_4\text{H}_9 \\
\end{array} \quad \text{CH}_3 \\
\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{C}-\text{OH} \\
\text{C}_4\text{H}_9 \\
\text{MgCl} \\
\sqrt{} \\
\sqrt{}
\]

[7]

The authentic sample for this alcohol showed a pair of signals at 4.87 and 4.97 ppm due to the vinyl protons, and the signal due to the methyl protons of the isopropenyl group at 1.69 ppm. As shown in Figure 7B, the signals in the vinyl proton region of the
Figure 6. $^{13}$C NMR spectrum of the oligo(MMA) prepared with C$_4$H$_9$MgCl in toluene at -78°C for 72 h (Oligomer-H/h).

$\begin{align*}
\text{H}_A & \text{-CH}_3 \text{ OH} \\
\text{H}_B & \text{-C=}\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9 \\
\text{H}_C & \text{-CH}_3 \text{ OH} \text{-CH}_3 \\
\text{H}_D & \text{-C=}\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9 \text{ CO} \text{-OCH}_3
\end{align*}$

Figure 7. $^1$H NMR spectra of vinyl protons in Oligomer-H/h. (A) Normal measurement, (B) decoupled (irradiated at 1.7 ppm).

Figure 8. $^1$H NMR spectrum of vinyl protons in Oligomer-H/h.
oligomer changed into two pairs of typical AB quartets when irradiated around 1.7 ppm the region for the signal of the methyl protons of the isopropenyl group. The quartets at 4.87 and 4.97 ppm were assigned to the vinyl protons of dibutylisopropenylcarbinol included in the oligomer. The other quartets at 4.97 and 5.08 ppm should be due to a similar isopropenyl compound because of the similarities of the chemical shifts. The spin-lattice relaxation time, $T_1$, for the signal at 5.08 ppm was 2.3 s, which was significantly shorter than that for the signal at 4.87 ppm (4.4 s). The results enabled us to assign the quartets at 4.97 and 5.08 ppm to the tertiary alcoholic $\omega$-end formed through the addition of the propagating chain end onto the carbonyl group of BIPK [8].

$$\begin{align*}
\text{CH}_3 & \quad \text{CH}_3 \\
\text{CH}_2-\text{C}^-\text{MgCl}^+ + \text{CH}_2=\text{C}^-\text{H}^+ & \xrightarrow{\text{C}=\text{O}} \text{CH}_2-\text{C}^-\text{MgCl} \quad \text{CH}_3 & \text{OH} & \text{CH}_3 \\
\text{OCH}_3 & \quad \text{CH}_4 \text{H}_9 & \text{C}=\text{O} & \text{C}^-\text{C}=\text{CH}_2 \\
\end{align*}$$

[8]

The intensity measurement indicated that about 4% of the oligomer molecules contained this type of $\omega$-end.

When the propagating anion attacks the carbonyl group of MMA monomer, another structure of the $\omega$-end [9] is produced:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{CH}_3 & \quad \text{CH}_3 \\
\text{CH}_2-\text{C}^-\text{MgCl}^+ + \text{CH}_2=\text{C}^-\text{H}^+ & \xrightarrow{\text{C}=\text{O}} \text{CH}_2-\text{C}^-\text{MgCl} \quad \text{CH}_3 & \text{O} & \text{CH}_3 \\
\text{OCH}_3 & \quad \text{OCH}_3 & \text{C}=\text{O} & \text{C}^-\text{C}=\text{CH}_2 \\
\end{align*}$$

[9]

A pair of weak signals at 5.53 and 5.77 ppm whose $T_1$ was about 1.0 s was considered to be due to this structure (Figure 8). However, the content was estimated to be at most 0.01 per chain.

Table 3 summarizes the structures of the $\omega$-ends of polymer and oligomer described above. The structures of chain ends of about 90% oligomer molecules were clarified. The cyclic ketone terminal [6], tertiary alcoholic terminal [8] and linear ketone terminal [9] may also exist in polymer molecules, but they have not been detected probably owing to the lower intensities of the NMR signals.
Table 3. Structure of the $\omega$-ends of the polymerization products of MMA prepared with C$_4$H$_9$MgCl in toluene at -78°C for 72 h

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Oligomer</th>
<th>Polymer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C$_4$H$_9$-CH$_2$-CH$_2$-C=CH$_2$</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_4$H$_9$-CH$_2$-CH$_2$-C=CH$_2$</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_4$H$_9$-CH$_2$-CH$_2$-CO$_2$C$_4$H$_9$</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_4$H$_9$-CH$_2$-CH$_2$-C=CH$_2$</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_4$H$_9$-CH$_2$-CH$_2$-C=CH$_2$</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Fate of initiator fragments in the polymerization of MMA in toluene at -78°C for 72 h (percentage based on C$_4$H$_9$MgCl used)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragment</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C$_4$H$_9$Mg$^-$</td>
<td>(Unreacted) 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$ CH$_2$=C-C=COC$_4$H$_9$</td>
<td>(Unreacted) 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$ OH</td>
<td>CH$_2$=C-C(C$_4$H$_9$)$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_4$H$_9$-CH$_2$-C=CH$_2$</td>
<td>(Polymer)$^a$ 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$_4$H$_9$-CH$_2$-C=CH$_2$</td>
<td>(Polymer)$^a$ 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH CH$_3$ C$_4$H$_9$</td>
<td>(Polymer) —</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 91%

$^a$ Data refer to the polymerization of MMA-$d_6$. 
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1.2.3 Fate of the Initiator in the Polymerization

It is well known that in the polymerization of methacrylates by Grignard reagent, all the initiator used cannot be accounted for if each polymer or oligomer molecule is assumed to contain one initiator fragment. In this study, we have found that some of the polymer or oligomer molecules contained two initiator fragments, one at the \( \alpha \)-end and the other at the \( \omega \)-end as a ketone unit. The sum total of the butyl groups in the polymer and oligomer molecules was 60 % of the initiator used (Table 4). About 20 % of the initiator remained unreacted during the polymerization and was recovered as butane when the polymerization was terminated. Bateup and Allen\(^{12} \) observed similar amounts of unreacted \( n-C_4H_9MgBr \) in the polymerization in toluene-THF mixtures. They suggest that the unreacted \( C_4H_9Mg^- \) species coordinate with the active center affecting the stereoregulation. The \( C_4H_9^- \) groups in unreacted BIPK and dibutylisopropenylcarbinol corresponded to 8 and 6 % of the \( C_4H_9MgCl \) used, respectively. Thus, most of the initiator fragments are now accounted for (Table 4).

1.3 Polymerizations of MMA-\( ds \) with Butyllithium-1,1-\( d_2 \) and Butylmagnesium-1,1-\( d_2 \) Chloride\(^{25} \)

Studies on the polymers of MMA-\( ds \) prepared with undeuterated butyllithium\(^{13-17} \) or butylmagnesium chloride\(^{19} \) by 100 MHz \(^1\)H NMR analyses permitted us to determine the amounts and structures of the initiator fragments such as the butyl group of BIPK units in a polymer chain. The location of BIPK units in a polymer chain should provide information on the behavior of BIPK in the course of polymerization reaction. As described in the previous section, NMR chemical shifts of the two types of terminal methine protons MMA-H and BIPK-H were confirmed for the poly(MMA-\( ds \)) samples prepared with several anionic initiators. Quantitative determination of these two protons in the poly(MMA-\( ds \)) would allow estimation of the amount of each terminal unit. However, the signals due to the \( \alpha \)-methylene protons of BIPK units overlap.
with MMA-H signals to make the direct quantitative determination of both methine protons impossible. In this section, the problem was solved by employing butyllithium-1,1-\textit{d}_2 (C3H7CD2Li) and butylimagnesium-1,1-\textit{d}_2 (C3H7CD2MgCl) as initiators. The use of these partially deuterated initiators with the aid of a high-field NMR spectrometer (500 MHz) enabled us to determine not only MMA-H and BIPK-H but also the three kinds of initiator fragments \textit{viz.} the butyl group at the \textit{a}-end of chain, the BIPK unit in the inner part of chain, and the BIPK unit at the \textit{w}-end of chain.

1.3.1 Polymerization of MMA-\textit{ds} with C3H7CD2Li in THF

Polymerization of MMA-\textit{ds} was carried out with C3H7CD2Li in THF at -78\textdegree C. The results are summarized in Table 5. The polymerization product was separated into three fractions: (A) the methanol-insoluble part; (B) the hexane-insoluble (and methanol-soluble) part; (C) the hexane-soluble part. The total yield was quantitative. \textit{Mn} of the methanol-insoluble part was 4.76 x 10^4 by VPO, and the molecular weight distribution was broad (\textit{Mw/Mn} = 3.20). The hexane-insoluble part had much lower \textit{Mn}.

Figures 9a and 9b show \textit{H} NMR spectra of the hexane-insoluble part and the methanol-insoluble part, respectively. There appeared the signals due to the C3H7CD2- groups incorporated in the polymer chain and the signal due to the methine proton at the \textit{w}-end of chain. The broad singlet at 2.58 ppm including small satellite signals can be assigned to BIPK-H\textsuperscript{18,19}. In the spectral region from 2.40 ppm to 2.50 ppm, where the signals of MMA-H would appear (cf. Figure 11), no signal was observed for both the hexane-insoluble and the methanol-insoluble polymers. Hatada \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{14} postulated that the methanol-insoluble part of the poly(MMA-\textit{ds}) prepared with butyllithium in THF has the following chain structure:

\[
\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{--(MMA)--[--BIPK--(MMA)--]_n--MMA-H} \quad [10]
\]

The present result indicates that the poly(MMA-\textit{ds}) molecule contains no MMA-H but BIPK-H at the \textit{w}-end of the chain.

\[
\text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2\text{--(MMA)--[--BIPK--(MMA)--]_n--BIPK-H} \quad [11]
\]
Figure 9. 500 MHz $^1$H NMR spectra of the poly(MMA-$d_5$) prepared with C$_3$H$_7$CD$_2$Li in THF at -78°C. (a) Methanol-soluble and hexane-insoluble part, (b) methanol-insoluble part. (Nitrobenzene-$d_5$, 110°C) X: Signals due to the remaining protons in the monomeric unit.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>$M_n$</th>
<th>C$_3$H$_7$CD$_2$- total amount</th>
<th>Content per chain / mol/mol</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>BIPK-H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>$10^3$ mmol</td>
<td>C$_3$H$_7$CD$_2$- BIPK unit</td>
<td>$\alpha$-end</td>
<td>interior $\omega$-end</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeOH-insol</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>47.6$^e$</td>
<td>1.019</td>
<td>3.359</td>
<td>1.042</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexane-insol</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>1.045</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>0.886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexane-sol</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1.227</td>
<td>100.5</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ MMA-$ds$ 11.1 mmol, C$_3$H$_7$CD$_2$Li 0.50 mmol, THF 10.0 ml, polymerization 24 h.  
$^b$ There was no MMA-H detected.  
$^c$ Determined by VPO.  
$^d$ The amount of C$_3$H$_7$CD$_2$- group at the $\alpha$-end of chain was calculated as $c(\delta t/3 - \beta k/2)/(\delta t/3)$, where $c$, $\delta t$ and $\beta k$ are the total amount of C$_3$H$_7$CD$_2$- group per chain, the intensity of all the $\delta$-methyl resonances, and the intensity of combined $\beta$-methylene resonances due to BIPK units, respectively.  
$^e$ $M_w/M_n = 3.20$ by GPC.

![Figure 10](image)

Figure 10. Spin-lattice relaxation times ($T_1$) for the methyl and methylene protons in the C$_3$H$_7$CD$_2$- group incorporated in the poly(MMA-$ds$) (hexane-insoluble part) prepared with C$_3$H$_7$CD$_2$Li in THF at -78°C. (500 MHz, in nitrobenzene-$ds$ at 110°C)
The fact has been hardly revealed without introducing deuterium at the α-position of the butyl group in BIPK units.

Two broad quartets of different intensities resonating at 1.476 and 1.532 ppm are both assigned to the β-methylene protons of the C₃H₇CD₂- group in butyl-d₂ isopropenyl-d₅ ketone (BIPK-d7) units. $T_1$ value for the former resonance was determined as 2.85 s and was about twice as large as that for the latter (1.53 s), indicating that the former is due to the BIPK unit at the chain end and the latter to those in inner part of the chain (Figure 10). The β-methylene resonance at 1.476 ppm showed correlation peaks with the γ-methylene resonance at 1.231 ppm in $^1$H COSY, and the γ-methylene resonance with the δ-methyl resonance at 0.788 ppm (triplet). Similarly, β-methylene protons at 1.532 ppm showed connectivity to the γ-methylene protons at 1.302 ppm, and the γ-methylene protons to the δ-methyl protons at 0.832 ppm (broad singlet). The signals at 0.745, 1.102, and 1.153 ppm are attributable to the methyl and methylene protons of the C₃H₇CD₂-group at the α-end of chain, according to the $^1$H COSY. Thus the 500 MHz $^1$H NMR analysis made it possible to distinguish the three kinds of C₃H₇CD₂- fragments incorporated in the poly(MMA-d₅) chain. The $T_1$ values for the methyl and methylene protons were consistent with the segmental mobility of the three C₃H₇CD₂-fragments (Figure 10); the C₃H₇CD₂- group in the inner BIPK units should be less mobile than the C₃H₇CD₂- groups at the chain ends.

Table 5 provides the contents of the three kinds of C₃H₇CD₂-groups and of BIPK-H per chain for the methanol-insoluble and the hexane-insoluble fractions along with the $M_n$'s of the fractions. Both fractions contained one C₃H₇CD₂- group at the α-end of chain, and the values should be regarded as an index of accuracy of the present determinations. Both fractions also had one BIPK unit and nearly one BIPK-H at their ω-end of chain. The hexane-insoluble polymer contained totally 1.8 BIPK units per chain, whereas the methanol-insoluble one contained 4.4 BIPK units. The $M_n$ of the methanol-insoluble fraction is about 12 times as large as that of the hexane-insoluble fraction while the content of BIPK in the former fraction is only about 2 times as large as that in the latter. This suggests that the methanol-insoluble
polymer has more BIPK units in the former (the α-end side) part of the chain than in the latter part (the ω-end side) as shown in the formula [12].

\[
\text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2-(\text{MMA})-\text{BIPK}-(\text{MMA})-\text{BIPK}-(\text{MMA})-\text{BIPK}-(\text{MMA})-\text{BIPK}-\text{H} \quad [12]
\]

The total amount of C3H7CD2- groups in each fraction was determined from the intensity of the 1H NMR resonances due to δ-methyl protons as shown in Table 5. The results completely accounted for a material balance of the initiator used.

1.3.2 Polymerization of MMA-ds with C3H7CD2Li in Toluene

Polymerizations of MMA-ds with C3H7CD2Li in toluene were carried out at -78°C for 24 h, changing the initial monomer/initiator ratio, [M]₀/[I]₀, from 10.7 to 41.1 mol/mol (Table 6). The polymerization products were fractionated into methanol-insoluble, hexane-insoluble and hexane-soluble parts. The yield and Mn of the methanol-insoluble part increased with increasing [M]₀/[I]₀.

Figure 11 shows 1H NMR spectra of the methanol-insoluble and the hexane-insoluble parts obtained by the polymerization carried out at [M]₀/[I]₀ = 22.2. Besides the signals due to BIPK-H and C3H7CD2- groups mentioned above, the signals attributable to MMA-H were detected in the spectral region from 2.4 to 2.5 ppm. The MMA-H resonance split into three peaks owing to the tacticity at the ω-end of chain. According to the 1H NMR analyses of MMA oligomers\textsuperscript{26}, the three MMA-H resonances were assigned to the \(-rr\) (\(-mr+rr\)), \(-rm\) and \(-mm\) sequences as indicated in Figure 11. The \(m/r\) ratio at the ω-end of chain was determined as 64/36 from the intensities of the three signals, and the value was smaller than the \(m/r\) ratio for in-chain tacticity (81/19). This indicates that the termination reaction with methanol is less stereospecific than the propagation reaction.

Table 6 shows the contents of BIPK units and terminal methine protons per chain. Compared with the polymer prepared with C3H7CD2Li in THF, the polymer prepared in toluene contained much smaller amount of BIPK in a chain. The methanol-insoluble parts had more BIPK unit in interior part of the chain than the
Table 6. Analysis of \( \text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2^- \) groups incorporated in the poly(MMA-\( d_5 \)) prepared with \( \text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2\text{Li} \) in toluene at -78°C for 24 h\(^a\) — Contents of the initiator fragments and of the terminal methine protons per chain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C(3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2\text{Li} ) mmol</th>
<th>Yield ( % )</th>
<th>( M_n^b )</th>
<th>C(3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2^- ) total amount ( 10^3 ) mmol</th>
<th>Content per chain / mol/mol</th>
<th>BIPK unit</th>
<th>BIPK-H</th>
<th>MMA-H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\text{M}]_0/\text{[I]}_0)</td>
<td>MeOH-insol</td>
<td>hexane-insol</td>
<td>hexane-sol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>1.070</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10.7)</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>1.014</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>25.3(^d)</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>1.136</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.393</td>
<td>0.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(22.2)</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>1.028</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>1.123</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(41.1)</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.638</td>
<td>0.623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) MMA-\( d_5 \) 11.1 mmol, toluene 10.0 ml, polymerization time 24 h.

\(^b\) Determined by VPO.

\(^c\) The amount of \( \text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2^- \) group at the \( \alpha \)-end of chain was calculated as 
\[ c(\delta t/3 - \beta \lambda/2)/(\delta t/3), \]
where \( c \), \( \delta t \) and \( \beta \lambda \) are the total amount of \( \text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2^- \) group per chain, the intensity of all the \( \delta \)-methyl resonances, and the intensity of total \( \beta \)-methylene resonances due to BIPK units, respectively.

\(^d\) \( M_w/M_n = 3.38 \), triad tacticity \( mm:mm:rr = 72.4 : 17.4 : 10.2 \).
Figure 11. 500 MHz $^1$H NMR spectra of the poly(MMA-$d_8$) prepared with C$_3$H$_7$CD$_2$Li in toluene at -78°C ([MMA-$d_8$]$_0$/[C$_3$H$_7$CD$_2$Li]$_0$ = 22.2). (a) Hexane-insoluble part, (b) methanol-insoluble part. (Nitrobenzene-$d_5$, 110°C) X: Signals due to the remaining protons in the monomeric unit.
hexane-insoluble parts but less BIPK unit at the ω-end.

The content of BIPK-H agreed with the content of the BIPK unit at the ω-end of chain (Table 6). The total contents of BIPK-H and MMA-H were less than unity except for the hexane-insoluble part prepared at [M]₀/[I]₀ = 10.7. The fraction of the polymer chain which has BIPK-H or MMA-H was 72 – 77 % for the methanol-insoluble parts. The presence of the chains carrying some other types of structures such as a cyclic ketone terminal¹⁰ at the ω-ends is suggested.

The results shown in Table 6 indicate that there exist the six types of poly(MMA-d₄) chains: the polymer chains which have BIPK-H and no interior BIPK unit [13], MMA-H and no interior BIPK unit [14], BIPK-H and one interior BIPK unit [15], MMA-H and one interior BIPK unit [16], BIPK-H and more than one interior BIPK units [11], and MMA-H and more than one interior BIPK units [10].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2 & \text{---(MMA)---BIPK-H} \quad [13] \\
\text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2 & \text{---(MMA)---MMA-H} \quad [14] \\
\text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2 & \text{---(MMA)---BIPK---(MMA)---BIPK-H} \quad [15] \\
\text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2 & \text{---(MMA)---BIPK---(MMA)---MMA-H} \quad [16]
\end{align*}
\]

If we assume a random distribution of interior BIPK units among polymer chains, the fraction of the polymer molecules having \( n \) interior BIPK units, \( P(n) \), should obey a Poisson distribution:

\[
P(n) = \frac{k^n \exp(-k)}{n!} \quad [17]
\]

where \( k \) is the mean value of interior BIPK units per polymer molecule which is given in Table 6. For example, the fraction of the polymer molecules [13] in the methanol-insoluble part obtained at [M]₀/[I]₀ = 10.7 is calculated as 0.273 (= 0.810 x 0.337) using \( P(0) = 0.810 \) and the content of BIPK-H (0.337). The fractions of each type were estimated as shown in Table 7.

The fractions of the polymer molecules which have more than one BIPK units in the interior part of chain ([10] and [11]) were very small (Table 7). The fractions of the polymer chain [13] in the methanol-insoluble parts were smaller by 18-24 % than that in the hexane-insoluble parts. The fraction of the polymer
Table 7. Fractions of the polymer molecules having n in-chain BIPK unit per chain, \( P(n) \), and the fractions (%) of the six types of polymer chains for the poly(MMA-\( ds \))s prepared with \( \text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2\text{Li} \) in toluene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters and type of polymer chain</th>
<th>[MMA-( ds )]_0 / [C( \text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2\text{Li} )]_0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{MeOH insol} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k^a )</td>
<td>0.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P(0)^b )</td>
<td>0.810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P(1)^b )</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P(\geq2)^c )</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fraction of polymer chain (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>( \text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2\text{Li} )</th>
<th>MMA-H</th>
<th>BIPK-H</th>
<th>MMA-H</th>
<th>BIPK-H</th>
<th>MMA-H</th>
<th>BIPK-H</th>
<th>MMA-H</th>
<th>BIPK-H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{MeOH insol} )</td>
<td>( \text{hexane insol} )</td>
<td>( \text{MeOH insol} )</td>
<td>( \text{hexane insol} )</td>
<td>( \text{MeOH insol} )</td>
<td>( \text{hexane insol} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C( \text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2 \text{-MMA-} \text{-BIPK-H} )</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C( \text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2 \text{-MMA-} \text{-MMA-H} )</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C( \text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2 \text{-BIPK-} \text{-MMA-H} )</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C( \text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2 \text{-MMA-} \text{-BIPK-H} )</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C( \text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2 \text{-MMA-} \text{-BIPK-} \text{-MMA-H} )</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C( \text{C}_3\text{H}_7\text{CD}_2 \text{-BIPK-} \text{-MMA-H} )</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total (%)                          | 75.6 | 103.7 | 71.7 | 84.4 | 77.1 | 84.8 |

\(^a\) The content of in-chain BIPK units per polymer molecule (cf. Table 6).

\(^b\) Obeys a Poisson distribution; \( P(n) = k^n \exp(-k)/n! \).

\(^c\) \( P(\geq2) = 1 - P(0) - P(1) \).

\(^d\) \( n \geq 2 \).
chain containing no BIPK unit decreased with increasing 
[M]₀/[I]₀. This suggests that the ratio of C=C addition (forma-
tion of [1]) to C=O addition (formation of BIPK) in the reaction 
of C₃H₇CD₂Li and MMA-₆s slightly decreases as the initial ratio 
of MMA-₆s to C₃H₇CD₂Li increases.

The total amounts (in mmol) of C₃H₇CD₂- groups in the poly-
merization products corresponded to 68 - 89 % of the C₃H₇CD₂Li 
used (Table 6). According to the previous work by Hatada et 
al.¹⁵, the residual 11 - 32 % is attributed to the butane formed 
by protonation of unreacted butyllithium rather than by meta-
lation of the monomer³⁰,³¹, based on mass spectrometric evidence. 
It was suggested by Vankerckhoven and Van Beylen in the polymeri-
zation of methacrylonitrile in toluene at -78°C³² that the unre-
acted butyllithium molecules are engaged in very stable and 
inactive associated species.

1.3.3 Polymerization of MMA-₆s with C₃H₇CD₂MgCl in Toluene

The polymerization of MMA-₆s with butylmagnesium-1,1-d₂ 
chloride (C₃H₇CD₂MgCl) in toluene was carried out under the 
conditions similar to the polymerization with C₃H₇CD₂Li in tol-
uene ([M]₀/[I]₀ = 9.3 mol/mol). Table 8 gives the results of 
the polymerization, and Figure 12 shows ¹H NMR spectra of the 
polymers. Both the methanol-insoluble and hexane-insoluble 
polymers contained less BIPK units in a chain than those prepared 
with C₃H₇CD₂Li; nearly half of the polymer molecules contained no 
BIPK unit. The other 30 - 50 % had a BIPK unit at the ω-end of 
chain but very few in inner part of the chain. Thus the poly-
mers consists of mainly [13] and [14].

The numbers of BIPK-H per chain were smaller than those of 
the terminal BIPK unit and the difference exceeded the experimen-
tal error. The results may indicate that there exist the poly-
mer chains having a short and contiguous BIPK sequence at the ω-
end e.g. as shown below [17] and that the protons of the butyl 
group in the penultimate BIPK unit show the chemical shifts 
similar to those in the terminal BIPK unit.

\[
\text{C}_4\text{H}_9 \quad \text{(MMA)} \quad \text{BIPK-BIPK-H} \quad [17]
\]
Figure 12. 500 MHz $^1$H NMR spectra of the poly(MMA-$_{ds}$) prepared with C$_3$H$_7$CD$_2$MgCl in toluene at -78°C. (a) Hexane-insoluble part, (b) methanol-insoluble part (Nitrobenzene-$_{ds}$, 110°C). X: Signals due to the remaining protons in the monomeric unit.
Table 8. Analysis of C3H7CD2- groups incorporated in the poly(MMA-ds) prepared with C3H7CD2MgCl in toluene at -78°C for 72 h — Contents of the initiator fragments and of the terminal methine protons per chain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yield g</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Mn b</th>
<th>C3H7CD2- total amount mmol</th>
<th>Content per chain / mol/mol</th>
<th>BIPK-H</th>
<th>MMA-H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10^3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeOH-insol</td>
<td>1.555</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>13.1d</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexane-insol</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>1.104</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexane-sol</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.622</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2.097</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a MMA-ds 18.5 mmol, C3H7CD2MgCl 2.00 mmol, toluene 20 ml.
b Determined by VPO (chloroform, 40°C).
c The amount of C3H7CD2- group at the α-end of chain was calculated as $c(\delta t/3 - \beta k/2)/(\delta t/3)$, where $c$, $\delta t$, and $\beta k$ are the total amount of C3H7CD2- group per chain, the intensity of all the $\delta$-methyl resonances, and the intensity of combined $\beta$-methylene resonances due to BIPK units, respectively.
d Triad tacticity $mm:mm:rr = 28.4 : 17.3 : 54.3$.

The total amounts of terminal methine protons (MMA-H + BIPK-H) were 0.60 and 0.84 per chain for the methanol-insoluble and the hexane-insoluble parts, respectively. A part of the polymer molecules was found to have cyclic ketone or isopropenyl ketone structure at the ω-end (cf. Section 1.2.2).

The $m/r$ ratio at the ω-end of chain was 57/43 as determined from the MMA-H resonances. The value differs from that for the in-chain sequence ($m/r = 37/63$), indicating that the stereospecificity of the termination reaction with methanol is again different from that of the chain propagation.

1.3.4 Mechanism of the Polymerizations

The structural analyses of the poly(MMA-ds)s mentioned above led us to the understanding of the mechanisms of the three polymerization reactions conducted under different conditions.

(A) Polymerization of MMA with butyllithium in THF

In the polymerization of MMA with butyllithium in THF, the
initiator is consumed within the first few seconds to produce the unimer anion [1] and BIPK\textsuperscript{16}. A small part of the BIPK reacts again with butyllithium to give an alkoxide, but most of the BIPK add to growing anions rapidly because BIPK ($Q = 1.02$, $e = 0.86$)\textsuperscript{27} is more reactive than MMA ($Q = 0.74$, $e = 0.40$)\textsuperscript{27}. The amount of BIPK formed is larger than the amount of the anion [1]\textsuperscript{16}, thus all the growing oligomer anions ended with MMA-unit [2] change to the oligomer anions ended with BIPK-unit [18] in the early stage of polymerization. The BIPK-ended anions [18] are less reactive than the MMA-ended anions [2] and remain unreacted for a while. However, once attacked by MMA, the oligomeric anion add the MMA monomer very rapidly to form the higher molecular weight chain [19].

\[ [2] + \text{BIPK} \rightarrow \text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{-CH}_2\text{-C}-\text{CH}_2\text{-C}-\text{CH}_2\text{-C}^- \text{Li}^+ \]

\[ n\text{MMA} \rightarrow \text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{-CH}_2\text{-C}-\text{CH}_2\text{-C}-\text{CH}_2\text{-C}-\text{CH}_2\text{-C}^- \text{Li}^+ \]

The lifetime of the growing anion [19] must be very short because the anion is soon attacked by another BIPK molecule to generate the BIPK anion again. A part of the anions alternates several times between the growing state (MMA anion) and the dormant state (BIPK anion) in the course of the polymerization. As the polymerization reaction proceeds, the MMA/BIPK ratio in the remaining monomer increases gradually making the lifetime of the MMA anion longer. This corresponds to the fact that the methanol-insoluble polymer is formed rapidly from 3 h after initiation when the amount of BIPK in the polymerization mixture becomes very small\textsuperscript{16}.

Hatada \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{16} postulated that the MMA anion added no more BIPK from 3 h after initiation because there remained little BIPK in the polymerization mixture. The methanol-insoluble polymer
was consequently expected to have MMA-H at the ω-end of the chain as shown in the formula [10]. However, in this work it was found that very few MMA unit is located at the ω-end of the polymer chain. The results may indicate that the amount of the MMA anion is so small and does not exceed the amount of BIPK during the polymerization. Otherwise we must consider another mechanism which explains such a specific location of the BIPK unit in the polymer chain. Bywater suggests that the tertiary alkoxide [3] might not release lithium methoxide immediately but rather on termination of the reaction to form BIPK²⁸. Thus, one possible explanation for the location of the BIPK unit at the ω-end of the polymer chain is that the tertiary alkoxide coordinates with the propagating chain end, and the ketone is formed on termination to be immediately incorporated into the ω-end of the polymer chain.

(B) Polymerization of MMA with butyllithium in toluene

The reaction between butyllithium and MMA in toluene is completed within the first few seconds. A part of butyllithium remains unreacted during the polymerization owing to the rigid aggregates in the polymerization mixture⁰⁵. The ratio of C=O addition (formation of BIPK) to C=C addition (formation of [1]) for the polymerization in toluene (0.73)⁰⁵ is smaller than that for the polymerization in THF (1.10)¹⁶. Therefore, 20-46 % of the MMA-ended growing anions survives without being attacked by BIPK throughout the polymerization reaction (Table 7).

Another difference between the polymerizations in toluene and in THF is that the reactivities of growing species in toluene are not so uniform as in THF, probably due to association of the species. This is evident from the fact that methanol-insoluble fraction is formed even in the early stage of polymerization⁰⁵. Some of the MMA-ended anion grows rapidly to give the methanol-insoluble polymer, and the others grow so slowly as to give methanol-soluble (and hexane-insoluble) polymer. In the course of chain growth, more than half of the MMA-ended anions add BIPK to form the less reactive BIPK anions; most of them remain unreacted during the polymerization and are recovered as the polymer which has the structure of the formula [13]. A small part of
the BIPK anions add MMA again to yield the higher molecular weight polymers having BIPK units in inner part of the chain. Some of the propagating species ending with MMA anion are self-terminated probably owing to the formation of a cyclic ketone terminal at the $\omega$-end of chain. The self-termination occurs more on the species which grow so slowly.

(C) Polymerization of MMA with butylmagnesium chloride in toluene

In this polymerization, initiation reaction between butylmagnesium chloride and MMA takes place rather slowly, therefore the amount of the growing anion and BIPK in the polymerization mixture slightly increases during the polymerization reaction$^{29}$. A considerable amount of unreacted BIPK remains after the completion of the polymerization$^{19}$. This may be related to the stability of the alkoxide $[3]$ in the polymerization mixture; the magnesium alkoxide may be more stable than the lithium alkoxide and release methoxide slowly to form BIPK.

The amount of BIPK formed in the polymerization with butylmagnesium chloride is smaller than that in the polymerization with butyllithium in toluene. The reactivity of the BIPK-ended anion having magnesium as a counterion should be lower than that having lithium as a counterion. Therefore an addition of BIPK to the growing anion is almost equivalent to a termination reaction. As a result, both the methanol-insoluble and the hexane-insoluble fractions contain little BIPK unit in the inner part of the chain.

1.4 Polymerization of MMA-ds with $t$-Butylmagnesium Bromide and Formation of a Cyclic Ketone Terminal in Living PMMA Anions

In order to get a spectroscopic evidence of the formation of a cyclic ketone terminal (CT) in PMMA, $^{13}$C NMR spectrum of a cyclic trimer of MMA (dimethyl 1,3,5,5-tetramethyl-4-oxo-1,3-cyclohexanedicarboxylate) was investigated. The cyclic trimer was prepared as a model compound of CT according to Lochmann's procedure$^{33}$ and was obtained as a 55:45 mixture of the cis- and trans-isomers.
Table 9 provides the $^1$H and $^{13}$C NMR chemical shift values for the cyclic trimer. The cis/trans assignment was made on the basis of the nonequivalency of the two methylene protons at the 2-position of the trimer; the chemical shift difference between the methylene protons of the cis-isomer (1.403 ppm) is larger than that of the trans-isomer (0.084 ppm). The trans-isomer could be separated by crystallization ($mp = 45.6 - 46.7^\circ C$) from heptane solution of the isomeric mixture.

As will be described in the next chapter, the polymerization of MMA initiated with $t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr in toluene at $-78^\circ C$ or with 1,1-diphenylhexyllithium (DPHLi) in THF at $-78^\circ C$ generates living PMMA anion. Quenching the living PMMA anions with methanol at $-78^\circ C$ gives the PMMAs which have MMA-H quantitatively at the $\omega$-ends of polymer chain (Table 10, No. 1 and 3). When the living PMMA anions were allowed to stand at 0°C for 24 h before being quenched with methanol, the amount of MMA-H introduced at the $\omega$-end of the resulting polymer decreased remarkably (Table 10, No. 2 and 4).

Figure 13 shows $^{13}$C NMR spectra of the PMMAs (ketone and ester carbonyl regions). The PMMAs prepared with $t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr (a and b) are highly isotactic and the strong signal at 176.3 ppm is due to $\text{mmm}$ pentad. The PMMAs prepared with DPHLi (c and d) are syndiotactic, which is realized from the $rr$ and $rm$ centered pentad signals. The degree of polymerization is 22 for a and b, and 32 for c and d. The PMMAs which were allowed to stand at 0°C for 24 h before quenching (b and d) showed signals of weak intensity at 173.3 - 173.9 ppm and 211 - 212 ppm, whereas the PMMAs which were quenched at $-78^\circ C$ showed no signal around these regions. This indicates the formation of a cyclic ketone terminal at the $\omega$-end of the poly(MMA-$d_4$) chain.

The weak signals at 173.3 - 173.9 ppm are attributed to one of the two ester carbonyls of the cyclic ketone terminal, and the splitting of the signals is due to stereoisomerism of the cyclic.
Table 9. $^1$H and $^{13}$C NMR chemical shifts (ppm) of a cyclic trimer of MMA (dimethyl 1,3,5,5-tetramethyl-4-oxo-cyclohexanedicarboxylate)$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>trans-isomer</th>
<th></th>
<th>cis-isomer</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^{13}$C</td>
<td>$^1$H</td>
<td>$^{13}$C</td>
<td>$^1$H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 (q-C)</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td>1.342</td>
<td>40.13</td>
<td>1.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CH$_3$)</td>
<td>29.44</td>
<td>1.722</td>
<td>29.83</td>
<td>1.736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C=O)</td>
<td>178.63</td>
<td>3.697</td>
<td>177.83</td>
<td>3.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(OCH$_3$)</td>
<td>52.26</td>
<td></td>
<td>52.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 (CH$_2$)</td>
<td>39.45</td>
<td>2.427</td>
<td>42.14</td>
<td>1.698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.511</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 (q-C)</td>
<td>53.63</td>
<td></td>
<td>53.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CH$_3$)</td>
<td>22.82</td>
<td>1.322</td>
<td>23.16</td>
<td>1.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C=O)</td>
<td>173.78</td>
<td>3.724</td>
<td>173.06</td>
<td>3.640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(OCH$_3$)</td>
<td>52.36</td>
<td></td>
<td>52.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 (C=O)</td>
<td>212.71</td>
<td></td>
<td>212.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 (q-C)</td>
<td>43.39</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>43.61</td>
<td>1.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CH$_3$)$^a$</td>
<td>25.97</td>
<td>1.141</td>
<td>28.15</td>
<td>1.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CH$_3$)$^e$</td>
<td>27.89</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6 (CH$_2$)</td>
<td>44.24</td>
<td>1.740</td>
<td>43.45</td>
<td>1.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.370</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.551</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Measured in CDCl$_3$ at 35.0$^\circ$C.

Table 10. Formation of a cyclic ketone terminal (CT) in the living poly(MMA-$d_5$) anions prepared with t-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr and with 1,1-diphenylhexyllithium (DPHLi) at -78$^\circ$C — Numbers of MMA-H and CT per molecule of the poly(MMA-$d_5$) obtained

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Initiator</th>
<th>$M_n$</th>
<th>$\omega$-end</th>
<th>Tacticity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MMA-H</td>
<td>CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>t-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr</td>
<td>2290</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>t-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr</td>
<td>2290$^a$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DPHLi</td>
<td>3300</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>DPHLi</td>
<td>3150$^a$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Allowed to stand at 0$^\circ$C for 24 h before being quenched with methanol.
Figure 13. 25 MHz $^{13}$C NMR spectra of the PMMAs prepared with $t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr (1/20) in toluene at -78°C for 72 h (a,b), and by 1,1-diphenylhexyllithium (DPHLi) (1/20) in THF at -78°C for 24 h (c,d). In the cases of (b) and (d), polymerization mixture was allowed to stand at 0°C for another 24 h before termination with methanol.
ketone terminal. The PMMA prepared with \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) is highly isotactic and thus the cyclic terminal should be \textit{trans-cis} and \textit{trans-trans} structures, whereas the PMMA prepared with DPHLi is syndiotactic-rich and consequently the cyclic terminal should be predominantly cis-cis and cis-trans structures (Figure 13).

1.5 Experimental Part

1.5.1 Materials

Methyl methacrylate-\( ds \) was synthesized from acetone cyanohydrin-\( d_7 \) and methanol-\( d_4 \) according to the method of Crawford\textsuperscript{34}. Isotopic purity was 99.17 % for \( \alpha-CD_3 \), 99.12 % for CD\( _2= \), and 99.85 % for OCD\( _3 \), respectively, by NMR analysis.

Butylmagnesium chloride was prepared from butyl chloride and magnesium metal in diethyl ether under nitrogen atmosphere. The concentration of the solution was found to be 0.86 mol/l by the titration with \( s \)-butanol using 9,10-phenanthroline as an indicator\textsuperscript{35}.

Butyllithium-1,1-\( d_2 \) was prepared from CH\( _3\)CH\( _2\)CH\( _2\)CD\( _2\)Cl (32.7 mmol) and lithium powder (70 mmol) in heptane (45 ml) under dry argon atmosphere. The concentration of butyllithium-1,1-\( d_2 \) was determined as 0.839 M by acid-base titration. Butylmagnesium-1,1-\( d_2 \) chloride was prepared from CH\( _3\)CH\( _2\)CH\( _2\)CD\( _2\)Cl (6.54 mmol) and magnesium (21 mmol) in diethyl ether (8 ml) under dry nitrogen atmosphere. The concentration of butylmagnesium-1,1-\( d_2 \) chloride was determined as 1.064 M by acid-base titration. CH\( _3\)CH\( _2\)CH\( _2\)CD\( _2\)Cl (b.p. 77.5 - 78.0\( ^\circ \)C, purity > 99.9 % by G.C., isotopic purity = 99.41 % by NMR) was synthesized from CH\( _3\)CH\( _2\)CH\( _2\)CD\( _2\)OD (118 mmol) and thionyl chloride (689 mmol) in dry pyridine (9.6 ml) in 71.3 % yield\textsuperscript{36}. CH\( _3\)CH\( _2\)CH\( _2\)CD\( _2\)OD was prepared from butyric anhydride and lithium aluminum deuteride; butyric anhydride (90.8 mmol) was reduced by lithium aluminum deuteride (Merck, 95.3 mmol) in diethyl ether and the reaction mixture was hydrolyzed with D\( _2\)O (6 ml)\textsuperscript{37}. The yield was 69 %.

The cyclic trimer of MMA, dimethyl 1,3,5,5-tetramethyl-4-oxo-1,3-cyclohexanedicarboxylate (CT) was prepared by the procedure reported by Lochmann \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{33}. Isolated yield of CT
was 50 % of the lithiated pivalate. The pure trans-isomer of CT was obtained by crystallization from heptane (mp = 45.6 - 46.7°C).

1.5.2 Polymerization

Polymerization was carried out in a sealed glass ampoule under dry nitrogen atmosphere. The reaction was terminated by adding a small amount of methanol containing hydrochloric acid and the mixture was poured into a large amount of methanol. After standing overnight, the precipitated polymer was collected by filtration, washed with methanol, and dried in vacuo at 60°C (methanol-insoluble part). The combined filtrates were evaporated under reduced pressure, and the residue was dissolved in 5 ml of benzene. Then the solution was poured into 200 ml of hexane. The hexane-insoluble polymer was washed with hexane and with water, and was freeze-dried with benzene (hexane-insoluble part). The hexane solution was evaporated to dryness. The hexane-soluble part was dissolved in 1 ml of chloroform-d and then the solution was evaporated under reduced pressure.

1.5.3 Measurements

1H NMR spectra of poly(MMA-d₅)s were measured in nitrobenzene-d₅ at 110°C or in chloroform-d at 60°C. The NMR instruments used were JEOL JNM-FX100 and JNM-GX500 spectrometers being operated at 100 and 500 MHz, respectively. Sixty-four to 2000 scans were accumulated with the repetition time of 100 s using 90° observation pulse. The repetition time is large enough to make correct measurement of intensity. The hydrogen content in the sample was determined from the relative intensity of the signal of interest to the signals due to the remaining protons in nitrobenzene-d₅. The hydrogen content for the latter signal (0.359 gram⁻¹H/ml) was measured by the precision coaxial tubing method³⁸. Spin-lattice relaxation time T₁ was determined by inversion-recovery method. 13C NMR spectra were measured in chloroform-d solution at 55°C.

Mn was determined in chloroform solution at 40 °C or in toluene solution at 60 °C by a Hitachi 117 vapor pressure osmometer (VPO).
Field desorption (FD-) and electron impact (EI-) mass spectra were measured on a JEOL JMS-01SG-2 mass spectrometer.

Fractionation of the oligomers were performed on a JASCO TRIROTAR II high performance liquid chromatograph using a column packed with polystyrene gel (maximum porosity 3000) and a JASCO RI-162 refractive index detector. Chloroform was employed as an eluent.
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CHAPTER 2

Living and Highly Isotactic Polymerization of Methyl Methacrylate

2.1 Introduction

The polymerization of MMA in THF by bulky alkyl lithium such as 1,1-diphenylhexyllithium at low temperatures proceeds in a living manner to give the PMMA of a narrow MWD\(^1,2\). A new method of polymerization known as group transfer polymerization (GTP) was developed by Webster and his coworkers in 1983\(^3\); by this method methacrylates and acrylates can be polymerized using ketene silyl acetics in the presence of a nucleophilic (e.g. HF\(^2^-\), CN\(^-\)) or an electrophilic (e.g. ZnCl\(_2\), Et\(_2\)AlCl) coinitiator. GTP proceeds through a living mechanism even at room temperature which allows the preparation of polymers with a narrow MWD. However, the stereoregularity of the PMMAs prepared by these living systems is similar to that of the PMMAs prepared by radical polymerization, and is atactic or rather syndiotactic.

Isotactic PMMA is usually prepared by an anionic initiator such as alkyl lithium or Grignard reagent in a nonpolar solvent. Such a polymerization system often involves multiple active species and side reactions\(^4-8\), making the MWD of the resulting PMMA broad (cf. Chapter 1). In 1985, the present authors found that highly isotactic PMMA (\(mm > 96\%\)) with a narrow MWD is produced by the polymerization of MMA in toluene at low temperature with the \(t\)-butylmagnesium bromide prepared in diethyl ether\(^9,10\). This was the first example of the direct preparation of highly isotactic PMMA with a narrow MWD, although it had been derived from the isotactic poly(triphenylmethyl methacrylate) prepared in THF with an organolithium compound\(^11,12\).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CH}_3 & \quad \text{1. HCl/CH}_3\text{OH} \quad \text{CH}_3 \\
\text{CH}_2 & \quad \text{2. CH}_2\text{N}_2
\end{align*}
\]

[1]
This chapter describes the polymerization of MMA by \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) and the mechanism of formation of the highly isotactic PMMA with a narrow MWD.

2.2 Living and Highly Isotactic Polymerization of MMA with \( t \)-Butylmagnesium Bromide in Toluene\(^9,10\)

The polymerization of MMA-\( ds \) with \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) was carried out in toluene at \(-78^\circ C\) for 72 h at the initial monomer/initiator ratio of 50/1 mol/mol. The resulting polymer showed two singlets in the \( ^1H \) NMR spectrum at 0.81 and 2.46 ppm which were assigned to the \( t-C_4H_9 \) group at the \( \alpha \)-end of the chain and MMA-\( H \), respectively (Figure 1). The \( t-C_4H_9 \) group was introduced into the polymer chain through the initiation reaction and the MMA-\( H \) by termination with methanol. Measurements of absolute intensity of these signals and \( M_n \) of the polymer indicated the polymer molecule to contain one \( t-C_4H_9 \) group at the \( \alpha \)-end and one MMA-\( H \) at the \( \omega \)-end. This indicates that there occurs no side reaction in the polymerization, and that the polymer molecule has the structure as shown below.

![NMR Spectrum](image)

**Figure 1.** 100 MHz \( ^1H \) NMR spectrum of the poly(MMA-\( ds \)) prepared with \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) in toluene at \(-78^\circ C\) (\( M_n = 5100 \), nitrobenzene-\( ds \), 110\(^\circ C\)).

X: Signals due to the remaining protons in the monomeric units.
The poly(MMA-\text{ds}) molecule prepared in toluene at \(-40^\circ\text{C}\) with \(t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)MgBr contained one \(t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\) group at the \(\alpha\)-end of the chain but the content of MMA-H was less than unity (0.87). This indicates that there occurred side reactions such as spontaneous termination reaction through the formation of a cyclic ketone terminal at the \(\omega\)-end. The cyclization reaction is much enhanced at 0\(^\circ\text{C}\) and about 90\% of the propagating species formed the cyclic ketone terminal when the species prepared in toluene at -78\(^\circ\text{C}\) was kept at 0\(^\circ\text{C}\) for 24 h (cf. Chapter 1.4).

Polymerization of MMA was carried out with \(t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)MgBr in toluene at -78\(^\circ\text{C}\) at various ratios of monomer to initiator. The results are shown in Table 1. The \(M_n\)'s of the polymer measured by GPC, VPO and by end-group assay using \(^1\text{H}\)NMR spectroscopy agreed well with each other, and also with the value calculated from the amount of the monomer consumed and the initiator used. Thus the \(M_n\) of the polymer can be easily controlled by changing the ratio of initial amounts of MMA and initiator. In all the cases, the polymer was highly isotactic and of low polydispersity. The \(M_w/M_n\) ratios were about 1.1. The rate of polymerization was small at -78\(^\circ\text{C}\), and was enhanced at -40\(^\circ\text{C}\). However, the MWD of the PMMA formed by the polymerization at -40\(^\circ\text{C}\) was broader than those of the PMMA prepared at -78\(^\circ\text{C}\) (Table 1, No.6).

The polymerization were conducted in toluene at -78\(^\circ\text{C}\) for different polymerization times. The results are shown in Figure 2. The \(M_n\) increased proportionally to the polymer yield. The amounts in mmol of polymer molecules was independent of the yield, and were equal to the amount of \(t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)MgBr used. These results indicate that the polymerization has a "living" character.

The polymerization reaction was followed in toluene-\text{ds} at -78\(^\circ\text{C}\) by measuring the intensities of vinylidene methylene proton signals of MMA. The signal of \(t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)MgBr at 1.58 ppm disappeared on the addition of MMA, indicating a fast initiation reaction. The propagation was very slow compared to the initia-
Table 1. Polymerization of MMA with t-C₄H₉MgBr in toluene at -78°C<sup>a</sup>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>t-C₄H₉MgBr</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>Tacticity / %</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Mw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mmol</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>mr</td>
<td>rr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.40&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.20&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.40&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>79.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> MMA 10.0 mmol, toluene 5 ml.

<sup>b</sup> Determined by GPC.

<sup>c</sup> MMA 20.0 mmol, toluene 10 ml.

<sup>d</sup> Polymerization at -40°C.

<sup>e</sup> (t-C₄H₉)_2Mg was used as an initiator.

---

**Figure 2.** Relationship between $M_n$ and polymer yield in the polymerization of MMA by t-C₄H₉MgBr in toluene at -78°C; the polymerizations were conducted for different polymerization times. MMA, 10 mmol; t-C₄H₉MgBr, 0.11 mmol; toluene, 5 ml.
tion reaction, and the rate of the polymerization fitted to first order plots.

\[ R_p = -\frac{[\text{MMA}]}{dt} = 4.3 \times 10^{-4} \ [t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr}]_0 [\text{MMA}] \]  \[ 3 \]

Thus, fast and quantitative initiation and slow propagation as well as the living character of the resultant polymer anion are responsible for the formation of the PMMA with a narrow MWD.

Grignard reagent is considered to exist in the well-known Schlenk equilibrium:

\[ 2 \ t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \longrightarrow (t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9)_2\text{Mg} + \text{MgBr}_2 \]  \[ 4 \]

The \( t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) used in this study was prepared in diethyl ether and was found to contain \( \text{Mg}^{2+} \) 2.2 times as much as carbannion \( t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{Mg}^- \) group. The \( \text{MgBr}_2 \) should be formed through an Wurtz type reaction between \( t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) and \( t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{Br} \) during preparation of the Grignard reagent.

\[ t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} + t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{Br} \longrightarrow (t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9)_2 \ + \text{MgBr}_2 \]  \[ 5 \]

This suggests that the Schlenk equilibrium is in favor of the side of \( "t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr}" \). In order to study the relation between Schlenk equilibrium and the results of polymerization, initiators with various ratios of \( [\text{Mg}^{2+}] / [t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{Mg}] \) were prepared by mixing certain amounts of \( t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) obtained in diethyl ether and \( (t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9)_2\text{Mg} \), and used for the polymerization of MMA in toluene at -78°C. The results are given in Table 2. When the ratios of \( [\text{Mg}^{2+}] / [t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{Mg}] \) were larger than 1.5, highly isotactic PMMAs with narrow MWD were formed and the \( M_n \)'s agreed well with the calculated values. The polymers obtained by the initiator with \( [\text{Mg}^{2+}] / [t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{Mg}] \) of 0.87 - 0.95 had trimodal MWD, suggesting the coexistence of at least three propagating species with different stereoregularities (Figure 3). The molecular weight dependence of tacticity of the PMMA was further investigated by the on-line GPC/NMR method in Chapter 4.4.

\(^1\text{H} \) NMR studies on the mixtures of \( t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) and \( (t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9)_2\text{Mg} \) of various \( [\text{Mg}^{2+}] / [t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{Mg}] \) ratios were attempted at -78°C but unsuccessful owing to poor resolution of the spectra at this
Table 2. Polymerization of MMA with \(t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)MgBr/\((t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\))\(_2\)Mg in toluene at \(-78^\circ\)C for 24h\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[Mg(^{2+})]/([t)-C(_4)H(_9)Mg])</th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>Tacticity/(%)</th>
<th>(Mn)</th>
<th>(Mw)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([t)-C(_4)H(_9)Mg])</td>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>(mm)</td>
<td>(mr)</td>
<td>(rr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) MMA 10 mmol, \([\text{MMA}]_0/\([t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)Mg]\)=30 mol/mol, toluene 5 ml.

\(^b\) Determined by GPC.

Figure 3. GPC curves of PMMA prepared by \(t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)MgBr/\((t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\))\(_2\)Mg ([Mg\(^{2+}\)]/\([t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)Mg]=0.87) in toluene at \(-78^\circ\)C for 24 h. MMA, 10 mmol; \([\text{MMA}]_0/\([t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)Mg]=30 mol/mol; toluene, 5 ml. PMMA: \(\bar{M}_n=4910, \bar{M}_w/\bar{M}_n=54.0\), tacticity \((I, H, S)=(32, 22, 46)\).
temperature. The measurements at -40ºC in toluene were successful and the spectra are presented in Figure 4. The \( t-C_4H_9\text{MgBr} \) prepared in diethyl ether \([\text{Mg}^2+]/[t-C_4H_9\text{Mg}] = 2.24 \) showed a singlet at 1.35 ppm, and \((t-C_4H_9)_2\text{Mg} \ ([\text{Mg}^2+]/[t-C_4H_9\text{Mg}] = 0.53 \) at 1.31 ppm. The mixtures, the \([\text{Mg}^2+]/[t-C_4H_9\text{Mg}] \) ratio of which were between 0.57 and 0.87, exhibited two singlets at 1.33 and 1.35 ppm. With a decrease of the ratio of \([\text{Mg}^2+]/[t-C_4H_9\text{Mg}] \) from 0.87 to 0.57 the intensity of the peak at 1.35 ppm decreased and the intensity of the peak at 1.33 ppm increased. The mixture with \([\text{Mg}^2+]/[t-C_4H_9\text{Mg}] = 0.55 \) showed the resonance similar to that of \((t-C_4H_9)_2\text{Mg} \).

![Graph showing NMR spectra with various ratios of \([\text{Mg}^2+]/[t-C_4H_9\text{Mg}] \)]

Figure 4. \(^1\text{H} \text{NMR spectra of } t-C_4H_9\text{MgBr}/(t-C_4H_9)_2\text{Mg with various ratios of } [\text{Mg}^2+]/[t-C_4H_9\text{Mg}] \text{ in toluene-}d_8 \text{ at } -40^\circ\text{C.} \) \([t-C_4H_9\text{Mg}] = 0.055 \text{ M; ether/toluene-}d_8 = 1/5 \text{ v/v.}\)
From the results described in Table 2 and Figure 4, it is believed that "t-C₄H₉MgBr" and "(t-C₄H₉)₂Mg" give a highly isotactic and a syndiotactic PMMA, respectively, and that the species which shows the ¹H NMR signal at 1.33 ppm gives a syndiotactic-rich polymer. Matsuzaki et al. suggested that in the polymerization of MMA by phenylmagnesium bromide, active species for isotactic polymer were "C₆H₅MgBr" and those for syndiotactic-rich polymer were "(C₆H₅)₂Mg". Isotactic polymerization has never been observed with dialkylmagnesium initiators with the single exception of dibenzylmagnesium prepared from dibenzylmercury¹³.

Figure 5 shows ¹³C NMR signals of carbonyl carbons in the PMMA prepared by t-C₄H₉MgBr in toluene at -78°C (No.4 in Table 1). Two weak signals of equal intensities due to mmrm and mmmm pentads are observed besides a strong signal due to an mmmm pentad, but no other pentad signals. Therefore, the steric defect in the polymer chain can be depicted as follows:

[Diagram: DDDDDLLLL]

This means that one racemo enchainment causes inversion of isotactic propagating species, and that stereoregulation in this polymerization is chain-end controlled. This polymer had DP of about 200 and 3.0% heterotactic triads. So there exist about three switching points of monomer placements in a polymer chain. 2D NMR analysis¹⁴ revealed that the configurational dyad sequence at the ω-end was not regular, showing the reaction between the propagating anion and the terminating reagent (methanol) was not stereospecific (cf. Sections 2.4 and 2.5).

Table 3 shows the results of polymerizations in toluene at -78°C with n-, iso-, s- and t-butyllmagnesium bromides. n-C₄H₉MgBr gave syndiotactic PMMAs in low yields, and the tacticities depended on the initiator concentration probably due to the coexistence of isotactic and syndiotactic active species. The Mn's of the polymers were much larger than the expected values and the MWDs were very broad. As the alkyl group became bulkier, the isotacticity of the polymer increased greatly and the MWD became narrower. In the polymerization by s-C₄H₉MgBr and t-C₄H₉MgBr the initiator efficiencies were almost 100%, and the
Figure 5. $^{13}$C-NMR signal of the carbonyl carbon in the PMMA prepared with $t$-$C_4H_9MgBr$ in toluene at $-78^\circ$C. Nitrobenzene-$d_5$, 110°C, 100 MHz.

Table 3. Polymerization of MMA with butylmagnesium bromides in toluene at $-78^\circ$C for 72 h$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_4H_9$</th>
<th>[Mg$^{2+}$]</th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>Tacticity / %</th>
<th>$Mn$</th>
<th>$Mw$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$mm$</td>
<td>$mr$</td>
<td>$rr$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$-$C_4H_9$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>73.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$iso$-$C_4H_9$</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5$^d$</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$-$C_4H_9$</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.4$^d$</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$-$C_4H_9$</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ MMA 20 mmol, $C_4H_9MgBr$ 0.40 mmol, toluene 10 ml.

$^b$ The Grignard reagent was prepared in the presence of 1,2-dibromoethane ($CH_2BrCH_2Br + Mg \rightarrow C_2H_4 + MgBr_2$).
MWDs were narrow. \( t\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) gave the PMMA with the highest isotacticity and the narrowest MWD. It is expected from the results in Table 3 that the bulky alkyl group prevents the Grignard reagent from being involved in the side reaction and makes the polymerization living to produce the PMMA with a narrow MWD. Salonen and his coworker\(^{15} \) studied the reactions of ethyl \( \alpha\)-(2-furyl) acrylate with various alkylmagnesium halides. \( \text{CH}_3\text{MgI} \) reacted with the acrylate completely in 1,2-manner. The extent of 1,2-addition decreased with an increase in the bulkiness of alkyl group and \( t\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgCl} \) reacted only in 1,4-manner. The results are consistent with those of our polymerizations.

\[ \frac{[\text{Mg}^2\text{+}]}{[\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{Mg}]} \] values for butylmagnesium bromides other than \( n\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) exceeded unity, and the values became larger as the butyl group became bulkier. The effect of MgBr\(_2\) was confirmed by the fact that the isotacticities of the polymers prepared with \( \text{iso}\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) and \( \text{s}\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) increased and the MWDs were narrowed on the addition of excess amount of MgBr\(_2\) (Table 3). It should be noted that the rate of polymerization was reduced on the addition of MgBr\(_2\).

The structure of the initiating species in our isotactic-specific polymerization with \( t\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) is not clear at present, but the following structures, [6], [7], [8] and [9], may be proposed. In this polymerization, the efficiency of the initiator is almost 100\%, isotacticity of the polymer is extremely high and MWD is narrow. These suggest that the initiating site should be homogeneous in reactivity and stereospecificity.
Allen and Williams\(^6\) proposed the structure similar to [6] as the initiating species in the polymerization of MMA in toluene with "de-etherated" \(t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)MgBr prepared in THF, on the basis that the isotactic initiating sites should be chiral. However, in our polymerization the stereoregulation is chain-end controlled (cf. Figure 5) and the initiating sites are not necessarily chiral. The solubility of ether-solvated MgBr\(_2\) in toluene may be low as indicated by Allen and Mair\(^5\). Moreover, the viscosity of the polymerization mixture decreased remarkably when a small amount of methanol was added to quench the living anion [10].

\[
\begin{align*}
  & t\text{-}C_4\text{H}_9\text{\{MMA\}_n\text{Mg}\text{Br}\text{Br}} \\
  \rightarrow & 2 \text{CH}_3\text{OH} \rightarrow & 2 t\text{-}C_4\text{H}_9\text{\{MMA\}_n\text{H}} + 2 \text{CH}_3\text{OMgBr} + \text{MgBr}_2 \quad [10]
\end{align*}
\]

Then, the structures [8] and [9] may possibly be considered as the initiating species, particularly [9], in which two \(t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)Mg-groups are located apart from each other enough to act independently as the initiating sites of the same reactivity and stereoregularity. The association of the propagating anions may serve to prevent the side reactions such as the terminating reaction through the formation of a cyclic ketone unit at the \(\omega\)-end.

In conclusion, \(t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)MgBr prepared in diethyl ether exists as "\(t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)MgBr" itself, and causes no side reaction in the polymerization of MMA in toluene at \(-78^\circ\)C to produce highly isotactic PMMA with a narrow MWD. The reaction is completely living, and the amounts of the propagating species are the same as that of the initiator used and constant during the polymerization at \(-78^\circ\)C.

2.3 Preparation of Block and Random Copolymers of Methacrylates with High Stereoregularity\(^6\)

Stereoregularity in the anionic polymerization of methacrylates usually depends on the structure of the ester groups, and thus highly stereoregular copolymer of methacrylate is often
difficult to prepare. Hence, the preparation of the copolymers with high stereoregularity is a challenging subject, and the control of stereoregularity of the copolymer will provide a new aspect of control of properties of the copolymer. The living and highly isotactic polymerization system with \( t\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) was applied to copolymerizations of MMA with other methacrylates. Highly isotactic block and random copolymers could be prepared.

Polymerization of ethyl methacrylate (EMA) with the living isotactic PMMA anion prepared at \(-60^\circ\text{C}\) was examined under several conditions. The results are given in Table 4. Figure 6 shows a GPC curve of the block copolymer of MMA and EMA with a degree of polymerization \( DP \) of each block of 59 and that of PMMA formed at the same \([\text{MMA}]_0/\left[t\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr}\right]_0\) ratio as the block copolymerization. The chromatogram of the block copolymer showed a narrow MWD of the copolymer and did not show any peak in the range of the elution volume where the control PMMA showed its peak, indicating that all the living PMMA anions add EMA to form the block copolymer. All the block copolymers were highly isotactic and the \( Mn \) agreed well with the calculated values, although the MWD's became broader as the poly(EMA) block length became longer. Triblock isotactic copolymers with a fairly narrow MWD and high isotacticity were also obtained as shown in Table 4.

The homopolymerization of EMA by \( t\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) in toluene at \(-60^\circ\text{C}\) also yielded highly isotactic polymer but the polymer showed a bimodal MWD. Numbers of polymer molecules in both the higher and lower molecular weight fractions were found to be almost constant during the polymerization, and \( Mn \)'s for both the fractions increased linearly with conversion. The results suggest that the species giving these fractions were both living and highly isotactic-specific. Since the \( Mn \) of the higher molecular weight fraction was about 10 times as large as that of the lower molecular weight fraction, one can assume that the rate constant for propagation at the active species giving the former fraction is about 10 times as large as that at the species giving the latter fraction.

The polymerization of MMA by the poly(EMA) anions formed with \( t\text{-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) was carried out in toluene at \(-60^\circ\text{C}\) to obtain
Table 4. Preparation of isotactic PMMA-block-poly(EMA) with t-C₄H₉MgBr in toluene at -60°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MMA</th>
<th>EMA</th>
<th>[M]₀</th>
<th>Yield</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Mw</th>
<th>MMA/EMA</th>
<th>Tacticity/%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mol</td>
<td>mol</td>
<td>[I]₀</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Obsd</td>
<td>Calcd</td>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>in polymer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>100*</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>12500</td>
<td>10800</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>59/59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>26900</td>
<td>26900</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>97/151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>27200</td>
<td>30900</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>64/182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>29700</td>
<td>29200</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>35/50/200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>90*</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8200</td>
<td>9400</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>25/28/25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a [MMA+EMA]₀/toluene = 2.0 (mol/l), [Mg²⁺]/[t-C₄H₉⁻] = 1.70.
b Determined by VPO. c Determined by GPC.
d Number of monomeric units per chain determined by chemical composition and Mn data for the copolymer.
e [Mg²⁺]/[t-C₄H₉⁻] = 2.21.
f Triblock copolymer, PMMA-block-poly(EMA)-block-PMMA.

Figure 6. GPC curves of PMMA-block-poly(EMA) (A) and PMMA (B) prepared with t-C₄H₉MgBr in toluene at -60°C. (A) MMA 700 mmol, EMA 700 mmol, t-C₄H₉MgBr 14 mmol, toluene 700 ml, (B) MMA 10 mmol, t-C₄H₉MgBr 0.2 mmol, toluene 5 ml.
further information on the living nature of the poly(EMA) anion. Figure 7 shows a GPC curve of the block isotactic copolymer obtained and that of poly(EMA) formed at the same [EMA]₀/[t-C₄H₉MgBr]₀ ratio. Both the higher and the lower molecular weight peaks in the chromatogram of the control poly(EMA) shifted to the higher molecular weight side upon the block copolymerization. The number of polymer molecule in each fraction was found to be almost constant. The results indicate the living character of both the higher and the lower molecular weight poly(EMA) anions at -60°C. Molecular weight dependence of the copolymer composition in the block copolymer was analyzed by using the on-line GPC/NMR method and is described in Chapter 4.5.

Conventional copolymerization of MMA and EMA with t-C₄H₉MgBr in toluene at -60°C also gave highly isotactic copolymer with a bimodal MWD. The copolymer was found to have a random comonomer sequence distribution as described below. The amount of the higher molecular weight fraction increased as EMA content in the initial monomer mixture increased. The result suggests that the active species giving the higher molecular weight copolymer is formed mainly in the initiation reaction of EMA with t-C₄H₉MgBr.

¹³C NMR chemical shifts of carbonyl carbons in the copolymer of MMA and EMA are sensitive to triad comonomer sequence as well as pentad tacticity. Figure 8 shows carbonyl carbon spectra of the isotactic PMMA-block-poly(EMA), isotactic poly(MMA-ran-EMA), and radically prepared poly(MMA-co-EMA), all of which have 1:1 composition. High stereoregularity of the block and random copolymers made the spectra much simpler as compared with that of the radically prepared poly(MMA-co-EMA). The signals of MMA- and EMA-centered sequences in mmmm configurational pentad showed splittings due to the triad monomer sequences. The peak assignments were made by comparing the spectra of the isotactic copolymers with different compositions and are shown in the figure. Both of the relative peak intensities mmm:(MME+EMM):EME and EEE:(EEM+MME):MEM (M: MMA unit, E: EMA unit) were 1:2:1, indicating that the monomer sequence distributions of both MMA- and EMA-centered triads are completely random.

The block copolymer shows two strong signals at 176.51 and 176.37 ppm due to MMA and EMA sequences in mmmm configuration,
Figure 7. GPC curves of poly(EMA)-block-PMMA (A) and poly(EMA) (B) prepared with \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) in toluene at -60°C. (A) MMA 50 mmol, EMA 50 mmol, \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) 1.0 mmol, (B) EMA 10 mmol, \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) 0.2 mmol.

Figure 8. 125 MHz \( ^{13}C \) NMR spectra of PMMA-block-poly(EMA) (A), poly(MMA-ran-EMA) (B) prepared with \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) in toluene at -60°C, and poly (MMA-co-EMA) prepared with AIBN in toluene at 60°C (C), measured in CDCl₃ at 55°C. (M and E denote MMA and EMA monomeric units, respectively.)
respectively. Weak signals of equal intensity observed at 176.60 and 176.28 ppm were assigned to MME and MEE triad in \textit{mmmm} configuration, which should exist at the switching point of the PMMA block and the poly(EMA) block. Thus the block copolymer could be distinguished from the mixture of PMMA and poly(EMA) by $^{13}$C NMR spectroscopy. Some other small peaks due to chain end units were also observed in the spectrum of the block copolymer.

2.4 Stereochemistry of the Oligomerization of MMA by $t$-Butylmagnesium Bromide in Toluene at $-78\degree \text{C}$

Investigations on the oligomerizations of vinyl monomers provide useful information on the corresponding polymerization. Yoshino \textit{et al.} studied the structures of the oligomers of isopropyl acrylate formed with phenylmagnesium bromide to elucidate the stereoregulation in the polymerization\textsuperscript{19,20}. Hogen-Esch and his coworkers have extensively studied the stereochemistry of anionic oligomerizations of vinylpyridines\textsuperscript{21,22} and vinyl sulfoxide\textsuperscript{23,24} using chromatographic and NMR spectroscopic techniques. However, little has been reported on the stereoregular oligomerization of acrylate\textsuperscript{25} or methacrylate\textsuperscript{26-28} monomer. Wulff \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{26} and Okamoto \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{27} studied asymmetric oligomerizations of triphenylmethyl methacrylate with 1,1-diphenylhexyllithium- and fluorenyllithium-(-)-sparteine complexes, respectively, in toluene at $-78\degree \text{C}$. Hogen-Esch and his coworkers carried out the anionic oligomerization of MMA in THF by lithio or sodio methyl isobutyrate followed by termination with CH$_3$I or $^{13}$CH$_3$I and determined the structure of the symmetrical oligomers by gas chromatography and $^{13}$C NMR spectroscopy\textsuperscript{28}.

In this section, isotactic oligo(MMA)s were prepared by the polymerization of MMA with $t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr in toluene at $-78\degree \text{C}$ and their configurational sequences were investigated to gain a more detailed understanding of stereoregulation in the polymerization.

The oligomers were isolated as reaction products from the early stage of the polymerization. The crude oligomers were fractionated into dimer to octamer by GPC. Each fraction was
further separated into stereoisomers by HPLC on a silica gel column using the mixtures of butyl chloride and acetonitrile as eluent. The structural elucidation of these oligomers are described in Chapter 3.

Figure 9 shows GPC curves of the MMA oligomers obtained in the polymerization for 5 - 120 min. The Mn's of the oligomers were close to the calculated values and the MWDs were narrow, indicating the living character of the polymerization. The oligomers obtained from the polymerization for 15 min mostly contained dimer to octamer but no unimer. The nonexistence of unimer suggests that the unimer anion is much more reactive than the dimer anion. A similar trend was observed in the oligomerization of MMA initiated by methyl α-lithioisobutyrate\textsuperscript{29,30} and also in the anionic asymmetric polymerization of triphenylmethyl methacrylate\textsuperscript{27}.

Each oligomer was separated into the individual diastereomers by HPLC (Figure 10) and the stereosequence of each isomer was determined by \textsuperscript{1}H COSY and X-ray analysis (cf. Chapter 3) as indicated in the figure. The relative amount of the \textit{m}- and \textit{r}-dimers reflects that the addition of methanol (a proton source) to the dimer anion is non-stereospecific. The addition of methanol is almost non-stereospecific for the oligomer anions up to octamer as realized from the \textit{m}/\textit{r} ratios at their ω-ends (for trimer, (\textit{mm}+\textit{rm})/(\textit{mr}+\textit{rr}) = 0.8), and the addition to the polymer anion was also found to be non-stereospecific\textsuperscript{14} (Figure 11). It is not so surprising but should be noted that the addition of methanol to the propagating chain end is not stereospecific while the addition of monomer is highly isotactic-specific (\textit{m}/\textit{r} > 50). The addition of a proton to the oligomer anion of isopropyl acrylate formed with phenylmagnesium bromide was reported to be highly stereospecific as well as the addition of monomer to the anion\textsuperscript{19,20}; the reason for the difference from our result is not clear at present.

The \textit{m}/\textit{r} ratio at the α-end of the trimer was 18.6 (=(\textit{mm}+\textit{mr})/(\textit{rm}+\textit{rr})) and values between 10 and 20 were obtained for higher oligomers (Figure 11), indicating that the addition of MMA to the unimer anion is less isotactic-specific than that to the higher propagating anion. This suggests that the penultimate
Figure 9. GPC curves of MMA-oligomers prepared with \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) in toluene at \(-78^\circ C\) for various polymerization times.
Figure 10. HPLC traces of the MMA-oligomers prepared with t-C₄H₉MgBr in toluene at -78°C for 15 min. Eluent, C₄H₉Cl/CH₃CN = 97.5/2.5 (A), 96/4 (B), 95/5 (C), 88/12 (D); column, silica gel, 4.6 mm(i.d) x 250 mm; detector, RI.

Figure 11. meso/racemo ratios at the α- and ω-ends of the MMA-oligomers obtained from the polymerization with t-C₄H₉MgBr in toluene at -78°C for 15 min. The meso/racemo ratio for the PMMA of DP = 25 are also shown.
monomeric unit of the propagating anion coordinates to the active cites and contributes the stereoregulation in the highly isotactic polymerization [11].
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Further, the penultimate monomeric unit is considered to stabilize the propagating anion forming the active species for the living polymerization. On the other hand, the unimer anion should be so labile that the unimer is hardly detected in the polymerization product.

2.5 Two-dimensional NMR Spectra of the Isotactic PMMA Prepared with \( t \)-Butylmagnesium Bromide and Detailed Examination of Tacticity\(^{14} \)

Detailed investigation of the configurational sequence of an oligomer or low molecular weight polymer often provides significant information on the steric course of addition of monomer in anionic polymerization. However, this is not so easy since the resonances due to end groups and/or monomeric units located at \( \alpha \)- and \( \omega \)-ends sometimes overlap closely with the signals sensitive to the configurational sequences in chain.

Recently, two-dimensional (2D) NMR has been used in the field of polymer chemistry to make absolute tacticity assignments\(^{31-39} \), investigation of monomer sequence distribution\(^{40-42} \) and structural analysis of polymer and oligomer\(^{35,43-46} \).

In this work we studied the structures of the isotactic PMMA prepared with \( t \)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)MgBr extensively using 2D NMR, and made the peak assignments for the end groups and the monomeric units at and near the polymer ends, leading to the exact determination of
tacticity of PMMA. NMR signals due to the monomeric units at \( \alpha \)-end may depend on the kind of initiator used, but those at \( \omega \)-end should not be so different even if the polymers are prepared with different initiators. Accordingly, the peak assignments for the \( \omega \)-end in this study will be applicable to most of the PMMA or oligo(MMA) prepared by anionic initiators.

Figure 12 shows a 400 MHz \( ^1H \) NMR spectrum of the PMMA prepared with \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) in toluene at \(-78^\circ C\). The \( M_n \) of the PMMA was determined as 2530 by VPO and the \( M_w/M_n \) value determined by GPC was 1.20. It is evident from the \( \alpha \)-CH\(_3\) and CH\(_2\) signals that the PMMA is highly isotactic, though signals due to the monomeric units at and near the \( \alpha \)- and \( \omega \)-ends also appear in this region. The peak assignments were made with the aid of 2D NMR spectra as described below. The numbering system for the monomeric units in the PMMA is also displayed in Figure 12. The polymer gave \( ^1H \) COSY and 2D \( J \)-resolved spectra that are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

Window functions such as sine-bell and sine-square function are commonly employed in the Fourier transform of 2D NMR data matrices in order to suppress peak broadening. In this work, the window functions also served to emphasize the correlation peaks originate from polymer-end groups, since relaxation times of the protons are much different between in-chain monomeric units and polymer-end groups.

The multiplet in the methine region (cf. Figure 12) between 2.39 and 2.54 ppm was assigned to the methine proton at the \( \omega \)-end (\( \omega_1 \)-CH) and disappeared when the polymerization was terminated using CD\(_3\)OD\(^{17}\). The \( J \)-resolved spectrum clearly shows that the multiplet consists of two multiplets centered at 2.49 and 2.45 ppm (Figure 14), the intensity ratio of which was approximately 6:4 from a broadband decoupled \( ^1H \) spectrum displayed in the top of Figure 14. The occurrence of the two methine peaks is due to the tacticity of dyad at the \( \omega \)-end. The lower field peak of higher intensity can be assigned to the methine proton of racemo dyad (\( \omega_1 \)-CH(r)) and the higher field peak of lower intensity to meso dyad (\( \omega_1 \)-CH(m)), according to the detailed \( ^1H \) NMR studies of the MMA oligomers (Chapter 3).
Figure 12. 400 MHz $^1$H NMR spectrum of the isotactic PMMA prepared with $t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr in toluene at $-78^\circ$C ($M_n = 2530$). Signals due to the end groups and monomeric units at and near the $\alpha$- and $\omega$-ends are indicated according to the numbering system shown in the figure. The methyl signal of $\text{mmm}$ pentad and the methylene signals of $\text{mar}$ and $\text{erm}$ tetrads are also indicated with dashed lines. "x" denotes signals due to impurities. (Nitrobenzene-$d_5$, $110^\circ$C)
Figure 13. 400 MHz $^1$H COSY spectrum of the isotactic PMMA prepared with $t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr in toluene at -78°C. Series of off-diagonal signals due to the $\omega$(mm) and $\omega$(mr) structures are indicated in this figure (cf. Figure 17). Peak numbers show protons correlated with each other; e.g. "1H-1E" denotes the correlation signal between $\omega$-CH and $\omega$-CH$_2$. M, E and H represent methyl, methylene and methine protons, respectively.
Figure 14. Two-dimensional $J$-resolved spectrum of the isotactic PMMA prepared with $t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr in toluene at $-78^\circ$C. The spectrum shown above is the projection to the $F_1$-axis (broad-band decoupled spectrum).
Four peaks in the syndiotactic \( \alpha \)-methyl region around 1.05 ppm were found to be actually two overlapped doublets at 1.045 and 1.063 ppm from the \( J \)-resolved spectrum. In the \( ^1H \) COSY spectrum these two doublets show connectivity with the peaks of \( \omega_1-\text{CH}(r) \) and \( \omega_1-\text{CH}(m) \), respectively ([\( \omega(mr)1H-1M \)] and [\( \omega(mm)1H-1M \)] in Figure 13), and the intensity ratio is about 6:4. Thus, the doublet at 1.063 ppm is assigned to \( \omega_1-\text{CH}_3(r) \) and that at 1.045 ppm to \( \omega_1-\text{CH}_3(m) \).

The quartet at 1.98 ppm is best seen as a doublet of doublets with the coupling constants \( J_{\text{gem}} \) and \( J_{\text{vic}} \) of -14.0 and 7.9 Hz, and is assigned to one of the \( \omega_1-\text{CH}_2(m) \) methylene protons since the correlation signals with \( \omega_1-\text{CH}(m) \) were observed in the COSY spectrum [\( \omega(mm)1H-1Eb \)]. The COSY spectrum shows that the partner proton resonates at 1.68 ppm and overlaps with the strong doublet at 1.67 ppm [\( \omega(mm)1Ea-1Eb \)]. This partner proton signal also correlates with \( \omega_1-\text{CH}(m) \) [\( \omega(mm)1H-1Ea \)]. The partnership of these two protons is also evident by \( ^1H \)-\( ^1H \) COSY spectra and the carbon of \( \omega_1-\text{CH}_2(m) \) was found to resonate at 42.44 ppm (Figure 15). Analogous to the way that the \( \omega_1-\text{CH}_2(m) \) methylene signals were identified, the signals of \( \omega_1-\text{CH}_2(r) \) protons were detected at 1.32 and 2.32 ppm, both of them overlapped by strong signals due to in-chain monomeric units. The \( J \)-resolved spectrum indicated each signal to be the doublet of doublets with \( J_{\text{vic}} = 3.5 \) and 7.7 Hz, respectively, and \( J_{\text{gem}} = -14.3 \) Hz. The chemical shift between these two \( \omega_1-\text{CH}_2(r) \) protons is much larger than that between the signals of two \( \omega_1-\text{CH}_2(m) \) protons, which supports our meso/racemo assignments (Chapter 4). The vicinal coupling constants between \( \omega_1-\text{CH}_2 \) and \( \omega_1-\text{CH} \) protons reflect the conformation of the dyad at the \( \omega \)-end.

Two singlets at 1.175 and 1.128 ppm were assigned to \( \omega_2-\text{CH}_3 \) protons in \( mr \) and \( mm \) triads (\( \omega_2-\text{CH}_3(mr) \) and \( \omega_2-\text{CH}_3(mm) \)), respectively. The former correlates with \( \omega_1-\text{CH}_2(r) \) proton at 2.32 ppm [\( \omega(mr)1Ea-2M \)] and the latter with \( \omega_1-\text{CH}_2(m) \) proton at 1.68 ppm [\( \omega(mm)1Ea-2M \)]. The intensity ratio is again 6:4. These two singlets also correlate with the carbon resonances at 21.11 and 21.66 ppm, respectively (Figure 16), which are recognized as methyl carbon signals by DEPT spectrum. The presence of \( rm \) and \( rr \) triads at the \( \omega \)-ends can be neglected because the configura-
Figure 15. $^{13}$C-$^1$H COSY spectrum of the PMMA prepared with $t$-$C_4H_9MgBr$ in toluene at $-78^\circ$C.
Figure 16. Expansion of the methyl region of the $^{13}\text{C}-^1\text{H}$ COSY spectrum of the PMMA prepared with t-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr in toluene at $-78^\circ\text{C}$. 
tional sequence of in-chain monomeric units is highly isotactic.

The signal of \( \omega_2-\text{CH}_3(mr) \) is also related with the doublets at 2.25 \( [\omega(mr)2M-2Ea] \) and 1.71 ppm \( [\omega(mm)2M-2Eb] \) which are strongly correlated with each other \( [\omega(mr)2Ea-2Eb] \). This pair of doublets should be due to \( \omega_2-\text{CH}_2(mr) \) protons. A small doublet at 2.24 ppm was assigned to one of the \( \omega_2-\text{CH}_2(mm) \) protons since it shows cross peak to \( \omega_2-\text{CH}_3(mm) \) signal \( [\omega(mm)2M-2Eb] \). The partner proton signal is proved to be located at 1.69 ppm from the COSY spectrum \( [\omega(mm)2Ea-2Eb] \).

Singlet at 1.25 ppm shows connectivity with the \( \omega_2-\text{CH}_2(mr) \) signal at 2.25 ppm \( [\omega(mr)2Ea-3M] \) and with the \( \omega_2-\text{CH}_2(mm) \) signal at 2.24 ppm \( [\omega(mm)2Eb-3M] \), and thus, the singlet is the overlap of two resonances due to \( \omega_2-\text{CH}_3(mmr) \) and \( \omega_3-\text{CH}_3(mm) \). The peak intensity is nearly equal to the sum of intensities of the signals due to \( \omega_2-\text{CH}_3(mr) \) and \( \omega_2-\text{CH}_3(mm) \) protons. This indicates that the dyad tacticity between \( \omega_2- \) and \( \omega_3- \) monomeric units is exclusively isotactic. Block copolymer of \( t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9-\text{(MMA-ds)}_{10}-\text{block-(MMA)}_{10}-\text{H} \) did not show the peak at 1.25 ppm, providing additional evidence for the assignment.

The signals of methylene protons beyond \( \omega_2- \) unit and methyl protons beyond \( \omega_3- \) unit are considered to belong to strong signals due to the in-chain methyl and methylene protons.

The methyl and methylene signals of the monomeric units at and near the \( \alpha- \) end are also observed apart from the signals of in-chain protons. A set of methylene proton signals located at 1.28 and 1.80 ppm shows connectivity with \( t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9 \) signal in the \( ^1\text{H} \) COSY spectrum and is assigned to \( \alpha_1-\text{CH}_2(m) \) protons (cf. \( [\alpha(mm)tB-1Ea] \) and \( [\alpha(mm)tB-1Eb] \) in Figure 17). Non-equivalence of these two protons is due to the fact that they are adjacent to a chiral center at the \( \alpha_1- \) quaternary carbon.

The singlet at 1.27 ppm shows connectivity with \( \alpha_1-\text{CH}_2(m) \) proton at 1.80 ppm \( [\alpha(mm)1Ea-1M] \), and thus, is assigned to the \( \alpha_1-\text{CH}_3(m) \) signal. The \( \alpha_1-\text{CH}_3(m) \) singlet also correlates with the doublet at 1.57 ppm \( [\alpha(mm)1M-2Ea] \) which strongly correlates with the doublet at 2.25 ppm \( [\alpha(mm)2Ea-2Eb] \). This pair of doublets is assigned to \( \alpha_2-\text{CH}_2(mm) \) protons. The singlet at 1.28 ppm shows a cross peak to one of the \( \alpha_2-\text{CH}_2(mm) \) signals \( [\alpha(mm)2Eb-2M] \), and is attributed to \( \alpha_2-\text{CH}_3(mm) \) protons.
Figure 17. 400 MHz $^1$H COSY spectrum of the isotactic PMMA prepared with $t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr in toluene at -78°C. Series of off-diagonal signals due to the $\alpha$ (mm) and $\alpha$ (rm) structures are indicated in this figure. "tB" denotes the $t$-C$_4$H$_9$ group at the $\alpha$-end. Other designations follow the system adopted in Figure 13.
signal of $\alpha_2$-CH$_3$(mm) shows connectivity with the signals at 1.66 and 2.32 ppm due to another set of methylene protons [$\alpha$(mm)2M-3Ea], cf. [$\alpha$(mm)3Ea-3Eb], indicating these signals to be assigned to $\alpha_3$-CH$_2$(mmm).

All the pairs of methylene proton signals mentioned above can be seen clearly in the $^{13}$C-$^1$H COSY spectrum (Figure 15). $^{13}$C NMR signals of the $\omega$-end methine carbons ($\omega_1$-CH(r) and $\omega_1$-CH(m)) and the $\alpha$-end t-butyl group can be easily assigned from the $^{13}$C-$^1$H COSY spectrum. The signal assignments for $^{13}$C NMR spectrum thus obtained are shown in Figures 15 and 16.

To understand the mechanism of polymerization, it is important to elucidate the detailed tacticity at the ends of the polymer chain. The structural investigation of the trimers and tetraters obtained in the polymerization of MMA by $t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr in toluene at -78°C indicated that the tacticity at the $\alpha$-end was mostly isotactic though the isotacticity was not so high as that of in-chain sequence$^{17}$. The sequence of correlation peaks indicated by $\alpha$(rm) in Figure 17 shows that there occurs some racemo enchainment at the $\alpha_1$-end of the polymer chain. The signals of methyl and methylene protons at and near the $\alpha$(rm)-end are very weak in intensity and is hardly detectable in the normal one-dimensional NMR spectrum, but they can easily be observed in the COSY spectrum as described below.

In Figure 17, one can find a couple of doublets at 1.26 and 1.69 ppm; this correlates with the signal of the $\alpha$-end $t$-butyl protons [$\alpha$(rm)2B-1Ea, $\alpha$(rm)2B-1Eb]. These doublets correlate with each other [$\alpha$(rm)1Ea-1Eb], and are assigned to $\alpha_1$-CH$_2$(r). One of the $\alpha_1$-CH$_2$(r) protons show connectivity with $\alpha_1$-CH$_3$(r) protons at 1.13 ppm [$\alpha$(rm)1Eb-1M]. The peak assignments for $\alpha_2$-CH$_2$(rm), $\alpha_2$-CH$_3$(rm) and $\alpha_3$-CH$_2$(rrm) were made similarly from Figure 17 (cf. Figure 12). The intensity ratio of $\alpha_1$-mm and $\alpha_1$-rm is estimated to be about 10:1 from the intensities of $\alpha_1$-CH$_2$(m) and $\alpha_2$-CH$_2$(rm) signals.

In summary, correlation diagrams of the methyl and methylene protons for triad sequences at $\alpha$- and $\omega$-ends are shown in Figure 18. Proton pairs which showed correlation peaks in the COSY spectrum are connected by arrows.

Chemical shifts of the protons in the $\alpha$-mm, $\alpha$-mr, $\omega$-mm and
Figure 18. The correlation diagram of the protons at and near the $\omega (mm)$, $\omega (mr)$, $\alpha (mm)$ and $\alpha (rm)$-ends in the isotactic PMMA. Protons which show correlation peaks in the COSY spectrum are connected with arrows. Values shown are chemical shifts from HMDS in ppm.
$\omega$-$rm$ dyads are summarized in Figure 19 together with those in the $m$- and $r$-dimers, $mm$-, $mr$-, $rm$- and $rr$-trimers$^{17}$ and $mmmm$ and $mmrm$ pentads of PMMA. It is noteworthy that chemical shifts of the methyl and methylene protons at and near the $\alpha$- and $\omega$-ends of the PMMA agree with those of the oligomers in the corresponding stereochemical sequences.

The signals of the $\alpha$-CH$_3$ and CH$_2$ groups in the first two and the last two monomeric units at the $\alpha$- and $\omega$-ends overlapped with the resonances of in-chain $\alpha$-CH$_3$ groups as summarized below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$-CH$_3$ region</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>$\delta$ (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syndiotactic; $rr$ (1.01 - 1.08 ppm)</td>
<td>$\omega_1$-CH$_3$ ($m$)</td>
<td>1.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\omega_1$-CH$_3$ ($r$)</td>
<td>1.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterotactic; $mr$ (1.12 - 1.19 ppm)</td>
<td>$\alpha_1$-CH$_3$ ($r$)</td>
<td>1.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\omega_2$-CH$_3$ ($mm$)</td>
<td>1.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha_2$-CH$_3$ ($rm$)</td>
<td>1.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\omega_2$-CH$_3$ ($mr$)</td>
<td>1.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isotactic; $mm$ (1.23 - 1.39 ppm)</td>
<td>$\alpha_1$-CH$_2$ ($r$)</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha_1$-CH$_3$ ($m$)</td>
<td>1.273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha_1$-CH$_2$ ($m$)</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha_2$-CH$_3$ ($mm$)</td>
<td>1.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\omega_1$-CH$_2$ ($r$)</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to determine exact triad tacticity from the $\alpha$-CH$_3$ signals, the following peak assignments must be taken into consideration: (i) the methylene signals are eliminated; (ii) $\alpha_1$-CH$_3$ and $\omega_1$-CH$_3$ signals are counted out by definition of triad tacticity; (iii) the signals of $\alpha_2$-CH$_3$ and $\omega_2$-CH$_3$ should be excluded from the point of view of polymerization mechanism. Therefore, the most exact triad tacticity of the interior monomeric sequences, $I$, $H$ and $S$, at the level of our knowledge can be calculated using the following equations.
\[ s_c = s - [\omega_1-\text{CH}_3(m+r)] \]
= \[ s - 3P \]

\[ h_c = h - [\alpha_1-\text{CH}_3(r)] - [\alpha_2-\text{CH}_3(rm)] - [\omega_2-\text{CH}_3(mm+mr)] \]
= \[ h - 3R(\alpha)P - 3R(\alpha)P - 3P \]
= \[ h - 3.6P \]

\[ i_c = i - [\alpha_1-\text{CH}_2(m+r)]/2 - [\alpha_1-\text{CH}_3(m)] - [\alpha_2-\text{CH}_3(mm)] \]
= \[ i - P - 3(1 - R(\alpha))P - 3(1 - R(\alpha))P - (1 - R(\omega))P \]
= \[ i - 6.8P \]

\[ P = [t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9]/9 \]

\[ R(\alpha) = \frac{\alpha_1(m)/\alpha_1(m+r)}{\alpha_2(mr)}/\alpha_2(mm+mr) \quad (\because \alpha_2(rr), \alpha_2(mr) = 0) \]
= \[ [\alpha_2-\text{CH}_2(rm)]/[\alpha_1-\text{CH}_2(m)] + [\alpha_2-\text{CH}_2(mm)] \]
= 0.1

\[ R(\omega) = \frac{\omega_1(r)/\omega_1(m+r)}{\omega_2(mr)/\omega_2(mm+mr)} \quad (\because \omega_2(rr), \omega_2(rm) = 0) \]
= \[ [\omega_2-\text{CH}_3(mr)]/[\omega_2-\text{CH}_3(mm+mr)] \]
= 0.6

\[ S = s_c/i_c + h_c + s_c \]
\[ H = h_c/i_c + h_c + s_c \]
\[ I = i_c/i_c + h_c + s_c \]

Here, \( s \), \( h \) and \( i \) denote intensities of the signals in the regions of 1.01 - 1.08 ppm, 1.12 - 1.19 ppm, and 1.23 - 1.39 ppm, respectively. \([t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9]\) represents the intensity of the signal due to the \( t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9 \) group; the intensities of other signals are represented in a similar manner. \( P \) designates the intensity of one proton in a polymer chain. The subscript \( c \) indicates the calibrated value. \( R(\alpha) \) and \( R(\omega) \) are fractions of racemo enchainment at the \( \alpha- \) and \( \omega- \) ends. The triad tacticity, \( I \), \( H \) and \( S \), of the PMMA thus calculated were 95.8, 3.5 and 0.7 %, respectively.

Table 1 shows the calibrated tacticities of several PMMAs obtained by \( t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) at -78°C in toluene at various ratios of
the monomer to the initiator. The calibrated tacticities revealed that the isotacticity of interior monomeric sequences was independent of molecular weight. In other words, the stereoregulating power of the propagating species in the isotactic polymerization of MMA by \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) in toluene does not change in the course of polymerization, though it is slightly lower at the initiation process.

2.6 Experimental Part

2.6.1 Materials

MMA, MMA-\( ds \) and EMA were purified by distillation, and then distilled twice over calcium dihydride under high vacuum just before use. Toluene was purified in the usual manner and then distilled under high vacuum after treatment with butyllithium.

\( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) was prepared in diethyl ether from \( t \)-butyl bromide and magnesium. The amounts of \( t-C_4H_9Mg^- \) group, \( Mg^{2+} \) and \( Br^- \) were determined by acid-base titration, chelatometric titration and precipitation titration (Fajans's method), respectively. \( n-C_4H_9MgBr \), \( iso-C_4H_9MgBr \) and \( s-C_4H_9MgBr \) were prepared and analyzed similarly. \( iso-C_4H_9MgBr \) and \( s-C_4H_9MgBr \) were also prepared in the presence of 1,2-dibromoethane to obtain a solution of the reagent containing an excess amount of MgBr\(_2\).

\[
C_4H_9Br + 2Mg + BrCH_2CH_2Br \rightarrow C_4H_9MgBr + MgBr_2 + CH_2=CH_2
\]

\( (t-C_4H_9)_2Mg \) was synthesized by adding a large amount of dioxane to the diethyl ether solution of \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \). The initiators with various ratios of \([Mg^{2+}] / [t-C_4H_9Mg] \) were prepared by mixing certain amounts of \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) obtained in diethyl ether and \( (t-C_4H_9)_2Mg \). A small amount of precipitate was formed during the mixing and the supernatant liquid was used as the initiator solution.

2.6.2 Procedures

Polymerization was initiated by adding monomer with a hypo-
dermic syringe slowly to an initiator solution in toluene cooled to the polymerization temperature. The reaction vessel was then sealed off. Polymerization was terminated by adding methanol containing HCl (2 N) equivalent to the Mg$^{2+}$ at the reaction temperature. The reaction mixture was poured into a large amount of hexane to precipitate the polymeric product. The precipitate was collected by filtration, washed with hexane and then water several times, and dried under vacuum at 60°C. The polymer thus obtained was dissolved in benzene and the insoluble material was filtered off. The polymer was recovered from the solution by freeze-drying off.

2.6.3 Measurements

The molecular weights of the polymers were measured on a Hitachi 117 vapor pressure osmometer (VPO) in toluene at 60°C or on a JASCO FLC-A10 GPC chromatograph equipped with a Shodex GPC column A-80M (50 cm x 2) and KF-802.5 (30 cm x 1) with maximum porosity of 5 x $10^7$ and 4 x $10^4$, respectively, using THF as an eluent. The GPC chromatogram was calibrated against standard polystyrene samples. The molecular weights were also determined from the relative intensities of the $^1$H NMR signals due to the $t$-C$_4$H$_9$ and OCH$_3$ groups.

NMR spectra were recorded on a JEOL GX-400 spectrometer using 15 % (w/v) solution in nitrobenzene-$d_6$ at 110°C. The instrument were operated with a frequency of 400 MHz for $^1$H and 100 MHz for $^{13}$C. $^1$H chemical shifts were referred to the residual protons in the ortho-position of nitrobenzene-$d_6$ and converted to hexamethyl disiloxane (HMDS) scale as nitrobenzene - HMDS = 7.352 ppm. $^{13}$C chemical shifts were measured similarly (nitrobenzene - HMDS = 121.31 ppm).

The $^1$H COSY experiment employed a recycle time of 1.2 s, with 100 transients being collected for each $t_1$ value. A delay time of 200 ms was adopted for long-range enhancement and also for enhancement of the signals from the polymer ends. A total of 512 spectra, each consisting of 1024 data points, were accumulated, with a frequency range of 1350 Hz in both dimensions. In the $^{13}$C-$^1$H COSY experiment, $^1$H-$^1$H was broad-band decoupled as well as $^{13}$C-$^1$H decoupling$^4$.8
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CHAPTER 3

Stereoregular Oligomers of Methyl Methacrylate

3.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 2.4, detailed investigation of the configurational sequence of oligomers or low molecular weight polymers provides information on the stereochemistry associated with the early stage of the polymerization reaction. Moreover, model oligomers are valuable in themselves for the study of the stereochemical configuration of polymer chains. Since Fujishige and co-workers reported $^1$H NMR spectra of the MMA-dimers and trimers prepared with CH$_3$ONa as an initiator in 1978, several laboratories reported the stereochemical analysis using NMR spectroscopy of the MMA-oligomer series (from unimer to pentamer) prepared by the radical polymerization with tetraphenylethane initiators, by the radical telomerization with thiophenol, and by group transfer polymerization. The above polymerization systems are not stereospecific (rather syndiotactic) and thus the resultant MMA oligomers consist of comparable amount of some stereoisomers. Cacioli and his coworkers prepared the MMA oligomer [1] by the radical telomerization with cobalt (II) porphyrin, and investigated the preferred conformations of the MMA oligomers by $^1$H COSY experiments; they isolated three of four possible stereoisomers of the pentamer ($n = 3$). Volpe et al. prepared the "symmetric" oligomer of MMA [2] by the initiation with lithio- and sodio methyl isobutyrate enolate in THF followed by termination with methyl iodide, and demonstrated the $^{13}$C NMR spectrum of the mixture of three isomers of six possible stereoisomers of hexamer ($n = 4$).

\[
\text{CH}_3\text{-C-(CH}_2\text{-C-(CH}_2\text{-C-(CH}_2\text{-C-(CH}_2\text{-C-OCH}_3\text{)}} \quad \text{[1]}
\]

\[
\text{CH}_3\text{-C-(CH}_2\text{-C-(CH}_2\text{-C-(CH}_2\text{-C-OCH}_3\text{)}} \quad \text{[2]}
\]
The polymerization of MMA initiated with $t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr in toluene at $-78^\circ$C gives highly isotactic (it-) PMMA ($mm \geq 97\%$) with a narrow MWD$^{11,12}$. On the other hand, the polymerization with $t$-C$_4$H$_9$Li-trialkylaluminum complex in toluene at $-78^\circ$C affords highly syndiotactic (st-) PMMA ($rr \geq 90\%$) with a narrow MWD$^{13,14}$. The pure-isotactic and pure-syndiotactic MMA oligomers which are composed exclusively of meso ($m$) dyads and exclusively of racemo ($r$) dyads, respectively, can be prepared and isolated effectively through these polymerization systems by the aid of HPLC technique$^{15,16}$. Even the octamers for which 128 diastereomers are theoretically possible, are isolated stereochemically pure. It should be noted that these polymerization systems provide the polymers and oligomers carrying the same terminal groups.

The MMA oligomers are denoted by the sequential arrangement of $m$ and $r$ dyads preceded with the degree of polymerization ($n$) (e.g. $3mm$, $4rrr$). Although the propagation step is highly stereospecific, the termination reaction with methanol exhibits low stereospecificity in both polymerization systems. Therefore, two series of it-oligomers $2m$, $3mm$, $4mmm$, $5mmmm$, ... ($Mm$) and $2r$, $3mr$, $4mmm$, $5rrrr$, ... ($Mr$), and two series of st-oligomers $2m$, $3rm$, $4rrm$, $5rrrr$, ... ($Rm$) and $2r$, $3rr$, $4rrr$, $5rrrr$, ... ($Rr$) are produced in the polymerization systems.
3.2 \textsuperscript{1}H and \textsuperscript{13}C NMR Spectra of the Pure Isotactic and Pure Syndiotactic Oligomers from Dimer to Octamer\textsuperscript{17,18}

In this section, \textsuperscript{1}H and \textsuperscript{13}C NMR spectra of the pure diastereomers isolated from these oligomer mixtures have been investigated in detail. These stereoregular oligomers are considered to be good model compounds of stereoregular polymers.

3.2.1 \textsuperscript{1}H NMR Spectra and the Stereostructures of the Dimers to Octamers

Figure 1 shows HPLC traces (trimer and tetramer fraction) of the \textit{it}-oligomer prepared with \textit{t}-C\textsubscript{4}H\textsubscript{9}MgBr (A), and of the \textit{st}-oligomer prepared with \textit{t}-C\textsubscript{4}H\textsubscript{9}Li/(C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{5})\textsubscript{3}Al complex (B). Both oligomers consisted of two series of diastereomers \textit{Mm} + \textit{Mr}, and \textit{Rm} + \textit{Rr}. Each isomer was collected separately, and the stereostructure was determined by \textsuperscript{1}H NMR spectroscopy. Figure 2 demonstrates the \textsuperscript{1}H DQF-COSY of the \textit{it}-hexamer \textit{6mmmm} measured in CDCl\textsubscript{3}. The assignment of the methyl and methylene proton signals can be made by the use of the network of correlation peaks beginning with the strong singlet at 0.85 ppm due to the \textit{t}-C\textsubscript{4}H\textsubscript{9} group and ending with the multiplet at 2.45 ppm due to the \textit{\omega}-end methine proton (H\textsubscript{\omega}).

The \textit{meso/racemo} assignment was based on the fact that the chemical shift between the nonequivalent methylene protons in an \textit{in-chain} monomeric unit is larger for \textit{meso} sequences than for \textit{racemo} sequences while that in the \textit{\omega}-end unit is larger for \textit{racemo} sequences than for \textit{meso} sequences; this was confirmed by the X-ray crystallographic analysis of the \textit{it}-trimer \textit{3mm} as described in the next section. The assignment of the \textsuperscript{1}H NMR signals and the determination of stereostructures for other oligomers were carried out in similar manners.

The chemical shifts of methylene protons of the \textit{it}-oligomers \textit{Mm} from dimer to octamer are displayed in simplified bar graphs in Figure 3, together with those of highly isotactic PMMA. The monomeric units in the \textit{MMA} oligomers (\textit{6mmmm} for example) are numbered as follows.
Figure 1. HPLC traces of the MMA trimers and tetramers obtained from the polymerization by \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) in toluene at \(-78^\circ C\) (A) and by \( t-C_4H_9Li/(C_2H_5)_3Al \) in toluene at \(-78^\circ C\) (B). Eluent, \( n-C_4H_9Cl/CH_3CN = 96/4 \); column, Develosil 100-5, 0.46(i.d.) x 25cm; detector, RI.
Figure 2. 500 MHz $^1$H DQF-COSY spectrum of the pure-isotactic hexamer of MMA (6mmmmm) prepared with $t$-BuMgBr in toluene at $-78^\circ$C (CDCl$_3$, 35°C).
Figure 3. $^1$H NMR chemical shifts of the methylene protons in $it$- and $st$-oligomers of MMA and in $it$- and $st$-PMMA (CDCl$_3$, 55°C).
The proton signals due to $\alpha_1$- and $\omega_1$-units are observed apart from the other signals. On the other hand, the methyl and methylene protons in the monomeric units of the third and farther positions from the $\alpha$- and $\omega$-ends resonate at nearly the same position with those of it-PMMA. A similar tendency was found in the $st$-oligomers $Rr$ (Figure 3). Methylene protons of $Rr$ are nonequivalent in the $\alpha_1$-, $\alpha_2$-, $\omega_1$- and $\omega_2$-units, while the nonequivalency almost disappeared in the third and farther monomeric units from the $\alpha$- and $\omega$-ends. The chemical shift of the $\alpha_4$-CH$_2$ protons agreed with those of the methylene protons in highly syndiotactic PMMA ($rrr$-tetrad). These results indicate that the magnetic environments in the third and farther monomeric units from the terminal groups are very similar to those in the polymer chain. Therefore, the pentamers and the higher oligomers should provide fairly good models in the NMR studies of stereoregular PMMA.

The chemical shift of $H\omega$ in the four diastereomer series $Mm$, $Mr$, $Rm$ and $Rr$ does not depend on the degree of polymerization over the pentamers (Figure 4), and the chemical shift values for the $Mm$-, $Mr$-, $Rm$- and $Rr$-hexamers are 2.445, 2.477, 2.359 and 2.481 ppm, respectively. It is thus possible to determine the stereostucture of the $\omega$-end triads by the chemical shift value of $H\omega$. The $\omega$-end stereosequence can also be determined from the chemical shift between the nonequivalent $\omega_1$-CH$_2$ protons (Table 1). The extent of nonequivalency is largest in the $Rm$ series, and decreases discontinuously in the order of $Rr$, $Mr$ and $Mm$. These rules should be applicable to any other oligomers and polymers of MMA which have a methine hydrogen at the $\omega$-end of chain; such oligomers and polymers should be formed for example by disproportionation or chain transfer reaction in radical polymerization, or by living anionic polymerization terminated with protonating reagent.
Figure 4. $^1$H NMR chemical shift of the $\omega_1$-CH protons in the MMA oligomers (CDCl$_3$, 55°C).

Table 1. The range of chemical shifts between the nonequivalent methylene protons ($H_A$ and $H_B$) and the range of $^3J_{HH}$ coupling constants between the $\omega$-end methine ($H_\omega$) and methylene ($H_A$ and $H_B$) protons in the MMA oligomers from trimer to octamer$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stereo-structure</th>
<th>$\omega_1$-units</th>
<th>$\omega$-end unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta (H_A) - \delta (H_B)$</td>
<td>$\delta (H_A) - \delta (H_\omega)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ppm</td>
<td>ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$mm\cdots mm$ (Mm)</td>
<td>0.48 - 0.64</td>
<td>0.20 - 0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$mm\cdots mr$ (Mr)</td>
<td>0.42 - 0.48</td>
<td>8.2 - 8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$rr\cdots rr$ (Rr)</td>
<td>0.86 - 0.88</td>
<td>8.4 - 8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$rr\cdots rm$ (Rm)</td>
<td>0.00 - 0.17</td>
<td>1.00 - 1.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ In CDCl$_3$ at 35.0°C.
3.2.2 Conformation of the MMA Oligomers in Solution

$^1$H NMR spectroscopy provides significant information regarding not only the configuration but also the conformation of the MMA oligomers. Schilling and his coworkers$^{19}$ observed in the $^1$H COSY spectrum of the it-PMMA a cross peak between the $mmm$ methyl resonance and the $mmm$ erythro methylene resonance but not the threeo resonance and interpreted the peak to arise from weak $^4J_{HH}$-couplings (1 - 2 Hz) through a "W"-shaped four-bond path. Similar $^4J_{HH}$ connectivities were reported by Cacioli et al.$^9$ and by Johns et al.$^{20}$ for the telomers of MMA [1] ($n = 2 - 4$) prepared by radical polymerization with cobalt(II) tetraphenylporphyrin as chain transfer reagent.

In a similar manner, inspection of long-range $^4J_{HH}$ connectivities observed in $^1$H DQF-COSY (see Figure 2 for example) indicated the all-extended conformation of the it-oligomers (tt...tt form along the skeletal sequence $t$-C$_4$H$_9$-(C-C)$_n$-CH$_3$). Among the two nonequivalent methylene protons in each monomeric unit, only one of them showed correlation peaks with the protons of the two neighboring methyl groups due to $^4J_{HH}$ coupling. For instance, the $^4J_{HH}$ correlation was observed between CH$_3$ and HA (one of the nonequivalent methylene protons resonating at the higher frequency) but not between CH$_3$ and HB (the other one) in the an $^1$H DQF-COSY spectrum of 6$mmm$ (Figure 2). This indicates the four-bond planar "W" arrangement between the respective protons in a highly preferred conformation of the MMA units.

![Diagram](image)

The "W" arrangement in all the CH$_2$-C-CH$_3$ groups in a chain requires that one of the methylene protons and the methyl carbon should be in the trans state, that is, that the main chain backbone be in the repeated $tt$ conformation. In the repeated $tt$ conformation, HA is flanked by carbonyl groups and HB by methyl groups, which results in the larger chemical shift value of HA than HB.
The \(^1\)H DQF-COSY of the \textit{st}-oligomers also showed \(^4\)J\textsubscript{HH} connectivities between the methyl and methylene protons; the methylene protons in the monomeric units at the \(\alpha_1-\) to \(\alpha_3-\) and \(\omega_1-\) to \(\omega_3-\) positions are nonequivalent even in the \textit{st}-oligomers. In contrast to the \textit{it}-oligomer, both the nonequivalent methylene protons in a monomeric unit of the \textit{st}-oligomer showed \(^4\)J\textsubscript{HH} connectivity to only one of the two neighboring methyl groups. For example, \(\text{H}_A\) (one of the nonequivalent methylene protons resonating at the higher frequency) in the \(\alpha_2-\) unit of the pure-syndiotactic pentamer \textit{5rrrrr} showed a correlation peak only with \(\alpha_1-\text{CH}_3\), while \(\text{H}_B\) (the other one) in the same unit showed a correlation peak only with \(\alpha_2-\text{CH}_3\) (Figure 5). In the same way, \(\text{H}_A\) in the \(\omega_2-\) unit showed connectivity only to \(\omega_2-\text{CH}_3\) whereas \(\text{H}_B\) to \(\alpha_3-\text{CH}_3\). These observations are explained if we assume the all-extended conformation [4].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{t-Bu} & \\
R & \text{CH}_3 & \text{CH}_3 & R & \text{CH}_3 & \text{CH}_3 & R & \text{H}_\omega & R \\
\text{H}_A & \text{H}_B & \text{H}_A & \text{H}_B & \text{H}_A & \text{H}_B & \text{H}_A & \text{H}_B & \text{H}_A & \text{CH}_3 & [4]
\end{align*}
\]

Preference of near \textit{trans} conformation was also suggested by the conformational statistics on \textit{it-} and \textit{st-}PMMAs\(^{21,22}\).

The preferred conformation of the \(\omega\)-end \textit{C-CH}_2-\textit{C-H}_\omega\) arrays can be determined from the \(^3\)J\textsubscript{HH} \textit{vicinal} coupling constants between \(\text{H}_\omega\) and the \(\omega_1-\text{CH}_2\) protons (Table 1). The coupling constant between \(\text{H}_\omega\) and \(\text{H}_A\) (the methylene proton resonates at the higher frequency) is about 8.4 Hz regardless of the stereoregularity of the oligomers, which indicates that these two \textit{vicinal} protons are nearly in the \textit{trans} state. \(^3\)J\textsubscript{HH} between \(\text{H}_\omega\) and \(\text{H}_B\) (the other methylene proton) of about 3.4 Hz indicates the \textit{gauche} arrangement of the protons. Therefore the preferred conformation of the \(\omega\)-end is \textit{trans} form along \textit{C-CH}_2-\textit{C-CH}_3 [5] irrespective of the stereoregularity of the \(\omega\)-end dyad. The \textit{trans} form along the skeletal sequence \textit{C-CH}_2-\textit{C-CO}_2\text{CH}_3 [6] also accounts for the \textit{vicinal} couplings mentioned above but is rejected for the following reasons: (i) both \(\text{H}_A\) and \(\text{H}_B\) should be in the \textit{gauche} state with respect to \(\omega_1-\text{CH}_3\) since \(^4\)J\textsubscript{HH}-connectivity was not detected
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Figure 5. $^1$H DQF-COSY spectrum (methyl and methylene proton region) of the pure syndiotactic pentamer (5rrrr) prepared with $t$-$C_4H_9Li/(C_2H_5)_3Al$ in toluene at $-78\,^\circ C$ (CDCl$_3$, 350 MHz). The missing $^4J_{HH}$ connectivities are enclosed with dashed line.

Figure 6. 125 MHz long-range $^{13}$C-$^1$H COSY (COLOC) spectrum of the pure isotactic hexamer (6mmmnn) (CDCl$_3$, 550 C).
between the methylene and methyl resonances, (ii) conformational energy calculations on the meso and racemo dimers and X-ray crystallographic determination on 3mm supported the conformation of [5], (iii) the chemical shifts of Ha and Hb can be reasonably explained if the ω-end conformation of [5] is assumed. Fujishige reported similar values of the vicinal coupling constants for the MMA-dimers and trimers prepared with CH₃OLi; however, the proposed ω-end conformation is different from ours because their assignment is now proved to be incorrect.

3.2.3 ¹³C NMR Chemical Shifts of the MMA Oligomers

The complete assignment of the ¹H NMR signals permitted unambiguous assignment of the ¹³C NMR signals of the stereoregular oligomers by measuring the long-range ¹³C-¹H COSY (COLOC). In Figure 6 are shown the COLOC spectrum of 6mnmnnm as a typical example. Carbonyl carbons and quaternary carbons showed correlation peaks with methyl protons through ³JC, and ²JC couplings, respectively. Methylenic carbons showed ³JC connectivity to the two neighboring methyl groups. Correlation peaks due to ¹JC coupling were also observed between the methyl carbons and protons. Thus, the signal assignment of all but methoxy carbons was achieved.

Figure 7 shows the ¹³C NMR signals of all the MMA oligomers studied. The signals attributable to the carbons in the α₁- and ω₁-units are apart from those in the other monomeric units, and their chemical shifts reached nearly constant values over trimer. The chemical shifts of the carbons in the monomeric units up to the third monomeric units from the terminal groups seemed to be influenced by the structures of the end groups. The signals due to the α₄- and ω₄-units roughly agreed with those of PMMA's.

According to the above considerations, we calculated the ¹³C
Figure 7-1. 125 MHz $^{13}$C NMR spectra of the MMA oligomers (C=O and CH$_2$) from dimer to octamer and of the it- and st-PMMAs (CDCl$_3$, 55°C).
Figure 7-2. 125 MHz $^{13}$C NMR spectra of the MMA oligomers (quaternary and CH₃) from dimer to octamer and of the it- and st-PMMA (CDCl₃, 55°C).
chemical shifts of the oligomers by the following equations:

\[ \delta_{\text{calc}} = R + P\alpha(i) + P\omega(j) \]

where \( R \) is the standard value (ppm) for the carbon of interest, and \( P\alpha(i) \) and \( P\omega(j) \) are the shift parameters for the monomeric unit to which the carbon belongs (Table 2). The chemical shifts for the \( it- \) and \( st-\)PMMA (tetrads and pentads) were employed as the \( R \) values for the corresponding oligomer series (\( Mr \) and \( Rr \)). \( P\alpha(\geq 4) \) and \( P\omega(\geq 4) \) were set at zero since the chemical shifts of the carbons in the fourth and farther monomeric unit were considered to be unaffected by the end-groups. \( P\alpha(i) \) for the monomeric unit at the \( i \)-th position from the \( \alpha \)-end and \( P\omega(j) \) for the monomeric unit at the \( j \)-th position from the \( \omega \)-end were evaluated from the chemical shifts of the octamers. For instance, \( P\alpha(2) \) for the carbonyl carbon of \( Mr \) series (0.13 ppm) was defined as the difference in the chemical shift values of the carbonyl carbon in the \( mmm \) pentad of \( it-\)PMMA (176.51 ppm) and that in the \( \alpha \)-unit of \( B m m m m m m m m m m \) (176.64 ppm). \( P\omega(3) \) for the carbonyl carbon of \( Mr \) series (0.22 ppm) was defined likewise based on the shift value of the \( \omega \)-unit of \( B m m m m m m m m m m \) (176.73 ppm). Then the chemical shift value for the \( \alpha \)-carbonyl carbon of the \( it \)-tetramer \( 4 m m m \), for example, is thus given by the sum of these three parameters:

\[ R + P\alpha(2) + P\omega(3) = 176.51 + 0.13 + 0.22 = 176.86 \text{ (ppm)}. \]

The observed value (\( \delta_{\text{obs}} \)) was 176.80 ppm. This scheme was applied to all carbons of the oligomers and the results are shown in Table 3. The agreement between the observed and calculated values should be considered fairly well since the standard deviation of \( ^{13}\text{C} \) chemical shift measurements for oligomers was evaluated to be 0.02 - 0.04 ppm\(^2\). Particularly, the agreement over the hexamer was excellent for all the carbons.

The shift parameters may be widely used for the assignment of the \( ^{13}\text{C} \) NMR signals due to the "terminal units" in PMMA, although the terminal group at the \( \alpha \)-end depends on the initiating species employed in the polymerization.
Table 2. Parameters for the calculation of the $^{13}$C NMR chemical shifts ($\delta_{\text{calc}}$) of the isotactic and syndiotactic MMA-oligomers$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon</th>
<th>Shift parameters R, $P\alpha(i)$, $P\omega(j)$ / ppm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isotactic (mm...m)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C=O</td>
<td>176.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_2$</td>
<td>52.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quat.</td>
<td>45.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$</td>
<td>22.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syndiotactic (rr...r)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C=O</td>
<td>177.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_2$</td>
<td>54.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quat.</td>
<td>44.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$</td>
<td>17.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ The chemical shift ($\delta_{\text{calc}}$, in CDCl$_3$ at 55°C) of the carbon in the monomeric unit at the $i$-th position from the $\alpha$-end and the $j$-th position from the $\omega$-end is calculated by $\delta_{\text{calc}} = R + P\alpha(i) + P\omega(j)$, where $P\alpha(\geq 4) = 0$ and $P\omega(\geq 4) = 0$.

$^b$ Parameter for the $\omega$-end methine carbon.
### Table III-1. $^{13}$C chemical shifts ($\delta_{cal}$) and the difference between calculated ($\delta_{cal}$) and observed values for the MMA oligomers (carbonyl carbons)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oligomer</th>
<th>$\delta_{cal}$ ($\delta_{cal}$-$\delta_{obs}$)/ppm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\omega_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2m</td>
<td>177.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3mm</td>
<td>177.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4mm</td>
<td>177.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5mm</td>
<td>177.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6mm</td>
<td>177.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7mm</td>
<td>177.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm</td>
<td>177.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2r</td>
<td>177.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3r</td>
<td>177.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4rr</td>
<td>178.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5rr</td>
<td>178.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6rrr</td>
<td>178.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7rrrr</td>
<td>178.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8rrrrr</td>
<td>178.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III-2. $^{13}$C chemical shifts ($\delta_{cal}$) and the difference between calculated ($\delta_{cal}$) and observed values for the MMA oligomers (methylene carbons)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oligomer</th>
<th>$\delta_{cal}$ ($\delta_{cal}$-$\delta_{obs}$)/ppm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\omega_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2m</td>
<td>53.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3mm</td>
<td>55.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4mm</td>
<td>54.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5mm</td>
<td>54.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6mm</td>
<td>55.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7mm</td>
<td>55.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mm</td>
<td>55.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2r</td>
<td>52.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3r</td>
<td>56.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4rr</td>
<td>56.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5rr</td>
<td>56.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6rrr</td>
<td>56.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7rrrr</td>
<td>56.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8rrrrr</td>
<td>56.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III-3. $^{12}$C chemical shifts (δ$_{obs}$) and the difference between calculated (δ$_{calc}$) and observed values for the MMA oligomers (quaternary carbons)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oligomer</th>
<th>δ$_{calc}$</th>
<th>δ$_{obs}$</th>
<th>δ$<em>{calc}$-δ$</em>{obs}$/ppm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2m</td>
<td>45.90</td>
<td>36.26</td>
<td>(+0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3mm</td>
<td>45.63</td>
<td>36.69</td>
<td>(+0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4mm</td>
<td>45.97</td>
<td>45.41</td>
<td>(+0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5mmmm</td>
<td>46.01</td>
<td>45.42</td>
<td>(+0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6mmmmm</td>
<td>46.01</td>
<td>45.57</td>
<td>(+0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7mmmmm</td>
<td>46.02</td>
<td>45.42</td>
<td>(+0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mmmmm</td>
<td>46.05</td>
<td>45.45</td>
<td>(+0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2r</td>
<td>45.62</td>
<td>36.66</td>
<td>(+0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rr</td>
<td>45.37</td>
<td>35.42</td>
<td>(+0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4rrr</td>
<td>45.42</td>
<td>44.91</td>
<td>(+0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5rrrr</td>
<td>45.42</td>
<td>44.87</td>
<td>(+0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6rrrrr</td>
<td>45.42</td>
<td>44.90</td>
<td>(+0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7rrrrrr</td>
<td>45.42</td>
<td>44.90</td>
<td>(+0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8rrrrrrr</td>
<td>45.42</td>
<td>44.90</td>
<td>(+0.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III-4. $^{12}$C chemical shifts (δ$_{obs}$) and the difference between calculated (δ$_{calc}$) and observed values for the MMA oligomers (α-methyl carbons)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oligomer</th>
<th>δ$_{calc}$</th>
<th>δ$_{obs}$</th>
<th>δ$<em>{calc}$-δ$</em>{obs}$/ppm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2m</td>
<td>21.67</td>
<td>19.51</td>
<td>(+0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3mm</td>
<td>22.69</td>
<td>19.85</td>
<td>(+1.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4mm</td>
<td>21.95</td>
<td>18.99</td>
<td>(+0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5mmmm</td>
<td>22.07</td>
<td>19.87</td>
<td>(+0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6mmmmm</td>
<td>22.04</td>
<td>19.86</td>
<td>(+0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7mmmmm</td>
<td>22.03</td>
<td>19.86</td>
<td>(+0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8mmmmm</td>
<td>22.02</td>
<td>19.89</td>
<td>(+0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2r</td>
<td>22.07</td>
<td>19.89</td>
<td>(+0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rr</td>
<td>20.11</td>
<td>18.39</td>
<td>(+0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4rrr</td>
<td>20.06</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>(+0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5rrrr</td>
<td>20.07</td>
<td>18.45</td>
<td>(+0.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6rrrrr</td>
<td>20.07</td>
<td>19.42</td>
<td>(+0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7rrrrrr</td>
<td>20.07</td>
<td>19.42</td>
<td>(+0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8rrrrrrr</td>
<td>20.07</td>
<td>19.42</td>
<td>(+0.17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.4 Segmental Mobility of the Pure Isotactic and Pure Syndiotactic Oligomers of MMA

The $^{13}$C-$T_1$ values for the it-hexamer (6mmmmmm) and st-hexamer (6rrrrrr) were measured in toluene-$d_8$ at 35ºC (125 MHz). The results are shown in Figure 8. The $T_1$'s of the carbonyl, methylene, quaternary and methyl carbons decreased gradually as the monomeric unit came apart from the terminal groups. However, the $T_1$ values were much longer than those for PMMA, even in the $\alpha_3$- or $\omega_1$-unit in the hexamers. The $T_1$ values for the st-hexamer were smaller than those for the it-hexamer as to the corresponding carbon of the corresponding monomeric unit. This suggests lower segmental mobility of the st-oligomers than the it-oligomers.

The $^{13}$C-$T_1$ measurements were also carried out on a 1:1 mixture of 6mmmmmm and 6rrrrrr in toluene-$d_8$ or in N,N-dimethylformamide-$d_7$ at 35ºC. However, the $T_1$ values for the respective carbons (including methoxy carbons; $T_1 = 2.1 - 2.8$ s for 6mmmmmm and $1.5 - 2.8$ s for 6rrrrrr) showed little difference from those measured in the solutions of individual it- or st-hexamer, indicating no appreciable interaction between the it- and st-hexamers (stereocomplex formation) under these conditions. Further studies are now under way on this problem.

3.3 Structure of the Isotactic Trimer in Crystal$^{24}$

In the literatures$^{4-10}$ cited in Section 3.1, the configurational assignment (meso/racemo assignment) of the monomeric sequences in the oligomeric products were made on the basis of the nonequivalency of the methylene protons; the chemical shift difference between the signals of the two methylene protons ($H_A$ and $H_B$) in a given monomeric unit should be larger for meso sequences than for racemo sequences.
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Figure 8. $^{13}$C-$T_1$ values for the pure isotactic and the pure syndiotactic hexamers of MMA ($6_{mmm}$ and $6_{rrrr}$) and for the $it$- and $st$-PMMAs measured in toluene-$ds$ at 35°C (125 MHz).
This nonequivalency was successfully adopted for the interpretation of the $^1H$ NMR spectra of highly isotactic and highly syndiotactic PMMAs$^{26,27}$, leading to the first establishment of tacticity determination by NMR spectroscopy. However, there has been doubt as to whether the larger extent of nonequivalency for meso methylene protons is held even at the chain-end units. In the present work, this was found not true for the $\omega$-end unit, and the definite meso/racemo assignment has been made for the signals of methylene protons at the $\omega$-end of chain based on the X-ray analysis of a crystallized trimer.

3.3.1 X-ray Crystallographic Determination of the Trimer

The mixture of isotactic oligomers of MMA was prepared with $t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr in toluene at $-78^\circ$C. Figure 1A shows the HPLC trace of the oligomer mixture (the trimer and tetramer region). Crystals of $3mm$ were grown from the heptane solution of the fraction $3mm$+$3rm$ ($3mm/3rm = 48/3$), and one of them was subjected to the X-ray single crystal analysis.

Table 4 gives crystallographic details and Figure 9 shows the ORTEP drawing of $3mm$. Crystal symmetry demands the crystal consisting of a racemic mixture of the $(R, S, R)$ and $(S, R, S)$ isomers. Only the $(R, S, R)$ configuration of the quaternary carbons (C6, C11, C16) is shown in the figure. All the atomic parameters and torsional angles in the present work are given in the $(R, S, R)$ form. Repetition of the three monomeric units ($\alpha_1$, $\alpha_2$, $\omega_1$) in the $(R, S, R)$ form between C5 and C16 produces an isotactic PMMA chain, and therefore the trimer is assigned to the meso-meso $(mm)$ diastereomer.

The conformation of the main chain is $ttg'tg'$ along the skeletal sequence C4-C5-C6-C10-C11-C15-C16-H28 (Table 5). All the ester groups take planar S-cis conformation. The plane of the ester group of $\alpha_1$-unit (O1=C8-O2-C9) occurs approximately perpendicular to the plane defined by the adjoining skeletal bonds (C5-C6-C10), with the carbonyl group oriented to the opposite side (anti) of the $\alpha$-methyl carbon (C7). The plane of the ester group of $\alpha_2$-unit (O3=C13-O4-C14) appreciably deviated from perpendicular to the plane defined by the adjoining skeletal bonds (C10-C11-C15) which is in a $tg'$ state. The interdyad bond
Table 4. Crystal data and relevant diffraction data for 3mm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mol formula</th>
<th>C_{19}H_{34}O_{6}</th>
<th>diffractometer</th>
<th>Rigaku AFC5R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mol wt.</td>
<td>358.48</td>
<td>λ(CuKα) (λ)</td>
<td>1.5418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recryst. solvent</td>
<td>heptane</td>
<td>ω-2θ scan</td>
<td>1.0 + 0.15tanθ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crystal system</td>
<td>monoclinic</td>
<td>scan speed (deg/min)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>space group</td>
<td>P21/n</td>
<td>2θ_{max} (deg)</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a (Å)</td>
<td>10.146</td>
<td>octants measured</td>
<td>hkl; -hkl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b (Å)</td>
<td>24.742</td>
<td>total unique data</td>
<td>3390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c (Å)</td>
<td>9.025</td>
<td>obsd data (</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β (deg)</td>
<td>109.02</td>
<td>no. of parameters</td>
<td>362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V (Å³)</td>
<td>2121.1</td>
<td>max Δ/σ in final cycle</td>
<td>0.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_{calcd} (g/cm³)</td>
<td>1.123</td>
<td>R_{w}</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ(CuKα) (cm⁻¹)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>goodness of fit</td>
<td>^b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cryst. size (mm)</td>
<td>0.3 x 0.2 x 0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a R_w = \left[ \sum w(|F_o|-|F_c|)^2/\sum w|F_o|^2 \right]^{1/2}; \quad w = 1/σ²(|F_o|).

^b g.o.f = \left[ \sum w(|F_o|-|F_c|)^2/(N_{obsd} - N_{params}) \right]^{1/2}.

Figure 9. The ORTEP drawing of 3mm [(R,S,R)-form]. Methyl hydrogen atoms are omitted in this figure.
Table 5. Selected bond lengths, angles and torsional angles for 3mA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>α1</th>
<th>α2</th>
<th>ω1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bond Lengths (Å)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 - C5</td>
<td>1.554</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 - C6</td>
<td>1.562</td>
<td>1.554</td>
<td>1.538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6 - C7</td>
<td>1.532</td>
<td>1.546</td>
<td>1.538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6 - C8</td>
<td>1.517</td>
<td>1.523</td>
<td>1.498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6 - C10</td>
<td>1.565</td>
<td>1.537</td>
<td>1.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8 - O1</td>
<td>1.204</td>
<td>1.201</td>
<td>1.195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8 - O2</td>
<td>1.339</td>
<td>1.332</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9 - O2</td>
<td>1.453</td>
<td>1.447</td>
<td>1.452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bond Angles (deg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 - C5  - C6</td>
<td>124.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 - C6  - C10</td>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>112.3</td>
<td>109.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7 - C6  - C8</td>
<td>113.2</td>
<td>106.8</td>
<td>107.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6 - C8  - O2</td>
<td>113.4</td>
<td>112.2</td>
<td>112.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1 - C8  - O2</td>
<td>122.4</td>
<td>122.2</td>
<td>122.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8 - O2  - C9</td>
<td>115.1</td>
<td>116.8</td>
<td>116.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Torsional Angles (deg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4 - C5  - C6 - C10</td>
<td>170.4</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 - C6  - C10 - C11</td>
<td>169.9</td>
<td>168.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7 - C6  - C8 - O1</td>
<td>171.9</td>
<td>-117.7</td>
<td>86.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O1 - C8  - O2 - C9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H26 - C15 - C16 - H28</td>
<td>147.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H27 - C15 - C16 - H28</td>
<td>-93.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The estimated standard deviations for bond lengths, bond angles and torsional angles involving only non-hydrogen atoms are 0.003 - 0.005 Å, 0.2 - 0.3 deg and 0.2 - 0.4 deg, respectively.
angles CH₂-C-CH₂ are 103.5° for C5-C6-C10 in a \( tt \) state, and 112.3° for C10-C11-C15 in a \( tg' \) state, which agrees well with the values calculated by conformational statistics for four-bond segments embedded in PMMA chains. The unusually large values for the \textit{intradyad} bond angles C-CH₂-C, which were described in the literatures, are also observed (Table 5). Bond lengths and bond angles for side chains show little difference among the three monomeric units.

The molecular structure of PMMA was investigated by crystallographic studies on isotactic PMMA, wide-range X-ray scattering of syndiotactic PMMA, and conformational energy calculations on the several monomeric sequences embedded in PMMA chains. Single crystal structure analysis of the MMA oligomers will provide another approach to the molecular structure of PMMA.

### 3.3.2 Nonequivalency of the Methylene Protons

Figure 10 shows \(^1\)H NMR spectra of the MMA trimers 3\( mm \), 3\( mr \), 3\( rm \) and 3\( rr \). The configuration of the interior sequence of 3\( mm \) and 3\( mr \) should be \textit{meso}, since 3\( mm \) and 3\( mr \) are the predominant trimers isolated from the mixture of highly isotactic oligomers prepared with \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \). The comparable yields of the \( \omega\text{-}\textit{meso} \) (3\( mm \)) and the \( \omega\text{-}\textit{racemo} \) (3\( mr \)) isomers resulted from the nonstereospecific reaction of the isotactic-specific anion with the protonating reagent (methanol). The \(^1\)H NMR spectrum of 3\( mm \) (Figure 10a), whose structure is now confirmed by the X-ray single crystal analysis, and the spectrum of the other isomer 3\( mr \) (Figure 10b) clearly indicate that the chemical shift between the methylene protons in the \( \omega\)-end (\( \omega_1 \)) unit (H\(_a \) and H\(_b \)) is smaller for \( m \)-sequence than for \( r \)-sequence. On the other hand, the chemical shift between the methylene protons in the interior (\( \alpha_2 \)) unit (H\(_a \) and H\(_b \)) is larger for \( m \)-sequences of 3\( mm \) and 3\( mr \) than for \( r \)-sequences of 3\( rm \) and 3\( rr \), the predominant trimers isolated from the highly syndiotactic oligomers prepared with \( t-C_4H_9Li-(C_2H_5)_3Al \) complex (Figures 10c and 10d). The chemical shifts between the nonequivalent methylene protons of the trimers (H\(_a \) and H\(_b \), H\(_a \) and H\(_b \)) are summarized in Table 6.

The \( ttg' \textit{tg'} \) form, the conformation which 3\( mm \) adopts in its
Figure 10. $^1$H NMR spectra (methine and methylene protons region) of 3mm (a), 3mr (b), 3rm (c) and 3rr (d) measured in CDCl$_3$ at 35°C (500 MHz).

Table 6. The chemical shifts between the methylene protons in $\alpha_2$ units ($H_A$, $H_B$) and $\omega_1$ units ($H_a$, $H_b$) and the $^3 J_{HH}$ coupling constants between the $\omega$-end methine proton ($H_\omega$) and $H_a$, $H_b$ for 3mm, 3mr, 3rm and 3rr.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3mm</th>
<th>3mr</th>
<th>3rm</th>
<th>3rr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\delta(H_A) - \delta(H_B)$ / ppm</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta(H_a) - \delta(H_b)$ / ppm</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^3 J(H_a-H_\omega)$ / Hz</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^3 J(H_b-H_\omega)$ / Hz</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In CDCl$_3$ at 35°C.
crystal, accounts for the small extent of nonequivalency between 
Hₐ and Hₘ, but does not for the large extent of nonequivalency 
between Hₐ and Hₘ; it would be realized from Figure 9 that mag-
netic environment is quite similar for Hₐ (H18) and Hₘ (H19). 
The nonequivalencies of the methylene protons in interior and ω-
end units of the trimers can be explained if we assume the more 
extended, ttttg* form in solution for the main chains of all the 
four trimers.

3.4 Supercritical Fluid Chromatography of the Stereoregular 
Oligomers of MMA³⁰

Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) has been applied to 
the separation of the homologous species of styrene oligomers³¹-
³³ and other oligomers³⁴ such as oligosiloxanes³⁵ and oligoet-
hylene glycols³⁶,³⁷. As far as we are aware of, no paper has 
been published on the separation of stereoisomers of oligomer 
components by SFC. The usefulness of HPLC in the separation 
of stereoisomers of MMA oligomers was realized recently⁴-¹⁰,¹⁵-¹⁸; 
the stereoisomers of MMA oligomers from dimer to octamer were 
separated by using silica gel as stationary phase and a mixture 
of butyl chloride and acetonitrile as mobile phase. In the 
present work, packed column SFC has been used to the analysis of 
the isotactic and syndiotactic oligomers of MMA prepared by the 
stereoregular living polymerizations with t-C₄H₉MgBr and 
t-C₄H₉Li-(C₂H₅)₃Al complex.

Isotactic-specific polymerization of MMA was initiated with 
t-C₄H₉MgBr ([MMA]/[t-C₄H₉MgBr] = 50 mol/mol) in toluene at -78°C, 
and the reaction was terminated 120 min after the initiation by 
adding a small amount of methanol to the polymerization mixture. 
The yield of the oligomeric products was 20 % (Sample A). 
Syndiotactic-specific polymerization of MMA was carried out with 
t-C₄H₉Li/(C₂H₅)₃Al complex ([Al]/[Li] = 2/1 mol/mol, [MMA]/[t-
C₄H₉Li] = 5 mol/mol) in toluene at -78°C. The polymerization 
reaction was terminated with methanol 180 min after the initia-
tion to give the oligomer mixture. The mixture was poured into 
hexane and the insoluble part (57.7%) was subjected to the SFC
analysis (Sample B). The standard sample of the purely isotactic heptamer \((\text{mmm} + \text{mmmnr})\) was isolated by GPC from Sample A. The standard sample of the purely syndiotactic pentamer of MMA \((\text{rrrr})\) was isolated by HPLC from the oligomer mixture prepared with \(t-C_4H_9\text{Li-}(C_2H_5)_3\text{Al}\) complex and was purified by recrystallization.

Figure 11 shows GPC curves of the isotactic oligomer of MMA prepared with \(t-C_4H_9\text{MgBr}\) (Sample A) and of the syndiotactic oligomer of MMA prepared with \(t-C_4H_9\text{Li-}(C_2H_5)_3\text{Al}\) (Sample B).

The SFC traces of Samples A and B are shown in Figures 12a and 13a, respectively. The pressure at the bottom of column \((p_b)\) was set 198 kg/cm\(^2\) for the measurements. The oligomer components from trimer to 20-mer separated completely. All the analysis finished within 15 min. The standard sample of the syndiotactic pentamer of MMA \((\text{rrrr})\) exhibited the elution peak at the same retention time as the peak numbered 5 in the SFC of Sample B (Figure 13b). Mass spectrum of the fraction #8 isolated from Sample A showed the parent peak at \(M/Z = 859\) (Figure 14), indicating that peak #8 in Figure 12a is attributable to the octamer \((C_4H_7O_16 = 859.1)\).

The fractions #7 and #9 of Sample A were collected three times, and then analyzed by SFC again; the fractions showed elution peaks at their original positions accompanied by small satellite peaks (Figures 12b and 12c). \(^1\)H NMR analysis of the fraction #7 from Sample A yielded the spectrum of good signal-to-noise ratio by an overnight (15 h) measurement as shown in Figures 15a and 15b (in chloroform-\(d\) at 35°C and 500 MHz, 90° observation pulse, pulse repetition = 15 s, 3600 scans). In the \(^1\)H NMR measurement, the signal at 1.52 ppm due to H2O was suppressed by the gated homonuclear irradiation. The spectrum agreed well with the spectrum of the isotactic heptamer of MMA \((\text{mmm} + \text{mmmnr})\) (Figures 15c and 15d). These demonstrate the feasibility of the \(^1\)H NMR analysis of the fraction collected by SFC.

The complete separation of oligomer components and the rigid assignments for them enabled the determination of \(M_n\) and \(M_w/M_n\) for Samples A and B (Table 7). The values determined by SFC and by GPC roughly agreed with each other, however, the values deter-
Figure 11. GPC traces of the MMA oligomers prepared with \( t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) (Sample A)(a) and with \( t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{Li}/(\text{C}_2\text{H}_5)\text{Al} \) (Sample B)(b).

Figure 12. SFC traces of the isotactic oligomer of MMA prepared with \( t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr} \) in toluene at \(-78^\circ\text{C}\) (Sample A)(a) and of the fractions \#7 (b) and \#9 (c) collected three times from Sample A. Mobile phase: \( \text{CO}_2 \) 0.3 ml/min, \( \text{C}_2\text{H}_5\text{OH} \) 0.025 ml/min; column temp: \( 110^\circ\text{C} \) (initial), \( 50^\circ\text{C} \) (final); pressure at the bottom of column \( (p_b) \): 198 kg/cm\(^2\).

Figure 13. SFC traces of the syndiotactic oligomer of MMA prepared with \( t-\text{C}_4\text{H}_9\text{Li}/(\text{C}_2\text{H}_5)\text{Al} \) in toluene at \(-78^\circ\text{C}\) (Sample B)(a), the standard sample of the syndiotactic \( (r r r r) \) pentamer (b) and of the mixture of Samples A and B (A:B = 1:2)(c). The experimental conditions are the same as in Figure 13.
Figure 14. Mass spectrum of the fraction #8 of Sample A collected by SFC.

Figure 15. $^1$H NMR spectra of the fraction #7 isolated from Sample A using SFC (a and b) and of the isotactic heptamer of MMA (mmmammm + amammm) (c and d). (CDCl$_3$, 35°C, 500 MHz)
Table 7. The $M_n$ and $M_w/M_n$ values for the MMA oligomers (Samples A and B) determined by GPC and by SFC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Sample A</th>
<th>Sample B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M_n$</td>
<td>$M_w/M_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPC</td>
<td>987</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFC</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16. SFC traces for the mixture of the isotactic and syndiotactic oligomers of MMA (Sample A : Sample B = 1 : 2). Pressure at the bottom of column ($p_b$): (a) 156 kg/cm², (b) 219 kg/cm².
mined by SFC should be considered as more reliable because of the complete separation of the components.

The $mm\cdots m$ isomer eluted faster than the $rr\cdots r$ isomer in the normal phase HPLC analysis. In contrast, the isotactic oligomers had slightly longer retention time in the SFC analysis than the syndiotactic oligomers of the corresponding degree of polymerization. This can be realized more easily in the SFC curve for a 1:2 mixture of Samples A and B (Figure 13c). The difference between the isotactic and syndiotactic oligomers in retention time became obvious over heptamer. The oligomer components from octamer to 12-mer each showed two distinct peaks of nearly 1:2 ratio due to the stereoisomers. The peaks arising from the isotactic 13-mer and the syndiotactic 14-mer joined to give a single broad peak again.

The SFC pattern showed dependency on $p_b$ (Figure 16). In the SFC curve recorded at $p_b$ of 156 kg/cm$^2$ (Figure 16a), the peaks due to the isotactic 12-mer and the syndiotactic 13-mer overlapped whereas the peaks due to the isotactic 14-mer and the syndiotactic 15-mer overlapped in the SFC recorded at 219 kg/cm$^2$ (Figure 16b). As $p_b$ increased, separation of the higher molecular weight components was improved and the retention time was shortened.

The elution peak "X" due to an unknown compound was observed between the peaks due to the tetramer and pentamer in the chromatogram recorded at $p_b$ of 158 kg/cm$^2$ (Figure 12a), whereas it was observed between the peaks due to the pentamer and hexamer in the chromatogram recorded at 219 kg/cm$^2$ (not shown). This indicates that the unknown compound has the dissolution property much different from that of the MMA-oligomers. The structural analysis of the unknown compound was not possible because of the unexpectedly small amount of the fraction for its strong UV-absorbtion.

The results described above show that SFC is suitable for the rapid and detailed analysis of the MMA oligomers and also for the fractionation of the oligomer components. The stereoregular oligomers of MMA provide good standard materials for SFC analysis because they are free from the peak-broadening due to stereoisomers of the oligomer components.
3.5 Experimental Part

3.5.1 Preparation of the MMA-oligomers

The it-oligomers were prepared by the living polymerization of MMA with t-C₄H₉MgBr in toluene at -78°C ([MMA]/[t-C₄H₉Mg-] = 50 mol/mol). The reaction was terminated 15 min after initiation by adding a small amount of methanol to the polymerization mixture. The solvent and unreacted monomer were removed by distillation, and the inorganic salts were removed by centrifugation. The yield of the oligomeric products was 7.5 %, and the Mn was 470. The oligomer mixture was fractionated by HPLC on a column (0.72 x 50 cm) packed with silica gel using the butyl chloride and acetonitrile mixtures as an eluent (n-BuCl/CH₃CN = 96/4 - 80/20)¹⁵. A Shodex SE-11 RI-detector was used. The diastereomer ratio for the trimers were mm/mr/rm/rr = 48/45/3/1 by ¹H NMR spectroscopy. Crystals of 3mm were grown from the heptane solution of the fraction 3mm+3rm (3mm/3rm = 48/3). The crystals were purified by recrystallization, and one of them was subjected to the X-ray structure analysis.

The st-oligomers were prepared by the oligomerization of MMA with t-C₄H₉Li-(C₂H₅)₃Al in toluene at -78°C for 3 h ([Li]/[Al] = 1/2 mol/mol, [MMA]/[t-C₄H₉] = 1/5 mol/mol) The yield of the oligomer mixture was 93% and the Mn was 570. The diastereomer ratio for the trimer fraction were mm/mr/rm/rr = 0/1/29/70.

3.5.2 NMR Spectroscopy

¹H and ¹³C NMR spectra were measured in CDCl₃ at 55°C using a JEOL JNM-GX500 spectrometer. Spin-lattice relaxation time (T₁) was determined by the inversion recovery method in toluene-d₈ or in N,N-dimethylformamide-d₇. at 35°C using a sealed NMR sample tube under nitrogen atmosphere. Double-quantum filtered (DQF) ¹H COSY and long-range ¹³C-¹H COSY with ¹H broad-band decoupling (COLOC; correlation spectroscopy via long range coupling) were performed by using the pulse sequences included in a JEOL PLEXUS (ver. 1.5) software package. The typical conditions for two-dimensional measurements are as follows. The DQF-COSY experiments employed a recycle time of 2.5 s, with 16 transients being collected for each τ₁ value. A total of 512
spectra, each consisting of 1024 data points, were accumulated within a frequency range of 1600 Hz in both dimensions. The COLOC experiments employed a recycle time of 1.5 s, with 256 transients being collected for each τt value. A total of 128 spectra, each consisting of 8192 data points, were accumulated, covering 1600 Hz in F1 dimension and 21000 Hz in F2 dimension. The data matrix was zero-filled to 256 x 8192 points before the double Fourier transformation.

3.5.3 SFC and GPC measurements

SFC was performed on a JEOL JSF-880 chromatograph equipped with a column (1.7 x 250 mm) packed with octadecylsilane-treated silica gel (particle size 5 μm). The system consists of two computer-controlled pumps⁴⁰,⁴¹, one is for the delivery of liquefied CO₂ as mobile phase (flow rate = 300 μl/min), and the other for the delivery of ethanol as modifier (flow rate = 25 μl/min). Concentration of the modifier in the mobile phase was kept constant throughout the experiments. The pressure at the bottom of column was regulated by a release valve within ± 1 kg/cm² of the desired pressure. An UV detector JEOL CAP-UV01 (operated at the wave length of 210 nm) fitted with a cell of 1 μl in volume and 5 mm in light path was employed. The amount of sample used for the analysis was 0.3 mg of the oligomer dissolved in 1.0 μl of dichloromethane. The column temperature was initially set 110°C and was cooled down to 50°C at the rate of 4°C/min after injection of the sample.

GPC was performed on a JASCO TRIROTOR-II chromatograph equipped with a GPC column (30 x 500 mm, maximum porosity = 3 x 10⁻³) and with a Shodex SE-61 RI detector, using chloroform as eluent. Mass spectra were recorded on a JEOL JMS-DX303HF operated at field-desorption (FD) mode.

3.5.4 X-ray Crystallographic Determination of 3mm

X-ray data were collected with a Rigaku AFC-5R automated four circle diffractometer using CuKα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) in the ω-2θ scan mode. The space group was determined uniquely based on the systematic extinctions: h + l = 2n + 1 for h0l, h = 2n + 1 for h00, k = 2n + 1 for 0k0 and l = 2n + 1 for 00l. Unit
cell parameters were derived from a least-squares calculation based on 20 intense reflections whose 2θ angles fell in the range of 44-46°. Three standard reflections monitored every 100 reflections during data collection indicated no appreciable decay. No absorption correction was made.

The structure was solved by the direct method using MULTAN 78. The E map corresponding to the largest combined figure of merit revealed all non-hydrogen atoms. Positions for the non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters. Difference electron density maps indicated clearly the locations of hydrogen atoms.
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CHAPTER 4

Analysis of Polymers by On-line GPC/NMR

4.1 Introduction

Since its introduction in 1964\(^1\), gel permeation chromatography (GPC) has gained wide acceptance as a standard tool for the determination of the molecular weight and its distribution in polymers. Determination of molecular weight distribution (MWD) provides significant information not only for the studies of polymer properties but also for the studies of polymerization reactions because MWD reflects the mechanism of polymer-formation.

As described in the previous chapters, the polymerization of MMA by an anionic initiator such as Grignard reagent and alkyl-lithium often involves multiple active species with different reactivities and stereospecificities. The resulting polymer has consequently a broad and/or multimodal MWD, and microstructures of the polymers such as tacticity varies with molecular weight. It is essential for the understanding of the nature of active species in these polymerizations to examine the molecular weight dependence of the microstructures. However, fractionation of polymer by GPC is usually laborious and requires considerable amount of the polymer sample.

Recent progress in NMR spectrometer on the sensitivity and resolution has made it possible to use the spectrometer as a real-time detector for GPC\(^2-6\). In comparison with other conventional GPC detectors, \(^1\)H NMR is an information-rich detector. For example, the \(^1\)H NMR provides a wealth of structural information regarding the degree of polymerization, the stereoregularity and the copolymer composition, whereas some other detectors provide only a net property of the polymer molecules.

The continuous-flow LC-\(^1\)H NMR experiment was first reported in 1979\(^7\). Recent review articles\(^8,9\) demonstrated the feasibility of an NMR spectrometer as a detector for HPLC, although they are limited mostly to theoretical and technical considerations. This chapter describes the on-line GPC/NMR method which has been
developed as a novel technique for the characterization of polymers. The usefulness of the on-line GPC/NMR method using a 500 MHz $^1$H NMR spectrometer in the studies of polymerization reactions was examined.

4.2 Instrumentation for the On-line GPC/NMR Method

Figure 1 illustrates the on-line GPC/NMR system on which the present works were performed. The on-line GPC/NMR system consisted of a JASCO TRI ROTAR-V chromatograph and a JEOL JNM-GX500 spectrometer (a 16-bit A/D converter was installed).

A 2 mm or a 3 mm (i.d.) glass tubing with tapered structure at both ends was employed as an NMR observation flow-cell (Figure 2b); the detection volume was 0.060 and 0.140 ml, respectively. Similar type of a flow-cell was used in the on-line HPLC/NMR experiments$^{10,11}$. In our preliminary work$^2$, we used the NMR flow-cell without tapered structure at both ends (Figure 2a) and detected slight broadening of the elution band probably due to the turbulent flow in the inlet path of the flow-cell. Later$^3$, the tapered structures at both ends was found to remove the axial dispersion almost completely as described in the next section.

The flow-cell was mounted in the proton probe designed specially for the GPC/NMR system. The chromatograph equipped with a GPC column was placed about 2 m from the superconducting magnet, and the connections between the chromatograph and the flow-cell were made with a 3 m Teflon tubing (0.3 mm i.d.).

Chloroform-d or chloroform containing 10 % of chloroform-d was used as an eluent. The $^2$D NMR signal of the eluent was satisfactorily intense for internal lock and shimming of the magnetic field. Background signals due to the small amount of impurities in the eluent, except for the signal of H$_2$O, could be eliminated by subtracting the base line absorbance. Flow rate of the eluent, size and maximum porosity of a column, the amount of sample used, and the conditions for NMR data acquisition are dependent on the purpose of the analysis; the conditions will be specified in each section.
Figure 1. The schematic diagram of the on-line GPC/NMR system.

Figure 2. The 2 mm (i.d.) NMR observation flow-cell with (b) and without tapered structure (a) at both ends. The figures indicate the length in mm.
4.3 Determination of Molecular Weight and Its Distribution by the Absolute Calibration Method Using the PMMAs with Well-Defined Structure\textsuperscript{2,3}

Determination of molecular weight by GPC requires making a calibration curve, for which a set of standard polystyrenes with narrow MWD are usually used. Preparation of other standard polymers with different molecular weights and narrow MWD are generally difficult or laborious, and much attention has been given to empirical means of deriving calibrations for other polymers from that for polystyrene\textsuperscript{12}. The only exception at present is dual detection of a GPC chromatogram by a combination of UV or refractive index (RI) method with low angle light-scattering, in which the weight-average molecular weight ($M_\text{w}$) of a given polymer can be determined without a calibration curve\textsuperscript{13}.

The usefulness of a polymer having a known amount of chromophore groups per chain for absolute molecular weight calibration in GPC has been noted recently\textsuperscript{14}. This technique was applied to the determination of instrumental broadening in GPC using the polystyrene polymerized with bis(3-phenylazo)benzoyl peroxide and the chromatograph equipped with a variable wavelength UV detector which is sensitive to both the chromophore and polymer\textsuperscript{15}.

NMR spectrometer is sensitive to mass concentration and also to the $M_n$ of the solute polymer if the polymer molecule contains a known amount of end groups per chain. In this chapter the potential feasibility of the on-line GPC/NMR technique was realized in the preparation of an accurate calibration curve for highly isotactic PMMA with one t-C\textsubscript{4}H\textsubscript{9}-- group at the $\alpha$-end of the polymer chain.

The isotactic PMMAs used in this work were prepared by the living polymerization with t-C\textsubscript{4}H\textsubscript{9}MgBr in toluene at \(-78^\circ\text{C}\textsuperscript{16}\). The PMMA-molecule contains one t-C\textsubscript{4}H\textsubscript{9}-- group at the $\alpha$-end of the chain and the $M_n$ can be determined by relative intensities of the \textsuperscript{1}H NMR signals due to t-C\textsubscript{4}H\textsubscript{9}-- and CH\textsubscript{3}O-- groups as follows:

$$M_n = MW(\text{monomer-unit}) \times \left[3I(\text{OCH}_3)/I(\text{t-C}_4\text{H}_9)\right] + MW(\text{end-groups})$$

where $MW(\text{monomer-unit}) = C_5H_8O_2 = 100$ and $MW(\text{end-groups}) = C_4H_9 + \ldots$
H = 58. Table 1 gives the molecular weight and tacticity of the three PMMA samples used in this work.

A Shodex GPC column KF-802.5 (30 cm x 0.8 cm, maximum porosity = 2 x 10^4) was used for the present analysis. A 5 mm glass tubing (inner diameter = 2 mm) having a tapered structure at both ends was used for the NMR observation flow cell. Chloroform-d containing 0.5 % ethanol-d6 was used as an eluent and the flow rate was 0.2 ml/min. The spin-lattice relaxation time (T1's) for the CH3O- and t-C4H9- resonances were found to be 1.02 s and 0.51 s, respectively. Thus, 45° observation pulse (2.9 μs) and the repetition time of 3.0 s were employed for correct measurement of intensity (magnetization recovers theoretically 98.5 % and 99.9 % of equilibrium state for CH3O- and t-C4H9- resonances, respectively). The amounts of samples loaded were 0.4 mg, 0.5 mg and 0.9 mg for the PMMAs of Mn = 12600, 5260 and 3160, respectively. The 1H NMR data, each consisting of 8192 data points covering 4500 Hz, were collected over the entire chromatographic peak and stored as 8 coadded scans every 24 s. A line broadening factor of 0.55 Hz was applied.

Figure 3 shows the GPC/NMR data of the isotactic PMMA with Mn of 12600. The cross section at 3.60 ppm, where the methoxy protons resonate, gives the 1H NMR-detected GPC chromatogram. The 1H NMR-detected GPC chromatograms of the three PMMA samples are shown in Figure 4, together with those recorded with an RI detector. The peak shapes of both the 1H NMR-detected and RI-detected chromatograms are very similar to each other, and the difference in elution times due to difference in the void volume of the connecting path.

The 1H NMR spectrum of the PMMA (Mn = 12600) stored as a single file for the elution time from 33.6 to 34.0 min (cf. Figure 4) is shown in Figure 5. The signal to noise ratio (S/N) for the t-C4H9- end group is 7.2. The Mn of the PMMA detected in this file was calculated to be 11800 from the intensities of the signals due to the CH3O- and t-C4H9- groups. Similarly, spectra with good resolution and high S/N were obtained for most of the files. The files which exhibit the t-C4H9- signal with
Table 1. Characterization of PMMA samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mr (x1000)</th>
<th>Mw/Mn</th>
<th>Tacticity / %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPC/RI</td>
<td>GPC/NMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3160</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5260</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12600</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Determined by $^1$H NMR.

Figure 3. On-line GPC/NMR data of isotactic PMMA ($M_n = 12600$). Cross sections at 3.60 ppm ( *) where the methoxy proton resonates give the $^1$H NMR-detected GPC curve (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. The $^1$H NMR-detected GPC curves of the isotactic PMMAs with $M_n$'s of 12600, 5260 and 3160. These curves were obtained by plotting the intensity of the methoxy proton signal (3.60 ppm). The RI-detected GPC curves are also shown.
Figure 5. The $^1$H NMR spectrum of the isotactic PMMA ($M_n = 12600$) stored as a single file at the elution time from 33.6 to 34.0 min. (45° pulse, 8 scans, 8192 data points covering 4500 Hz, line-broadening factor of 0.55 Hz.) $M_n$ of the PMMA detected in this file was calculated to be 11800 from the equation:

$$M_n = MW(\text{monomer-unit}) \times DP + MW(\text{end-groups}),$$

where $DP = [3(\text{OCH}_3)/I(t-C_4\text{H}_9)] = 117$, $MW(\text{monomer-unit}) = C_4\text{H}_8\text{O}_2 = 100$, $MW(\text{end-groups}) = C_4\text{H}_8 + H = 58$.

Figure 6. Plots of $\log(M_n)$ of isotactic PMMAs determined from the intensity ratio for the $^1$H NMR signal of CH$_3$- to t-C$_4$H$_9$- against elution time; $M_n = 12600$ (■), 5260 (▼), 3160 (●). The calibration curve made by plotting $\log(M_n)$ of the isotactic PMMAs against the peak-maximum elution time using RI-detection is also shown (△ and broken line). The flow-cell with tapered structure (Figure 2b) was employed.
the S/N less than 5 were added with 2 or 3 contiguous files so that the ratio exceeded 5. Thus the $M_n$ of each fraction can be determined directly from the $^1H$ NMR spectrum. This is one of the great advantages of the on-line GPC/NMR system over dual detection systems such as UV-RI detectors or a variable wavelength UV-detector which requires calibration of the detected intensity of absorption due to end-groups and polymers for the real molecular weight.

The logarithm of the $M_n$ determined from the $^1H$ NMR spectrum in each file is plotted against the elution time. The plots for all the three PMMA samples fall on a single straight line as shown in Figure 6 (solid line). The slope of the straight line is close to that of the calibration curve made by plotting $\log(M_n)$ for the three PMMA samples ($M_n = 12600, 5260$ and $3160$) against the peak-maximum elution time using an RI-detector (broken line in Figure 6). The calibration curve made by the GPC/RI method in this way is not completely correct because the $M_w/M_n$ values of $1.13 - 1.19$ for the PMMA samples (Table 1) are not small enough to regard their $M_n$'s as the $M_n$ at the peak-maximum elution time. Thus, the linear relation of $\log(M_n)$ versus elution time obtained by this on-line GPC/NMR experiment should be the most accurate calibration curve for highly isotactic PMMA. The $M_w/M_n$ values calculated from the GPC/NMR method agreed well with those obtained from the normal GPC/RI method using standard polystyrenes as shown in Table 1.

In our preliminary work$^2$ we conducted similar experiments using the NMR flow-cell without a tapered structure at both ends (cf. Figure 2a) and found that the slopes of $\log(M_n)$ versus elution time curve for the PMMA samples of different $M_n$'s differed slightly from each other (Figure 7). The phenomenon was considered due to broadening of the elution band by the turbulent flow in the inlet path of the flow-cell. The present results clearly show that the tapered structure at both ends of the cell almost completely remove broadening.

The results mentioned here indicate the usefulness of on-line GPC/NMR for absolute calibration of molecular weight when polymer samples of well defined structure are available. It is noteworthy that a single sample with a broad MWD is enough to
Figure 7. Plots of log(Mn) of isotactic PMMA's against elution time obtained from the on-line GPC/NMR measurement using the flow-cell without tapered structure; Mn = 5260 (○), 3160 (●).
make the calibration curve if the number of end groups per chain is well defined. On-line detection by $^1$H NMR offers not only the absolute calibration curve but also information on the molecular weight dependency of some polymer-properties such as tacticity or copolymer composition at the same time. Thus, efforts for preparing the polymers of controlled structure should be encouraged for providing on-line GPC/NMR with suitable polymer samples.

4.4 Molecular Weight Dependence of Tacticity of the PMMAs Prepared by Anionic Initiators$^4$

As mentioned in Chapter 2, polymerization of MMA in toluene with the $t$-$C_4H_9MgBr$ prepared in diethyl ether yields highly isotactic PMMA with a narrow MWD. The $t$-$C_4H_9MgBr$ solution contained excess amount of MgBr$_2$ which was formed through the side reaction between $t$-$C_4H_9MgBr$ and $t$-$C_4H_9Br$ during the preparation.

$$t$-$C_4H_9MgBr + t$-$C_4H_9Br \rightarrow (t$-$C_4H_9)_2 + MgBr_2$$

Owing to the excess amount of MgBr$_2$, the Schlenk equilibrium shifts to the side of "$t$-$C_4H_9MgBr$" which produces highly isotactic PMMA.

$$\begin{align*}
(t$-$C_4H_9)_2Mg & \rightarrow MgBr_2 \\
2 t$-$C_4H_9MgBr
\end{align*}$$

Accordingly, the isotacticity of the PMMA prepared by $t$-$C_4H_9MgBr$ depends strongly on the amount of MgBr$_2$ in the initiator solution; the $t$-$C_4H_9MgBr$ solution whose $[Mg^{2+}]/[t$-$C_4H_9Mg]$ ratio was larger than 1.5 gave highly isotactic polymer and that with the ratio less than unity gave less isotactic or syndiotactic polymer.

Figure 8a shows the $^1$H NMR-detected GPC trace of the PMMA prepared with $t$-$C_4H_9MgBr$ ($[Mg^{2+}]/[t$-$C_4H_9Mg] = 0.87$) in toluene at $-78^\circ$C. The chromatogram was obtained by monitoring the methoxy proton resonance at 3.59 ppm. The polymer has a trimodal MWD,
Figure 8. The $^1$H NMR-detected GPC traces obtained by monitoring the methoxy proton resonance at 3.59 ppm (a) and the $\alpha$-methyl proton resonances at 0.86 ppm (----) and 1.20 ppm (---) due to $rr$- and $mm$-triads, respectively (b). The NMR signals due to $\alpha$-methyl protons of the PMMA eluted in the elution periods $F_1$ (c), $F_2$ (d) and $F_3$ (e) are also shown.
and the $^1$H NMR spectra acquired in the elution periods F₁, F₂ and F₃ (cf. Figure 8a) show that the tacticity of the higher molecular weight part is syndiotactic (Figure 8c) while those of the lower molecular weight parts are less syndiotactic (Figure 8d) or stereoblock-like (Figure 8e). The molecular weight dependence of tacticity can also be illustrated in a continuous form by plotting the signal intensities of the $\alpha$-methyl proton resonances at 0.86 and 1.20 ppm due to the rr- and mm-triads, respectively, against elution time (Figure 8b). It is very clear that the fraction of syndiotactic triad increases with an increase in molecular weight of the polymer. The results suggest that the high molecular weight part with high syndiotacticity (cf. Figure 8c) was produced from the species generated by "(t-C₄H₉)₂Mg" and that the isotactic part which has lower molecular weight and a relatively narrow MWD (cf. Figure 8e) was produced from the species generated mainly by "t-C₄H₉MgBr".

Figure 9 shows the results of GPC/NMR analysis for the PMMA obtained by $n$-C₄H₉MgCl in toluene at -78°C. The Grignard reagent was also prepared in diethyl ether but contained a stoichiometric amount of Mg²⁺ ([Mg²⁺]/[$n$-C₄H₉Mg] = 1.0). As shown in Figure 9, the PMMA has a broad MWD and the higher molecular weight part is more syndiotactic than the lower molecular weight one. Probably the situation is similar to that of the polymerization by t-C₄H₉MgBr mentioned above, although the MWD is unimodal. It was reported that PMMA formed with $n$-C₄H₉MgCl was a mixture of isotactic and syndiotactic PMMAs as evidenced by thin layer chromatography and competitive adsorption to silica gel. The GPC/NMR analysis clearly shows that the syndiotactic part had higher molecular weight than the isotactic one.

The PMMA prepared with 1,1-diphenylhexyllithium (DPHLi) in toluene at -78°C is highly isotactic. However, the MWD of the polymer is very broad. GPC/NMR analysis revealed that the isotacticity of the polymer increased with increasing molecular weight and that the high molecular weight part was almost 100% isotactic in triad (Figure 10). The results indicate that the reactivity of the propagating species has a wide distribution and the species with the higher reactivity are more isotactic-specific. The difference in the structure of the propagating species
Figure 9. $^1$H NMR-detected GPC trace of the PMMA prepared with $n$-C$_4$H$_9$MgCl in toluene at -78°C (monitoring the methoxy proton resonance at 3.59 ppm) and the triad tacticities of the eluting fractions.

Figure 10. $^1$H NMR-detected GPC trace of the PMMA prepared with 1,1-diphenylhexyllithium in toluene at -78°C (monitoring the methoxy proton resonance at 3.59 ppm) and the triad tacticities of the eluting fractions.
may be caused partly by the association among the DPHLi molecules in toluene at low temperature. The number average molecular weight of the polymer was much larger than the theoretical value calculated from the polymer yield and the initial monomer/initiator ratio, which indicates the association of DPHLi. Wiles and Bywater\textsuperscript{20} reported a similar variation of isotacticity with molecular weight for the PMMA formed with DPHLi in toluene at -30°C; the isotactic triad contents in fractionated PMMAs varied from 75% ($M_v = 10^4$) to 95% ($M_v = 10^6$).

Polymerization of MMA with $t$-[C$_4$H$_9$]Li in toluene at -78°C gave isotactic-rich PMMA with a broad but unimodal MWD\textsuperscript{21,22}. Figure 11 shows an NMR-detected GPC trace and a variation of isotactic triad content with molecular weight. Similarly to the DPHLi-initiated polymerization, the isotacticity increased with increasing molecular weight. However, the distribution of the propagating species in regard to reactivity in the polymerization by $t$-[C$_4$H$_9$]Li seems much narrower than that in the polymerization by DPHLi. The difference may result from different degree of association of these initiators.

It was recently found that a mixture of $t$-[C$_4$H$_9$]Li and trialkylaluminum (R$_3$Al) such as triethyl-, tri-$n$-butyl- or tri-$n$-octylaluminum gave highly syndiotactic polymers of MMA and other methacrylates with narrow MWD in toluene at low temperatures\textsuperscript{21,22}. As described above, $t$-[C$_4$H$_9$]Li itself gave an isotactic PMMA with a broad MWD. Addition of R$_3$Al increased the syndiotactility of the PMMA and at the ratio of R$_3$Al/$t$-[C$_4$H$_9$]Li $\geq$ 3 highly syndiotactic PMMAs with a narrow MWD were produced. At the ratio of 1.0 the PMMA with stereoblock-like tacticity and with a bimodal MWD formed in a low yield.

The PMMA prepared with $t$-[C$_4$H$_9$]Li-($n$-[C$_4$H$_9$])$_3$Al (Al/Li = 1.0) in toluene at -78°C was analyzed by on-line GPC/NMR as shown in Figure 12. Figure 12a is a contour plot of the GPC/NMR data and the spectra of the cross section at 49.2 and 57.2 min are shown in Figures 12b and 12c, respectively. These clearly indicate that the lower molecular weight part is syndiotactic and the higher molecular weight one is highly isotactic. Addition of R$_3$Al to $t$-[C$_4$H$_9$]Li generates syndiotactic propagating species for MMA by the formation of a weak complex between $t$-[C$_4$H$_9$]Li and ($n$-
Figure 11. $^1$H NMR-detected GPC trace of the PMMA prepared with $t$-C$_4$H$_9$Li in toluene at -78°C and the plot of the mm-triad content for the seven regions.

Figure 12. A contour plot (a) and cross sections (b-d) of the on-line GPC/NMR data for the PMMA prepared with $t$-C$_4$H$_9$Li-$\left(m$-C$_4$H$_9\right)_3$Al (Al/Li = 1.0) in toluene at -78°C.
C₄H₉₃Al and at the ratios of Al/Li ≥ 3 all the t-C₄H₉Li molecules are involved in the syndiotactic species. At the ratio of 1.0 there exist isotactic and syndiotactic propagating species concomitantly to give a mixture of isotactic and syndiotactic PMMAs. The mixture forms stereocomplex in toluene at low temperature so that the polymerization mixtures gels, which causes the low yield of the polymer.

4.5 Molecular Weight Dependence of Chemical Composition of the Copolymers of Methacrylates

The properties of copolymers depend primarily on their chemical compositions, and the chemical compositions of copolymers often depend on their molecular weights. Molecular weight dependence of the compositions of copolymers has been determined by fractionation and subsequent compositional analysis of the fractions. However, this method requires much time and rather large amount of sample. A recent review by Mori describes that dual-detector systems, such as UV-RI, or multiple wave-lengths detections with an IR or UV detector, can be used for the determination of copolymer composition in GPC. In these methods, the monomer units to be distinctively detected are often limited by either their molecular structure or their combination.

In this section, the potential feasibility of the GPC/NMR method is described on the analysis of the chemical compositions of block and random copolymers of MMA and butyl methacrylate (n-BuMA) obtained by anionic polymerization. The molecular weight dependencies of the chemical compositions of these copolymers determined by the GPC/NMR experiment gave us important information on the copolymerization mechanism.

A Shodex GPC column K-80M (30 cm x 0.8 cm, maximum porosity = 3 x 10⁷) was used. Chloroform-d was used as an eluent and the flow rate was 0.2 ml/min. Sixty degree pulse and the repetition time of 1.0 s were employed in the ¹H NMR measurement. The injected sample was 1.0 mg each. The ¹H NMR data, each consisted of 8192 data points covering 4500 Hz, were collected over the
entire chromatographic peak and stored as 24 coadded scans every 24 s. A line broadening factor of 0.55 Hz was applied. A Shodex SE-61 RI detector was also used for the detection.

Polymerization of MMA by \(t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)MgBr in toluene at low temperature gives highly isotactic PMMA with narrow MWD. The polymerization system is living and permits us to prepare the block copolymer of MMA with other methacrylates\(^{24}\). In this work, the PMMA-\textit{block}-poly(\(n\)-BuMA) was prepared by the polymerization of \(n\)-BuMA with the living isotactic PMMA formed with \(t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)MgBr in toluene at -60\(^\circ\)C. The poly(MMA-\textit{ran}-\(n\)-BuMA) was prepared by adding \(t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_9\)MgBr to the mixture of MMA and \(n\)-BuMA (\([\text{MMA}]_0/([n\text{-BuMA}]_0=2/1\)) in toluene at -78\(^\circ\)C. The results of these copolymerizations are shown in Table 2. The \(Mn\) of the copolymers agreed well with the expected value, indicating the initiator efficiency to be close to unity, although multimodal MWD's were observed. Figure 13 shows 500 MHz \(^1\text{H}\) NMR spectra of the copolymers measured in CDC\(_3\) at 35\(^\circ\)C. It is evident from the \(\alpha\)-CH\(_3\) and CH\(_2\) signals that the copolymers are highly isotactic.

Figure 14 shows the GPC/NMR data of the PMMA-\textit{block}-poly(\(n\)-BuMA). The GPC chromatograms corresponding to MMA and \(n\)-BuMA units can be obtained form the cross sections at 3.59 ppm (OCH\(_3\)) and 3.95 ppm (OCH\(_2\)), respectively. Relative intensities of the chromatograms were normalized to represent the mole ratios of MMA and \(n\)-BuMA units: the cross sections at every 0.02 ppm covering the respective peak areas were accumulated and normalized. The results are shown in Figure 15-1. Thus, the copolymer composition can be directly determined from the elution curves A and B at any specified region in the chromatogram. This is one of the great advantages of this on-line GPC/NMR system over dual detection systems such as UV-RI detectors, which require calibration of the detected intensity for the real chemical composition. The ratio of the areas under the elution curves A and B (33.6 : 66.4) agreed well with the mole ratio of MMA and \(n\)-BuMA units in the block copolymer (34.3 : 65.7) as determined from the \(^1\text{H}\) NMR spectrum measured under the static conditions (Figure 13-A). The chromatogram \(\mathcal{C}\) (Figure 15-1C) obtained by summation of the two chromatograms A and B coincided well with that obtained with
Table 2. Preparation of Poly(MMA)-block-poly(n-BuMA) and Poly(MMA-ran-n-BuMA) with t-C4H9MgBr in Toluene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MMA/n-BuMA in feed</th>
<th>[M]₀</th>
<th>Time (hr)</th>
<th>Yield (%)</th>
<th>VPO</th>
<th>Mn in polymer</th>
<th>MMA/n-BuMA Tacticity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block</td>
<td>34.4/65.6</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>4.5+24</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10500</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>66.3/33.7</td>
<td>101.0</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>11200</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a [MMA+n-BuMA]₀/toluene = 2.0 mol/L.
b Determined from ¹H NMR spectra measured in CDCl₃ at 35°C.
c MMA 40mmol, n-BuMA 76.4mmol, temperature -60°C; Mn(calcd)=11100.
d MMA 6.7mmol, n-BuMA 3.4mmol, temperature -78°C; Mn(calcd)=11500.

Figure 13. 500 MHz ¹H NMR spectra of PMMA-block-poly(n-BuMA) (A) and poly(MMA-ran-n-BuMA) (B) prepared with t-C4H9MgBr in toluene at -60°C and -78°C, respectively (CDCl₃, 35°C).
Figure 14. On-line GPC/NMR data of PMMA-block-poly(n-BuMA).

Figure 15. On-line GPC/NMR analysis of PMMA-block-poly(n-BuMA) prepared with \( t\)-C\(_4\)H\(_7\)MgBr in toluene at -60°C.
RI detection. Figure 15 also illustrates the $^1$H NMR spectra (OCH$_3$ and OCH$_2$ region) obtained by summation of all the data blocks covering the whole elution peak (Figure 15-2) and by summation of the data blocks included in the parts of F$_1$ (Figure 15-3) and F$_2$ (Figure 15-4), both indicated in Figure 15-1. The total mole ratio of MMA and $n$-BuMA determined from Figure 15-2 was again 34.5 : 65.5. The results depicted in Figure 15 clearly show that the high molecular weight fraction is rich in $n$-BuMA units, while the low molecular weight fraction is rich in MMA units.

The GPC/NMR data of the PMMA-block-poly($n$-BuMA) was divided into seven regions as indicated in Figure 16. The $M_n$ for each region was calculated from the calibration curve made by using standard polystyrenes, and the chemical composition of each region was determined from the $^1$H NMR spectrum for the region. Degrees of polymerization (DP's) of the PMMA and poly($n$-BuMA) blocks could be calculated from the $M_n$'s and the chemical compositions for the individual regions. Figure 16 shows the plots of the logarithmic DP of the PMMA and poly($n$-BuMA) blocks for each region against the molecular weight of the copolymer. The average DP of PMMA blocks was about 30, which corresponds to the $[\text{MMA}]_0/\text{[t-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr]}_0$ ratio in the polymerization. From the weight fraction and $M_n$ of each region, the $M_w/M_n$ of the PMMA-block-poly($n$-BuMA) against molecular weight of the block copolymer was roughly estimated to be 1.07. The value is close to that for the PMMA homopolymerized with $\text{t-C}_4\text{H}_9\text{MgBr}$ in toluene at -60$^\circ$C. The DP of the PMMA block slightly increases with an increase in the molecular weight of the block copolymer. The result may suggest that the living PMMA anions with higher DP have higher reactivity than those with lower DP in the polymerization of $n$-BuMA. It is also noticeable that the chromatogram showed no detectable peak due to the PMMA homopolymer with DP of 30. On the other hand, $\log(\text{DP})$ of poly($n$-BuMA) block increased linearly with an increase in the $M_n$ of the copolymer. These results show that the polymer is truly a block copolymer formed from the living PMMA anion. The bimodal MWD of the block copolymer indicates that at least two types of active species with different activity should be generated in the polymerization of
Figure 16. Plots of DP's of PMMA and poly(n-BuMA) blocks in the PMMA-block-poly(n-BuMA) against molecular weight of the block copolymer.

Table 3. The Number of Polymer Molecules in the High and Low Molecular Weight Fractions of Poly(MMA)-block-poly(n-BuMA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraction</th>
<th>$M_n$</th>
<th>$M_w/M_n$</th>
<th>Number of polymer molecules (mmol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High MW part</td>
<td>87800</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low MW part</td>
<td>9140</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with the living PMMA anion, although the initiation reaction occurred quantitatively. \( Mn, Mw/Mn \) and the number of polymer molecules for the high and low molecular weight peaks in the bimodal GPC curve were estimated separately and listed in Table 3. The number of polymer molecules of the high molecular weight fraction was one-fiftieth as much as that of the low molecular weight fraction, although the DP of the former fraction was 10 times as large as that of the latter fraction. This means that about 2 % of the living PMMA anions form the propagating species for the high molecular weight fraction, whose activity was about 500 times as high as that for the low molecular weight fraction.

Polymerization of MMA with \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) in toluene at low temperature gave highly isotactic PMMA with a narrow MWD, while polymerization of \( n\)-BuMA gave highly isotactic poly(\( n\)-BuMA) but with a multimodal MWD. Figure 17 shows the results obtained by GPC/NMR experiment on the random copolymer of MMA and \( n\)-BuMA (MMA/\( n\)-BuMA = 66.3/33.7) prepared with \( t-C_4H_9MgBr \) in toluene at \(-78^\circ C\). The chromatogram (Figure 17-1F) clearly shows multimodal MWD. The chromatograms D and E, based on MMA and \( n\)-BuMA units, respectively, indicate that the chemical composition is almost independent of its molecular weight. Figures 17-2 and 17-3 are the \( ^1H \) NMR spectra of fractions F3 and F4 indicated in the chromatogram, respectively. It is evident from the spectra that both the fractions are highly isotactic. These results suggest that multiple active species with different reactivities exist in the copolymerization system, but their monomer selectivities and stereoregularities are almost the same.

The present studies clearly show that the on-line GPC/NMR allows us to investigate the molecular weight dependence of the chemical composition of copolymer, in a short time (< 60 min), with a small amount of sample (< 1 mg) without calibration, and to extract a wide variety of information from the data of a single experiment. The results obtained by this method will serve to investigate copolymerization mechanism. It is easy to imagine that the application of the GPC/NMR method is not restricted to the analysis of the chemical composition of binary copolymer but can be extended to the analysis of terpolymer or the higher order of multicomponent copolymers.
Figure 17. On-line GPC/NMR analysis of poly(MMA-ran-n-BuMA) prepared with \( t\)-C4H9MgBr in toluene at \(-78^\circ\text{C}\).
4.6 On-line GPC/NMR Analysis of the Mixture of Chloral Oligomers

The on-line GPC/NMR method will also provide structural data of the homologous components in the oligomers such as chloral oligomers if a GPC column with small porosity is employed.

The stereochemistry of chloral oligomers has been investigated extensively\textsuperscript{25-29}, and it was shown that oligomers could be isolated when the polymerization of chloral was carried out near and slightly below the ceiling temperature of polymerization and was acetate end-capped.

\[
t-C_4H_9OLi + n \text{CCl}_3\text{CHO} \xrightarrow{(\text{CH}_3\text{CO})_2\text{O}} t-C_4H_9\text{O} \, (\text{CH-O})_n \text{COCH}_3
\]

Gas chromatographic studies on a mixture of the chloral oligomers\textsuperscript{26} revealed that the dimer (n = 2) exists in the meso (m) and racemo (r) diastereomers and that the trimer and tetramer fractions (n = 3 and 4) each tends to exhibit one main peak, accompanied by some small satellite peaks. NMR and X-ray crystallographic analyses\textsuperscript{28,29} showed that the major isomer of dimer and the highly predominant isomers of trimer and tetramer were the m-, mm- and mmm-diastereomers, respectively. It is the objective of this work to analyze the oligomer components of the higher degree of polymerization (3 \leq n \leq 7) by the on-line GPC/NMR method.

The mixture of chloral oligomers was prepared by t-C_4H_9OLi initiation and acetate end-capping as reported previously (8,9). The residue of vacuum distillation (bp > 125°C, 1.0 mmHg) obtained from the mixture was subjected to the on-line GPC/NMR analysis.

Chloroform containing 10% of chloroform-\textit{d} and 0.5% of ethanol was used as an eluent and the flow rate was 1.5 ml/min. The 10% of chloroform-\textit{d} was enough for internal lock of the magnetic field. The amount of the sample loaded was 10 mg. Ninety degree pulse (5.8 µs) and the repetition time of 6.0 s were employed for acquisition of \textit{\textit{1}}H NMR data. A total of 128 spectra, each consisted of 16K data points covering 4500 Hz, were collected during the elution time from 40.0 to 65.6 min and
stored as 2 coadded scans (time resolution of 12 s). Main band of the strong signal due to the eluent (CHCl₃) was suppressed by gated homonuclear irradiation as shown in Figure 18. A line-broadening factor of 0.27 Hz was applied.

Figure 19 shows the on-line GPC/NMR data of the mixture of chloral oligomers (5.45 - 6.35 ppm). Singlet signals due to acetal protons appear in the figure. ¹H NMR spectra of the oligomer components from heptamer to trimer were recorded successively during the elution time from 46.0 to 52.2 min.

Six spectra recorded in the elution time from 46.0 to 47.2 min (data #30 - #35) were accumulated to yield a spectrum of the chloral heptamer in much improved S/N (Figure 20a). Seven peaks observed at 5.713, 5.797, 5.969, 6.217, 6.231, 6.241 and 6.816 ppm are attributable to the seven acetal protons in the heptamer. Similarly, ¹H NMR spectra of the pure components from hexamer to trimer were obtained separately from the single GPC/NMR measurement (Figures 20b-20e); the spectra consist of 6, 5, 4 and 3 singlets, respectively. We have already confirmed by X-ray analysis that the spectra shown in Figures 20d and 20e are due to the mmm-tetramer and the mm-trimer, respectively²⁷. Thus Figures 20a-20e indicate that the chloral oligomer consists exclusively of purely isotactic oligomers, although several unassigned peaks of weak intensity are found in the spectrum of trimer fraction (Figure 20e). The chain-growth reaction of the propagating species having racemo-sequence should be hindered by steric reasons over the trimer level.

Figure 21 shows the GPC traces recorded by RI-detection (Figure 21a) and by ¹H NMR-detection (Figure 21b). The difference between the time scales in Figures 21a and 21b resulted from the difference in the void volume of the connecting path. The ¹H NMR-detected elution curves were obtained by monitoring peak height of the acetal proton signals resonating at 6.231 ppm (heptamer), 5.677 ppm (hexamer), 5.837 ppm (pentamer), 5.705 ppm (tetramer) and 5.923 ppm (trimer). It is noteworthy that the ¹H NMR-detected GPC curves reflect accurately the molar concentrations of the oligomer components. The number average molecular weight Mn and the Mw/Mn values for the mixture of chloral oligomer-
Figure 18. The suppressed signal due to the eluent (CHCl₃). This is a higher frequency part of the spectrum shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19. The on-line GPC/NMR data of the mixture of chloral oligomers.
Figure 20. $^1$H NMR spectra of the chloral oligomers (acetal proton region) derived from the on-line GPC/NMR data; (a): heptamer, elution time 46.0–47.2 min; (b): hexamer, 47.2–48.2 min; (c): pentamer, 48.2–49.4 min; (d): tetramer, 49.8–50.8 min; (e): trimer, 51.4–52.2 min. The signal at 6.43 ppm is due to an impurity in the eluent.

(a) RI

(b) $^1$H NMR

Figure 21. The RI-detected (a) and $^1$H NMR-detected (b) GPC curves of the mixture of chloral oligomers.
ers were evaluated as 737 and 1.03 respectively, on the basis of the $^1$H NMR-detected GPC curves.

The present results demonstrate the applicability of the on-line GPC/NMR method to the structural analysis of the oligomeric products.

4.7 Experimental Part

MMA and $n$-BuMA were purified by fractional distillation, dried over calcium dihydride, and then distilled under high vacuum just before use.

$t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr was prepared from $t$-C$_4$H$_9$Br and magnesium in dry diethyl ether ($[\text{Mg}^2]/[t$-C$_4$H$_9]=1.28$).

Toluene, purified in a usual manner and stored over sodium metal, was mixed with a small amount of $n$-C$_4$H$_9$Li and then vacuum-distilled.

The block copolymerization was carried out under dry nitrogen in a separable flask equipped with a mechanical stirrer. The polymerization of the first monomer, MMA, was initiated by adding the $t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr solution to the monomer solution in toluene at -60°C. After 4.5 h, toluene and then the second monomer, $n$-BuMA, were slowly added to the reaction mixture with stirring. The random copolymerization was carried out in a glass ampoule under dry nitrogen. The reaction was initiated by adding the $t$-C$_4$H$_9$MgBr solution to a 2:1 mixture of MMA and $n$-BuMA in toluene at -78°C. Both copolymerizations were terminated by adding a small amount of methanol to the reaction mixture. The solvent and unreacted monomers were removed from the reaction mixture by vacuum distillation. The residues were dissolved in benzene, and the insoluble materials were removed by centrifugation, and the copolymers were recovered from the benzene solutions by freeze drying.
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